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MATISSE – Part B
Proposal full title:

Methods and Tools for Integrated Sustainability Asses s m e nt
Proposal acronym:

MATISSE
Proposal abstract
Sustainable develop me n t has become an overall policy objective in the European Union.
The objective of MATISSE is therefore to achieve a step - wise advance in the science and
application of Integrated Sustainability Assessme n t (ISA) of EU policies. In order to
reach this objective the core activity of the MATISSE project is to improve the tool kit
available for conducti ng Integrated Sustainability Assess men t s .
This is divided into four main project activities:
1. A common concept ual framework for ISA developm e n t, implemen t a tion and
evaluation will be developed. The framework will be related to the assess m e n t of the
current status of ISA and its pattern of use in relation to different domains and
contexts. This includes the institutional factors that play a key role at the science policy interface;
2. MATISSE will deliver a future tool portfolio for ISA. It will improve and interlink
existing tools and metho ds for ISA with the focus on quantitative tools. In addition,
new met ho ds and tools will be developed that capture the multi - domain, multi - level
and multi - actor complexity of ISA.
3. In four case studies the improved and new ISA tools will be applied and tested. The
case studies are designed to cover the broad spectru m of domains and contexts of
ISA in the EU. The themes are: i) agricult ure, forestry and land - use, ii) resource use,
waste and dematerialisation, iii) water, and, iv) sustainable environ men t al technology
develop me n t.
4. The involvement and engagemen t of stakehol ders and policy makers will be secured
througho u t all the activities of the project. Activity four covers the crosscut ting
capacity - building, commu nications and outreach tasks. To this purpose, external
guidelines for ISA will be developed that will suppo rt the future use and application
of tools and met hod s for ISA across a wide range of contexts. The guidelines are also
evaluated in the case studies.
The consortiu m consists of 26 partners, which represen t the necessary scope of
disciplines and method ologies. They will bring into MATISSE a large set of existing ISArelated metho d s and tools as well as the experiences from previous key EU projects in
this field. Strong participation from the new EU member states is secured. The
consortiu m is lead by the International Centre for Integrative Studies (ICIS) at Maastricht
University. The project runs for four years.
The resulting improved tools portfolio and ISA Guidelines will form the primary
deliverables of the project. The major focus will be on ISA- modelling tools in relation to
ISA- participat ory method s. These, primarily quantitative, ISA- tools will be made
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suitable for use by the European Commission and other actors in the governance
hierarchy that seek to apply ISA in a wide range of contexts. A comprehe n sive
dissemination progra m me will ensure the optimal take - up of these deliverables across
Europe with a special emphasis on the accession count ries. The dissemination
progra m me will be underpi nne d by the creation of an ISA help - desk and web- based
portal to disseminat e the ISA Guidelines and improved tools portfolio, and to provide a
contact service for ISA practitioners and stakeholders. The develop me n t of these
primary deliverables will be made possible by: producing a systemic inventory of
current tools and metho ds for ISA, including the develop me n t of procedures for
bench m arking; and by anchoring sustainability assess m en t within a rigorous scientific
and theoretical context through the develop me n t of a concept u al framework for ISA.
The ISA Guidelines and improved tools portfolio will be evaluated and improved
through application to a set of European case studies selected in order to deliver casespecific sustainability assess me n t s useful to policy makers and other stakeholders. Full
emphasis will be placed on engaging users and stakeholders throughou t the
develop me n t and application of all ISA- tools and metho d s in order to ensure a true coproduction of knowledge, build compete nces / c a p a cities and secure take - up in the EUpolicy process. MATISSE aims to contribut e to the longer - term develop me n t of ISA as a
generic, strategic, multipur po s e approach to the integrate d analysis and assessm e n t of
sustainability strategies and policies.
In sum, the MATISSE- approach forms a cyclical and iterative process, in which learning,
interaction and feedback are crucial element s. Past learning experiences form the basis
for the guidelines for ISA. Results from the case studies form the input for the further
develop me n t of existing and new ISA- tools, and further sharpen s the guidelines. These
are then used in the case studies, which in their turn feed back into the developm e n t of
ISA- tools and metho ds.
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B.1 Scientific and technological objective s of the project
and state of the art
B1.1. Problem definition
Sustainable develop me nt has become an overarching policy target for the European
Union. However, the EU- policy- making process and that of its member states remains
largely sectoral in nature: a wide spectru m of EU policies pursue narrow sectoral
concerns and do not contribut e fully enough to the achievement of broader
sustainability targets. New policy tools such as Sustainability Impact Assess me nt (SIA)
have therefore been adopte d by the EU to ensure that sectoral policies can be evaluated
in relation to their wider, sustainability impacts. However, what is really needed is a
cross - sectoral approach to assessing sustainable develop me n t at an even higher, much
more strategic level: Integrated Sustainability Assessme nt (ISA). ISA involves a long term, comprehen sive assess me n t of EU- policy progra m m e s against sustainability
targets and criteria.
In order to perform ISA at the EU- level, many more new tools and metho d s are needed
which are rooted in a new paradigm. Sustainable develop me n t is a complex, multi dimensional pheno m e n o n, with a breadt h of and depth which cannot be fully covered by
the current portfolio of ISA- tools. We therefore need a new generation of ISA- tools, in
particular modelling tools, that can quantitatively assess the multiple dimensions of
sustainable develop me nt, in terms of multiple scales, multiple domains and multiple
generations. Although a new paradigm is on the horizon looming and its contours are
gradually becoming clearer, it will take a while before it can be used to develop practical
tools.
We therefore propose a two- track strategy: find new ways to use the current portfolio of
ISA- tools as efficiently and effectively as possible, while at the same time developing
building blocks to support the next generation of ISA- tools.

B1.2. State of the art
The need for Integrated Sustainability Assessme n t s (ISAs) to support the develop men t
of integrated sustainability policies is a challenge not only for policy makers but also for
science. Sustainable developme n t is an essentially conteste d notion, because it is
complex, normative, subjective and ambiguou s. There are, nonet heless, a number of
common alities even in diverging interpret atio ns, upon which the notion of sustainable
develop me n t can be implemen te d in practice. These common alities include that it is an
intergenerational pheno me n o n, that it operates at multiple scale levels, and that it
covers social - cultural, economic and ecological dimensions. The overall challenge is to
make the tensions between these scale levels and dimensions explicit and to develop
strategies to alleviate them.
The multi - dimensionality of sustainable developme n t requires an integrat ed and
interdisciplinary approach. In principle, Integrate d Assessme n t (IA) is therefore a
suitable approach to address the phenom en o n of sustainable developme n t. Integrat ed
Assess me n t is the science that deals with an integrated systems approach to complex
societal problem s embedde d in a process - based context. IA aims to analyse the multiple
causes and impacts of a complex problem in order to develop policy options for a
strategic solution of the problem in question. IA itself involves a process whereby IAtools form the equipme n t to perform the assess me n t. The IA- toolkit is rich, including
both analytical tools / m e t h o d s (such as models, scenarios, uncertainty and risk
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analyses), and participatory metho ds (such as focus groups, policy exercises and
dialogue metho ds). IA has been successfully applied in fields such as acid rain and
climate change, using IA- models such as RAINS and IMAGE.
Integrated Assess men t is now exploring new challenges in new fields, such as
sustainable developm e nt. We refer to this as Integrated Sustainability Assessme n t (ISA).
However, the current tool - kit of IA is not sophisticated enough to address the multi dimensional complexity of sustainable develop me n t. Integrated
Sustainability
Assess me n t (ISA) is closely related to Sustainability Impact Assessme n t (SIA). While SIA
is focused on the short - term and very practical, ISA is broader, explorative, forward looking and long - term oriented. The two are positively correlated and should go hand in- hand. For example, applied to agriculture, ISA could involve an assess me n t of the
sustainability implications of the CAP- reform in a particular Western - European country
versus an accession country, while SIA could mean assessing the impact of bio- fuels on
small - scale agricultural prod uction in particular EU- regions. ISA and SIA are considered
as comple me n t ary, and both will be used in a harmo niou s manner.
Over the past two decades many researchers have been engaged in a quest to develop
tools and method s for sustainability assess m e n t s. While many started working from a
mono - disciplinary basis, others made an attemp t to develop generic tools for the
pheno m e no n of sustainable develop me n t. These efforts have resulted in the following
insights: (i) an overall generic tool, capturing the multi - dimensionality of sustainable
develop me n t, is not possible; (ii) the diversity of the tools and metho d s developed
hinders the efficient use of ISA in a practical policy - making setting; (iii) the current
paradigm has reached its limits in creating lock - ins for new tools that are better suited
to address the complexity of sustainable developme n t.
So, although significant progress has been made over the past decades onto our way of
ISA, obvious deficiencies and limitations of current Integrated Assessme n t tools have
become clear: the imbalance between the socio - economic - technological dimension
versus the ecological dimension, the purely rational represent atio n of actors, the poor
treat me n t of uncertainties and the single - scale process represent atio n. Sustainable
develop me n t, however, puts new requireme nt s on Integrated Assess me n t tools, in terms
of trade - offs between multiple scales and multiple generations, and between socio econo mic - technological and ecological processes. New Integrated Assessme n t tools are
therefore needed which are groun de d in a new paradigm, without loosing contact with
the old paradigm. The new paradigm has not yet taken shape in a mature form, but can
be portrayed in terms of the following characteristics: (i) better integration of science;
(ii) co- evolution of subsyste m s and underlying processes; (iii) synthesis between
participatory method s and Integrated Assessme n t models; (iv) more stochastic than
deterministic; (v) more explorative than predictive; and (vi) more deman d (stakeholder)oriented than supply - oriented. The time is ripe to start developing new Integrated
Assess me n t tools, here referred to as new Integrated Sustainability Assessmen t (ISA)
tools, without discarding the current Integrated Assess men t tools. Developing new ISAtools is a time - consu mi ng activity, so a more harmo ni zed and efficient use of existing
ISA- tools is at least as import ant as developing new ISA- tools.
Within the context of the MATISSE- project the choice has been made to focus on
Integrated Assessme n t models in relation to Integrated Assess men t participatory
metho ds. Using current and new Integrated Sustainability Assessme n t models and
participatory methods, the challenge is to perform Integrated Sustainability Assess men t
in a similar way as has been done for climate change, in particular within the framework
of the IPCC. In concrete terms this means that ISA involves the whole palette of: (i)
analysing human activities as driving forces; (ii) estimating the impacts on ecosystem s
functioning and human health; (iii) indicating critical threshol ds and potential damage;
(iv) setting policy- targets; (v) developing mitigation and adapt ation strategies; and (vi)
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monitoring the process.
As a conseq ue nce, we need a portfolio of Integrated
Assess me n t models and participatory method s to support ISA at the various stages in
specific contexts and domains. No single tool or instru me n t can capture all stages and
dimensions of ISA. Further mo re, given the range of applications contexts and domains,
a flexible, hierarchical approach to linking elements together is needed. In practice, ISA
encomp a sses the following tasks and tools:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

analysing the dynamics of sustainable developme n t, using Integrated
Assessment models ;
forecasting (un)sustainable trends and developm e n t s, using Integrated
Assessment - models and scenarios of the future;
assessing the sustainability impact of policy options, using model - based costbenefit and cost- effectiveness analyses ;
monitoring the long - term process of sustainable develop me n t, using model based indicators ;
designing the process underlying Integrate d Sustainability Assess me n t, using
participatory methods .

The challenge is to use the above ISA- tools in a more advanced manner (i.e. interlinking
and adjusting / i m p r oving existing tools to better cope with the complexity that SD
requires), while working on the next generation of ISA- tools grounde d in a new
scientific paradigm.

B1.3. Scientific Objecti v e s
The overarching objective of MATISSE is to achieve a step - wise advance in the science
and application of Integrated Sustainability Assess me n t (ISA), by:
• producing a systemic inventory of current tools and method s for Integrate d
Sustainability Assessme n t, including the develop me n t of
procedures for
bench ma rking;
• anchoring sustainability assess m e n t within a rigorous scientific and theoretical
context through the develop me n t of a concept u al framework for ISA;
• improving and adjusting existing tools and metho ds for Integrated Sustainability
Assessmen t according to the specific needs of ISA- users;
• developing new tools and metho ds for Integrated Sustainability Assess me n t that
capture the multi - domain, multi - level and multi - actor complexity of ISA;
• developing Guidelines for Integrated Sustainability Assessmen t, that support the
practical develop me nt, use and application of tools and metho ds for ISA in policy
making;
• applying existing and new tools and metho ds for ISA in case studies selected in
order to test the strengt hs and weaknesses of the ISA- tools and method s and to
deliver case - specific sustainability assess me n t s useful to policy makers and other
stakeholders;
• engaging users and stakehol ders throug hou t the developm e n t and application of
ISA- tools and metho d s in order to ensure a co- production of knowledge, build
compete nces / c a p acities and secure take - up in the EU- policy process.
The overall challenge is to assess sustainability at the EU- level, using the best available
current ISA- tools in a more coheren t and interlinked manner, but also developing new
ISA- tools in a process of co- production with stakeholders at the science - policy
interface. Both existing and new ISA- tools need to be based on “best practice”
operational guidelines that encapsulate the learning experiences gained with the use of
diverse tools and method s over the past decades.
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B.2 Need and relevance to the objective s of this sub priority
MATISSE is designed to support the objectives of sub - priority 6.3, by developing tools
and met ho ds which can handle the complex challenges expressed in the EU Strategy on
Sustainable Develop me n t. Within the 6 th Framework Program m e the EU deman d s, in
support of the EU Strategy, a broad sustainability assess me n t approach, capable of
addressing a wide spectru m of sustainability integration tasks for EU- policy. One urgent
need that MATISSE will address is the sustainability assess m e nt of individual EUpolicies, required to ensure that policies avoid uninten de d impacts that would be
inconsistent with attaining the objectives set out in the EU Strategy. However, the total
spectru m of tasks to be addresse d ranges from analysing the driving forces behind
unsust ainable trends (in terms of the intricate interplay between autono m o u s trends,
market forces, policies, and surprises) to developing better policy alternatives and
facilitating the comparison of different policies in terms of sustainability objectives.
MATISSE is thus designed to develop Integrated Sustainability Assessme n t as an activity
capable of addressi ng the need posed by this wide spectru m of tasks.
MATISSE will facilitate the develop men t of guidelines for ISA. These will be used by
policy makers and ISA analysts on the level of the European Union and its member
states. The guidelines will allow these groups to benefit from the scientific results of
MATISSE in the practical implemen t a tion of ISA in policy making. The ISA guidelines will
facilitate the harmo nisation of ISA- tools and metho ds within the EU, whilst also
allowing flexibility within the guidelines to custo m - build an ISA appropriat e for any
context.
MATISSE will seek to bench ma rk existing element s and approaches for ISA, assessing
their strengt hs and weaknesses, overlaps, fitness for purpose, context - specificity,
transferability, and any critical gaps and linkage problem s. MATISSE will work closely
with other EU and national research initiatives to incorporat e the latest work in the field.
By making best use of what is already available, duplication of effort will be avoided,
enabling resources to be focused where they are most needed: i.e., on filling gaps,
securing compatibility and developing the “best - practice” operational guidelines for
ISA.
MATISSE will address the need to improve, develop and apply tools and metho ds for ISA
including: sustainability progress monitoring; sustainability impact assess me n t and
evaluation; integrate d policy assess me n t and develop men t; backcasting and forecasting
of sustainable develop men t; and managing the transition towards sustainable
develop me n t. Within the Integrated Project, the overall task will be made manageable by
developing different facets of ISA in different parts of the project. Some of the tools
(e.g. integrated modelling tools) will be used to assess the sustainability impact of EUpolicies, some (e.g. scenario tools) to explore the sustainability of future trends and
policies, while other tools (i.e. indicators) will deal with monitoring sustainability
progress, and participatory metho d s will focus on the active participation of
stakeholders in the develop me n t of sustainability tools. Most importan t, however, will
be to develop improved ways of using these tools and method s in conjunction with each
other.
MATISSE will address the need for developing tools and metho d s that integrate the
social, economic, environ me n t al and institutional dimensions of sustainability. This is
required for integrating sustainability into EU- decision processes and for securing
greater cohesion and co- ordination in sectoral and cross - sectoral policy - making by
highlighting conflicts and trade - offs between EU- policy objectives and by identifying
opport u nities for enhancing the compatibility of policy objectives. The project will
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characterise the disparat e sustainability dimensions of EU- policies by developing tools
and metho ds that blend quantitative, qualitative, analytical, participatory and
deliberative element s and approaches. Tools and metho ds are required at different
spatial scales levels and for the shorter - term of 5- 10 years and the longer term of 25 50 years. Because the multitu de of temporal and spatial scale levels cannot be covered
by a single tool or metho d, multiple tools and metho d s are required, that are then
tested through multiple case studies, including place - based and chain - based analyses.
MATISSE will suppo rt capacity building in support of ISA across the European Research
Area (ERA). The consortiu m brings together a critical mass of resources from across the
ERA and engages associated candidate countries to ensure harmo nisation of metho ds at
the European level. It adopt s a multi - disciplinary, trans - disciplinary and participatory
research model in order to engage users and civil society, secure a co- production of
knowledge, build capacities and competence and secure take - up.

1.

B3. Potential impact

Competitiven e s s
The leaders of EU have stated their objective of making EU “the most competitive and
dyna mic knowledge - based econom y in the world, capable of sustainable economic
growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion ” by 2010. If this bold
target is to be achieved, there is an urgent need for instru m en t s by which policies in
all three domains (environme n t al, economic and social) can be assessed in an
integrated fashion. There is currently a proliferation of potentially incomp atible
tools and method s jeopardizing consistent integrated sustainability assess me n t s.
The urge to continuou sly undert ake ISA of major policy instrum e n t s stems in
particular from the Gothenb urg decision, which established the EU Strategy on
Sustainable Develop me nt and identified sustainability assess me n t as one of the
main “grips” by which the strategy can be implemen te d for specific
policies / di rectives. The need for sustainability assess men t is reinforced by decisions
at the Barcelona Summit to integrate external dimensions into policy- making and by
commit me n t s reached at the Johannesbu rg Summit .
Solving societal problems
Despite the ambitious environ men t al considerations informing all EU policy domains, many
environ me n t al problem s in Europe are (at least partly) aggravated by policies and
other regulatory instrum e n t s (such as taxes and incentives). There is now a clear
ambition to integrate environm e n t al issues in all policy domains, such as economic
policy (COM(2000)576), indust ry (Conclusions of the Council of 29 April 1999), the
single market (COM(99)263), employmen t (COM(97)592), agriculture (COM (1999)22)
and comm u nity cooperation policy (COM(2000)264). The primary impacts of
MATISSE will be to promot e a harmonisation of approaches to sustainability
assess me n t within the EU, and to achieve a step - wise advance in the science
underpi nning integrat ed sustainability assess me n t through the radical improveme n t
of existing tools and method s and the developme n t of new tools and metho ds. The
resulting tools and method s will be applicable to a wide range of policy domains.
During its course, the MATISSE project will provide four case studies of
comprehe n sive integrated assess me n t using both existing tools and new ones.
Innovation
MATISSE will develop an innovative ISA “best practice” operational guidance tool, an
improved portfolio of tools for perfor ming operational integrated sustainability
assess me n t s, which engage and suppo rt societal stakehol ders and policy makers in
the social and political resolution of complex develop men t problems. Using the set
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of case study applications of these tools and metho ds, MATISSE will provide a
demon st ra tion of the potential of state - of- the - art in ISA. The MATISSE consortiu m
recognises the system s - level nature of the persistent, structu ral problem s of
unsust ainable developme n t. The resolution of such problems requires broad
societal struct ural changes or transitions, which in turn depen d on revision both of
develop me n t processes and the institutions in which they take place . Thus the
project will aim to contribut e to the longer - term imperative of developing ISA as a
generic, strategic, multipur po s e approach for integrate d and systemic analysis and
assess me n t of integrated sustainability strategies and policies. MATISSE will aim to
have a major impact on the develop men t of Science of Sustainability in Europe by
supporti ng the developm e n t of an innovative approach to solving problem s and
developing policies based on integrated strategy and policy develop men t.
Dissemination
The work will be carried out in close cooperation with ISA practitioners and other
stakeholders in Europe within the framework of a “co- learning” approach.
Scientists, policy makers and members of civil society from across the EU and the
accession countries will be engaged in the work, including in the four policy case
studies used to test the utility of methods and explore the societal implications of
the approach in relation to participation, democratisation and open and transpare n t
governance. Case studies will be chosen to demon st ra t e the range of applications
for ISA so as to promot e widest possible take up. This combined with an extensive
dissemination progra m me, to reach a wider group of potential users, will maximise
the impact of MATISSE on the developme n t of ISA within Europe. The dissemination
progra m me will go beyond the traditional dissemination strategy of producing
report s, books, publications or websites. A major part of the MATISSE dissemination
strategy deals with the active participation of users and other stakehol ders in codeveloping ISA- tools, and internalising the ISA- knowledge and expertise that arise
out of this participatory process. The aim is that an active involvement of users and
stakeholders will lead to an active social learning process, which will influence the
wider develop me n t process of ISA- tools and metho ds.

European level added value
The MATISSE initiative builds upon several informal and formal networks of scientist s and
research groups across Europe. The need for, and also added - value of, a European
level project can be described by many different aspects, such as:
• the comprehen sive approach and bold objectives;
• the need to encomp a ss a wide range of European landscapes with different social and
cultural settings;
• the need to encomp as s countries and regions in different stages of political, economic and
scientific developme n t;
the need to encomp a ss countries and regions in different stages of a sustainability transition;
inal results of the project are primarily aimed for use at the EU level.

n previous research
TISSE project builds on many previous research endeavours at EU and national levels (as
a rise d elsewhere in is proposal). The underlying idea is to harmo ni ze and systematize the use of a
flora of ISA related tools and metho ds as well as filling the gaps with new tools.

tions to standards / policies / regulations
be applied to all major proposals adopte d by the Commission (i.e. those listed in its Annual Policy
gy or its Work Program m e) and there is an urgent need for setting standard s for these
s me n t s. In 2004 more than 40 policies are subject to extended impact assess me n t s before their
ion (COM(2003) 645). This underlines the evident need to develop harmonised approaches based
best practice in order to avoid a proliferation of incomp atible, partial approaches. This is necessary
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sure consistency between EU policies as well as consistency between national, EU and international
ation. The present seven guiding principles for impact assessm en t s are importa n t to recognise, but
is a need to issue more stringent and if possible quantitative measures and standar d s. This is
ularly importan t for extended impact assess me n t s where many different agencies are involved.
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B4. Outline implementation plan
Description of the S&T appro ac h and ways to achieve the MATISSE objectives

l approac h of the MATISSE project

t of depart u re in the design of the general approach for the MATISSE project is the recognition of
eed for robust quantitative tools to support the develop m e n t of integrate d sustaina bility policies
that such tools need be developed so as to be of most use to the emerging policy- support context
stainability Impact Assess me n t (SIA) on the one hand, and the emerging research context of
ated Sustainability Assess me n t (ISA) on the other hand.

ble Developm e n t (SD) is a complex and essentially contested notion, because it is normative,
ctive and ambiguo us. There are, nonet heless, a number of common alities even in diverging
ret atio ns, upon which the notion of SD can be made operational from a scientific basis. These
on alities include that it is an intergenerational pheno me n o n, that it operates at multiple scale
, and that it covers social - cultural, economic, ecological and institutional dimensions. The general
nge is to make the tensions between these different scale levels and dimensions explicit and to
op strategies to alleviate them; this requires an integrated approach.

d Assess me nt is the science that deals with an integrated systems approach to complex problems
d de d in a process - based context. Integrated Assessm e nt aims to analyse the multiple causes and
ts of a complex problem, in order to develop policy options for a strategic solution of the
ular problem. Integrated Assessme n t itself is a process, whereas Integrated Assess me nt tools form
quip me n t to perform the assess me n t – crucially advances are required in both the process and
ols themsel ves . The Integrated Assessme n t toolkit includes both analytical tools / m e t h o d s (such as
ls, indicators, scenarios, uncertainty and risk analyses), and participatory metho ds (such as focus
s, policy exercises and dialogue metho ds). Integrated Assess men t is context - specific, so both the
e of the process architecture and of the tools and metho ds are depende n t on the substan tive issues
ncern and on the applications context. Integrated Assessm e n t has been successfully applied in
such as acid rain and climate change, using Integrated Assessme n t models such as RAINS and
E. Based on these successful applications, Integrated Assessme n t is now exploring new fields, in
ular SD. Here we refer to Integrate d Assessmen t of SD as Integrate d Sustainability Assessmen t
and consider it to be a new and potentially powerful, multi - purpose approach at the interface
en sustainability science and sustainability policy.

ific challenge is thus to perform ISA in a similar way as has been done for climate change, within
amework of the IPCC. In concrete term s this means that ISA involves the whole palette of:

ng human activities as driving forces;
ating the impacts on ecosystem s functioning and human health;
g critical threshol ds and potential damage;
y - targets;
gation and adaptation strategies; and,
cess.

palette of ISA, we need a portfolio of tools and instru me n t s to support ISA at the various stages in
domains. No single tool or instru m e n t can capture all stages and dimensions of ISA. Further more,
plications contexts and domains, a flexible, hierarchical approach to linking elements together is
A encomp a sses the following tasks and tools:

mics of sustainable develop me n t, using Integrated Assessment models ;
ct of policy options, using cost- benefit and cost- effectiveness analyses ;
stainable trends and developm e n t s, using scenarios and visions of the future;
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ng - term process of sustainable develop me n t, using indicators ;
ess underlying ISA, using participatory methods .

bove tools in a more advanced manner (i.e. interlinking and adjusting / i m p r oving existing tools and
cope with the complexity that SD requires). In addition, it is broadly acknowledged that we also
A, working on the next generation of ISA- tools that will be groun de d in new scientific paradigms, in
wards integration of socio - economic, ecological and institutional aspects of SD.

ess me n t (ISA) is closely related to Sustainability Impact Assessme n t (SIA). While SIA is focused on
ery practical, ISA is broader, explorative, forward - looking and long - term oriented. The two are
nd should go hand - in- hand. For example, applied to agriculture, ISA could involve an assess me n t
implications of the CAP- reform in a particular Western - European country versus an accession
Assessme n t could mean assessing the impact of bio- fuels on small - scale agricultural production in

n t of SD is so complex and time - consu ming that it is way beyond the scope of any single research
hat specific choices have to be made with regard to context, themes and tools / m e t h o d s of ISA. The
has made these choices, aiming at creating a balance between being realistic and pragmatic on the
us and innovative on the other; whilst focusing on meeting the objectives of the global change and
ty. The following choices form the context of the MATISSE approach:

d as compleme n t ary, and both will be used in a harmo nious manner;
re the complexity of SD, so a diversity of ISA- tools and method s will be used. However, diversity
to fragmen ta tion, therefore, a commo n set of principles is needed for using and developing ISA-

are: Integrated Assessm e n t models, scenarios, indicators and participatory metho ds. The main focus
ve ISA- tools, in particular on Integrated Assessme n t models;
e of ISA- tools & metho d s, and on the adjust me n t / i m p r ove me n t of existing tools & method s (ca.
nd metho ds will be developed, working on the next generation of ISA- tools (ca. 30%);
e carried out, four, in order to use ISA- tools and perform a partial ISA. The selection of case studies
strategy;
6. Different aspects of ISA, such as forecasting, monitoring or impact assess m en t,
will be treated in different case studies.
The project has thus been designed to achieve the objectives of the project in the
specific context of the choices outlined above.

Activities identified to imple m en t the general appro ach
The work of the MATISSE consortiu m is arranged aroun d a set of four highly interlinked
activities that are required to meet the challenges of ISA develop me n t and achieve the
project objectives. The core activity of the MATISSE project is to improve the tool kit
available for conducting Integrated Sustainability Assessments . The other activities serve
to: facilitate the application, evaluation and iterative improveme nt of these tools
through a set of case studies; provide the concept ual and operational context for the
use of ISA- tools; develop guidelines for the selection and application of tools in
conducting an ISA; and, finally, a dissemination activity, designed aroun d a paradigm of
co- develop me n t with the user commu nity.
Activity 1: Developing the tool - kit for Integrated Sustainability Assess m ent
The challenge of improving the ISA- tool kit is here divided into two broad tracks.
Firstly, there is the challenge of improving existing tools and linking of existing tools
and methods together to provide the means to address interactions between
develop me n t s and policies that span different domains and, also, the means to make
more comprehen sive assess me n t s. In essence, this is aimed at serving joined - up
governance, at avoiding perverse policy outcomes or problem shifting, and at clarifying
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potential conflicts between policy objectives. Secondly, there are challenges concerned
with developing new quantitative tools for handling specific analytical problems that
are inherent in ISA, such as those concerning multiple levels of scale, the diverse and
dynamic behaviours of actors, the need to handle uncertainty and the need to address
'difficult to measure' qualities, such as social, cultural and knowledge aspects in
sustainability assessm e nt. Thus, this activity will provide the means to make more
inclusive and more comprehe n sive ISAs, i.e. across the various dimensions of
sustainability and expan ding the scope of integrated assessm e n t to the wide spectru m
of assess me n t tasks as indicated earlier.
In making these improvemen t s, activity 1 will, crucially, be guided by the priorities,
principles and needs as identified by a separate activity on the metho d s and context for
ISA (activity 2) and will, in turn, feed back into the co- develop me n t of a concept ual
framework for ISA developme n t, impleme nt atio n and evaluation (activity 2). It is a
funda me n t al principle of MATISSE that learning (from the concept u al discourse and
real - world use context) should play a crucial element in the improve me n t of existing
ISA- tools.
Track I: Interlinking and improving existing ISA- tools .
This track will use a portfolio of existing ISA- tools and metho ds in a more creative and
coherent manner, while also adjusting and improving them, in order to better enable
current policies and progra m m e s to be assessed. To overcome the deficiencies and
limitations of current tools for sustainability assess me n t, it is necessary to inter - link
them. This enables estimation of how policies contribute to specified sustainability
targets, and it allows assess me n t of the distance between a future projection and
specified sustainability targets, and exploration of the reasons for any gap between
them. There is also much room for improveme n t of current ISA- tools and instru me n t s;
in particular the limited level of integration between the various subsyste m s and the
high level of abstraction of the processes represent e d are facets that need to be
improved.
The focus in MATISSE will be on quantitative tools and method s, in particular on
Integrated Assess men t Models (IAMs). The challenge is to use IAMs in conjunction with
sustainability indicators and scenarios, and to provide them with an approp riate and
adequate participatory setting. For instance, a hierarchical set of indicators might be
dynamically linked to IAMs; in this way, indicators can serve as vehicles to commu nicate
IAM result s and as a basis for mapping response strategies. IAMs might also provide
scenarios with quantitative rigour and accuracy, whereas scenarios could provide
comm u nication vehicles for models (as tested in the EU- VISIONS project, Rotmans e.a.,
2000). Existing IAMs could be used in a participatory context (as tested in the EUULYSSES projects, Kasemir e.a., 2003). Systematic uncertainty and risk analyses
performe d with IAMs can help in conveying the nature of the uncertainty and provide a
link to different risk strategies. Possible examples of IAMs that could be used in this
context are the GECs- model, the NEMESIS- model, the GEM- E3 model, the IMAGE model
and the E3- EME model.
Track II: Developing new ISA- tools and methods .
To address the complexity of SD we need to develop the next generation of ISA- tools, in
particular the next generation of IAMs. These should handle multiple scale levels, in
particular micro - scale dynamics, that can deal with the dynamic behaviour of actors,
and are rooted in a new paradigm, that is rooted in complex system s theory,
evolutionary economics, multi - level governance and multi - agent modelling. It can be
described in terms of common characteristics: (i) better integration of science; (ii) coevolution of subsyste m s and underlying driving forces; (iii) more explorative than
predictive; and (iv) more deman d (stakeholder)- oriented than supply - oriented. New
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concepts are needed which are based on the above characteristics of the new paradigm.
An example is the transition concept (Rotmans e.a., 2001), which enables to unravel
complex societal patterns of transitions in terms of time, scale and actors. Because
developing new ISA- tools is a time - consu ming activity, our strategy is to do that step wise: first concept u al models and modules will be developed, then these
modules / c o n ce p t u al models will be implemen te d and tested in case studies, and if done
successfully these modules can be incorporate d in existing ISA- models, gradually
evolving into the next generation of ISA- models.
In developing new ISA- tools, learning from past experiences, both in terms of failures
and successes, plays an importa nt role. Therefore, the guidance from activity 2, by
providing a set of principles, priorities and needs for the next generation of ISA- tools, is
of crucial importa nce.
Activity 2: ISA Methods and the contextual framing for ISA
Activity 2 h a s t h e f u nctio n t o s u p p o r t t he d evelop me n t of q u a n ti tative m o d els for ISA,
by p rovi ding a n a n alysis of t h e d e m a n d a n d s u p ply si des for ISA, by p rovi di ng a
co nce p t u al fra m ework for ISA, a n d by d evelo ping gui delines t ha t d e scribe h ow differe n t
t ools a n d ca n be u se d t o bes t effect t o a d d re s s p a rticular as ses s m e n t challenges. Giving
t h ree m ai n as p ect s t o t h e activity:
Defining t he context in w hich ISA - tools m u st be used
The first is grounde d in the MATISSE philosophy that ISA developme n t and
implement a tion are processes that hold the potential for recursive and reflexive
learning and capacity - building. The goal of the consortiu m is to advance the state of the
art of ISA by broadening the scope of assess me n t, extending the domains in which
assess me n t is practised, enhancing the ISA- tool - kit, and developing ISA guidelines,
principles and examples of best practice. At issue is that in order to emerge from the
MATISSE process with tools, lessons, principles and examples that will help secure an
improved, broadene d, extended and harmo nise d approach to ISA, approp riate for a wide
set of application domains, there needs first to be an iterative and adaptive learning
process established within the MATISSE consortiu m that will lead to a consortiu m - wide
consensu s on key definitions, concepts, priorities, principles and approaches to the
challenges of ISA develop men t and testing.
Exploration of the dema nd and supply side of ISA .
A second, and related, aspect is that the consortiu m needs to start from a consortiu m wide understa n ding of both the current status of ISA and its pattern of use in relation to
different domains and contexts of application , including, especially, the import an t
institutional factors that play a key role at the science - policy interface, and an
ambitious future vision of the potential role of ISA as a key instru me n t in support of
decision making and sustainable developme n t. This context ualisation of ISA is critical
for co- ordinating the work of the MATISSE consortiu m and for identifying priorities,
criteria and principles that will need to be integrate d into the developme n t and testing
work in order for ISA to fulfil its potential. This requires an underst a n ding of the
complex mechanis m s that shape policy- making, including funda me n t al questions of
how policy preferences are formed, and what the decision - making context is in terms of
actors, interests, information needs and what the role of the assess me n t should be. The
supply side requires insights into the scientific potential of ISA, and the toolkit
currently available. A system atic inventory of ISA- tools is therefore needed, including
tools and metho d s that are available but not widely used in the policy arena, and
including critical gaps, deficiencies and overlap between tools and metho d s. The
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systematic inventory will draw heavily upon the Sustainability A- Test STREP- proposal
that will start early 2004.
Guidelines and best practice rules for ISA.
A third aspect is that the lessons and principles learned through the work of MATISSE
will need to be formulated into guidelines, backed by examples of best practice and
approp riate use. There is a need to clarify to prospective ISA users and practitioners
what method ological options and tools are available, which principles are appro priate
for selecting among these and how factors pertaining to applications domain and
context might best be handled in the selection process. In MATISSE this will be achieved
through the develop me nt of “best practice” guidelines for ISA , capable of providing
design principles and guidance on how different ISA- tools can be interlinked and
integrated flexibly according to the application need and context. There already exists a
wealth of tools and approaches that will constit ute importan t element s of a coheren t
ISA guidance tool and associated portfolio of tools. But there are also significant gaps to
be filled and consistency checks to perform (to ensure compatibility of individual
element s in terms of data, assum p tion s and underlying principles), and innovations
needed in tools and metho ds to address the full complexity of SD. Achieving take - up of
such a framework from stakehol ders and ISA users will be vital. This requires a colearning and co- developme n t approach to the research (working closely and
interactively with users and stakeholders) together with the wider dissemi nation of the
ISA knowledge - base developed in the project.
Activity 3: Case studies to implement, evaluate and improve the ISA- tool kit
In order to test the improved tools portfolio developed through activity one, and
advance the state - of- the - art concerning the process by ISA- tools may be applied, the
project requires a set of case study applications. Activity 3 thus consists of a set of four
case study applications of the new and improved tools that have been developed in
activity 1. These are:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Agriculture, Forestry and Land - Use,
Resource Use, Waste and Dematerialisation,
Water
Sustainable Environme nt al Technology Developmen t.

The case studies have been selected to exemplify priority substan tive policy issues and
urgent analytical challenges that face ISA developm e n t. They have also been chosen
because of the linkages between the cases, which gives the possibility for further
integration by considering interactions between them. The case studies will be
performe d according to a commo n format, resulting in a comm on working mode. The
common case study format addresses the following aspects: (i) what is the deeper - lying
problematique in terms of unsust ai nability?; (ii) what are the underlying driving forces
and potential impacts?; (iii) which visions, solutions, outcomes have been produce d by
others in the past? And in terms of met ho dological aspects the format addresses: (iv)
what kind of ISA will be perfor me d in the case study?; (v) which ISA- tools can be used in
the case study?; (vi) what is the role of the various stakehol ders in the case - study?; (vii)
what are base line assum p ti ons and com mo n metho d s to be used in the case study?.
The tools and methods develope d in activity 1 will be applied and tested in an
iterative process (through the three major phases of the project, see below) with
feedback from experience in the case studies being used to inform subseque n t round s
of tools develop me n t activity. The case studies will provide not only a testing ground
for the new and improved tools, but will also provide both substan tive results of value
to stakehol ders and a body of best practice examples. Together with methodological
and analytical lessons learned, these exam ples will form an import ant outpu t of the
project, through their contribution to the ISA guidelines.
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Activity 4: Disse mination and Capacity Building within a co- develop ment paradigm
Learning, interaction and feedback are crucial element s in the cyclical and iterative
MATISSE approach. Past learning experiences form the basis for the guidelines and best
practice rules for ISA. Results from the case studies form the input for the further
develop me n t of existing and new ISA- tools, and further sharpen s the guidelines and
best practice rules. These are then used in the case studies, which in their turn feed
back into the developme n t of ISA- tools and metho ds, etc. Obviously, dissemination of
these learning experiences and feedback is of crucial import ance in MATISSE.
This is a cross - cutting capacity - building, commu nications and outreach activity. In
parallel with the philosophy that underpins activity 2 - the concept of ISA as a process
of adaptive manageme n t and learning with the object of building capacities and shared
underst a n di ng - activity 4 will secure the involvement and engagem en t of stakeholders
througho u t all the activities of the project. MATISSE aims to secure a wider and
harmo nise d use of an improved set of ISA- tools and metho d s as a means of
contributing to better informed and more transparen t decision making processes. This
goal can only be achieved if stakeholders - such as ISA commissioners, practitioners,
and informatio n users - are involved in the process of ISA- tools developm e n t,
implement a tion and use in each and every activity within MATISSE. This is needed if
ISA- tools develop men t is actually to address users needs and also if perceptions of
needs and of the possibilities of meeting these are to be re- concept ualised. Equally,
there is a need to ensure outreach to ISA stakeholders beyond those directly engaged in
the developme n t work.
In the spirit of this learning - by- doing and doing - by- learning approach, in which
knowledge develop men t is a co- production process, activity 4 will engage stakeholders
across the ERA and accession countries within the project, provide a contact and
advisory service to prospective users and intereste d parties, and train young ISA
scientists to build a comm u nity of experienced practitioners capable of implemen ti ng
ISA in accordance with the ambitious vision for ISA set out in activity 2.
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Overall implem en t a tion plan
Gener al project structure for the integr ation of MATISSE compon en ts into a
coherent project
Based on these four activities the workprogra m m e is struct ure d aroun d a set of highly
interlinked workpackages (WPs) as shown in the table and accom pa nying diagram s.
These have been designed based on a MATISSE- philosop hy of creating a balance
between using the wealth of tools and metho ds that already exists and the new tools
and approaches that are needed, between co- learning and co- developing and between
the developers and users of ISA- tools. The case studies that provide a thematic
integrating theme across the entire project; the existing tools to be improved and new
tools to be developed provide a methodological integration line; and the ISA- concept u al
framework and guidelines, which provide a contextual integration line across the entire
project. Thus each WP (and each task within each WP) may be defined in terms of its
contribution to these thematic, method ological and contextual integrating themes.

Overvie w of the MATISSE Work Packages
MAIN OBJECTIVES (WP NUMBER)
Activity 1 – Quantitative Modelling for ISA
Using and improving existing tools in
interlinked and more coherent ways (WP8)

WP LEADER(S)
innovative,

Developing innovative new tools in a highly focused and
selective manner (WP9).
Activity 2 – Methods and Contextual Framing for ISA
Ensuring that the research is anchored in a rigorous
scientific
the
and
theoretical
context : through
develop me n t of a concept ual framework for ISA (WP1).
Ensuring that the research is anchored in the decision making context : by conducting a system atic inventory of
tools and method s currently in use and how they are
currently being used (WP2)
Developing, applying and evaluating a set of innovative
ISA “Best Practice” guidelines (WP3)

M. Fischer - Kowalski
(IFF)
N. Kouvaritakis
(NTUA)
J. Rotmans (ICIS);
A. Haxeltine (UEA)
P. Weaver (DU)

A. Jordan (UEA);
M. Nilsson (SEI)

B. Metz (RIVM)

Activity 3 – Application of improved tools portfolio in case studies
N. Kouvaritakis
(NTUA)
Applying and testing both the ISA Best Practice Guidelines S. Bringezu (WI);
and the improved tools portfolio through a set of case M Fischer - Kowalski
study WPs;
L. Olsson (Lund);
D. Tabara (UAB)
T. Barker (CE);
E. Jochem (ISI)
Activity 4 – Dissemination and Capacity Building
Dissemin ating results, insights and learning effects in
an innovative manner , through a process of coproduction with users & stakeholders (WP10)

F. Hinterbu rger (SERI);
J. Jaeger (SERI)
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The interactions of the MATISSE work packages is shown graphically in Figure B4- 1,
while Figure B4- 2 shows the project manageme n t timeline (Gantt chart). Each WP is
described in detail in the next section, but first we summa ri ze the crucial steps in the
project implemen t ation and interactions between the WPs (with a detailed
implement a tion plan for first 18 mont hs provided in B8). The MATISSE project has
been organised into three major phases , based around an iterative struct ure:

I.I. Quantitative
A-tools
Quantitative IS
ISA-tools

II.
SA Methods
II. IISA
Methods &
&
Framing
Framing

III.
III. Case
Case Studies
Studies

W
WP
P 4-7
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ISA Case
Case Studies
Studies

MATISSE

W
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Conceptual
Framewor
Frameworkk IS
ISA
A

W
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ISA Tools
Tools

W
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P 9:
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Dev eloping
New
New Tools
Tools for
for IS
ISA
A

W
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P 22 Inventory
Inv entoryIISA
SA
Methods
Methods and
and Tools
Tools

s

W
WP
P 3:
3: ISA
ISA Gu
Guidelin
idelines
es

W
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P 10
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Collaboration, d
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ation, and
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ilding
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&
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Figure B.4.1 Activities within MATISSE and their component Work Packages (Pert
diagram)

Phase one of the MATISSE project (months 1- 18)
1….Project start- up. (starting in Month 1 of the project):
The project will start with a 3 day MATISSE Assembly of all partners to refine the
detailed protocol for interaction between the various project tasks. Work will then start
immediately on:
• Improving existing modelling tools and developing new modelling tools (WPs 8 &
9).
• Develop me n t of the concept ual framework for the project, with a particular focus
to develop a first typology of tools by mont h six (WP1).
• WP2 will begin work on develop me n t of the institutional and operational context
for ISA- use. This will be informed by a direct link to the A- Test project (key ATest project staff will be invited to the kick- off meeting) and by the first typology
of ISA supplied by WP1 at the end of mont h 6.
• WP10 on dissemination will establish contacts with pertinen t ISA stakeholder and
user comm u ni ties, and together with WP2 carry out an initial scoping of user
requireme n t s. It will establish an internal web- based comm u nication tool.
2…..Work initiated from Month 6 of the project:
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•

•
•
•

•

The four case studies will begin backgrou n d work on their selected systems of
interest as a basis for ISA, but will wait until mont h 7 of the project to receive the
inputs from WP3 on the ISA Guidelines that will help in the selection of an
approp riate method ology. A close dialogue will be established from the Month 1
onwards between the work on tools developm e n t and the case studies.
WP3 will start in mont h 7 of the project. The first task will be to hold a workshop
to develop a first draft of the ISA guidelines, based upon the initial findings of
WP1 and WP2 and direct input on user needs from WP10.
This first version of the ISA Guidelines will then be provided to external
stakeholders for evaluation, and provided to the case studies to evaluate the
extent to which it is useful in form ulating the ISAs to be carried out.
The case study WPs will start in month 6 of the project, beginning with a scoping
study of the case - study system of interest. This will include definition of the
scope and boundary of the study, target variables and sustainability indicators,
policy and other drivers, stakeholder
analysis, concept ual modelling,
identification of key questions and information needs, review of available tools,
models and data sets, definition of an appro priate metho dological approach and
first evaluation of metho dological and analytical challenges ahead.
A second all- partner MATISSE Assembly will be held in month 12 to
comm u nicate overall interim results, hold intra - WP meetings, and review and
modulate progress towards completion of the first phase of the project in mont h
18.

3......Complete first internal iteration of the MATISSE project cycle (at Month 18)
By mont h 18, key deliverables will be available from WP1 and WP2 - this will provide a
framing or set of ”guard rails” which will guide the developm e n t of the improved toolkit
and metho ds (through the ISA Guidelines and case studies) during mont hs 18- 48 of the
project. WPs 8 & 9 will have produce d first prototypes of new and improved tools and
each case study will have completed a pre - ISA scoping study. Thus by the end of mont h
18:
•

•

•
•

•

WP2 will have been completed , delivering an inventory and institutional gap
analysis of ISA (for each case study domain). This will provide a set of status
report s summ ari zing the patterns of use in the policy domains related to the four
case studies and providing recom me n d a tio ns from a policy perspective to the
modelling WPs 8 & 9;
WP1 will deliver a first iteration of the conceptual framew ork , setting out an
ambitious vision of the scope and potential for ISA in operationalizing SD and
outlines major obstacles and challenges for ISA develop me n t, implement a tion
and evaluation.
WP3 will deliver a second version of the ISA Guidelines ., which will have been
evaluated and improved through interaction both internally and with external
ISA- users.
WPs 3- 7 will have produced pre- ISA scoping studies describing: the problem
domain, the potential for ISA applications (including identification of appro priate
tools), and setting out a detailed design for a conducting full ISA in collaboration
with the improved tools portfolio (in the second and third phases of the project).
WPs 8 & 9 will have produced first proto - types of the improved tools
portfolio (for internal use), based already upon extensive dialogue with the case
study teams and WPs 1- 3.

Phase Two of the MATISSE project (months 18 - 36)
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Phase two of MATISSE will be launched with a third consortiu m - wide Assembly. The
primar y objective of the second phase is to complete a first iteration of the
develop m e n t, implem en t ation and testing of improve d and new tools through their
application in the set of case studies . Other objectives will be to: further the internal
harmo nisation within the consortiu m on key issues in ISA developme n t and
implement a tion; build capacities and mut ual underst a n di ng through stakeholder and
user engagemen t and through training of young scientists; improve and develop the ISA
guidelines; context ualise the work in relation to debates on SD and the role of science
and policy in SD; address meta - level questions that cut across MATISSE; and comm ence
evaluation of the progress of the consorti um in relation to its objectives.
4...... First iteration of application of the improved tools portfolio to the set of four
case study ISAs
In the second phase of the project the main compon en t s required to implemen t a set of
case study applications of an improved ISA- toolkit and method s will be in place. Our
intention is that the detailed workplan would then focus on the application, evaluation,
and further develop men t of the improved toolkit in the specific context of the case
studies.
Although the MATISSE project is focused on the developme n t of quantitative tools for
ISA, our project design ensures that we will not be developing modelling tools in
isolation from real - world contexts and wider theoretical consideration s (concerning e.g.
the discourse on SD). Rather the tools develop men t work will be comprehe n sively
informed by a wide range of input s that will ensure that the improved toolkit that we
develop by the end of the project will be as well suited as possible to 1) operational use
by the identified ISA- user commu ni ty in Europe, and 2) contributing to a transition to a
sustainable Europe. Specifically, during phases 2 and 3 of MATISSE, the develop me nt of
quantitative tools will be informed by:
A use - analysis (from WP2);
A concept ual framing (from WP1);
Through a first major iteration with the case study ISA applications (WPs3- 7);
Through a needs analysis and additional iterative feedback from relevant
stakeholders (WP10);
Through direct feedback from the societal and scientific advisory boards;
Through peer review feedback from publishing results and presen ting outp ut s of
the MATISSE project and key scientific meetings.
Through internal self- evaluation.
It is precisely this implemen t ation strategy that we suggest will allow us to make a
seminal contribution to advancing the portfolio of quantitati ve tools available for ISA
in Europe . A strategy focused focused solely on direct model developme n t would not,
we suggest, provide the same level of opport u nity for reflexive analysis of the state - ofthe - art followed by a creative moving forward towards a new paradigm, and new level
of sophistication for quantitative ISA- tools.
Initially (from mont h 18- 36) prototype versions of the improved tools and new tools
will be applied in the case studies. There will be a strong and direct interaction between
the case study WPs and the two modelling WPs. Phase 3 of the project (month s 36- 48)
will involved a second cycle of testing and improvemen t of the tools (with a specific
emphasis on making them suitable for the wider ISA- user comm u nity).

Phase Three of the MATISSE project (months 36- 48)
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Phase three will be launched with a fourth MATISSE Assembly. The primary objective in
the third phase of MATISSE will be to complete a second iteration of the application of
the improved tool portfolio to the case studies . The emphasis here will be on
producing a mature version of the improved tools portfolio suitable for dissemination
to the wider ISA- use comm u nity. Training and dissemination activities will continue as
in phase two. A final iteration of the initial deliverables from WPs 1 and 2 will also be
completed (to be carried - out as a MATISSE wide cross - cutting activity). There will be an
evaluation of the effectiveness of MATISSE in relation to its goals / o bj ectives and an
evaluation of the impact of the tools and metho ds developed in relation to decision making processes and decision making contexts / d o m ai n s.
6.......Production of final deliverables (by Month 48)
The major final deliverables from the project will be:

•

An improved toolkit for ISA – focused on improveme n t s to existing quantitative
tools and a small set of innovative new tools (from WPs 8 and 9);
• A set of Best Practise Guidelines for ISA - suitable for operational use
througho u t the EU (from WP3). In the final iteration these guidelines will
incorporat e a range of product s from the project, including: the concept u al
framework for ISA – that includes an operational vision of how ISA can contribute
to an overall transition to sustainability (from WP 1) and the inventory and use analysis of ISA (from WP2).
• A completed set of case study ISA applications – that will provide reference
application cases for conducting ISAs. (from WPs 4- 7).
• A focused dissemination and capacity building program – that will have made a
major contribution to the advancem e n t of an ISA- user comm u nity with Europe
and especially the accession countries (WP10)
• An evaluation of the effectivene s s of MATISSE and of the usefulnes s of its
products (facilitated through WP10).
_________________________________________________________________________________
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B4.1. Research, technological develop ment and innovation
activities
Detailed description of each work component, partners involved in the component
and contribution of each to the project as a whole

WP 1: A conceptual, theoretical and methodological frame work for
ISA
Acronym

ICIS

Person months

6

SER
I
4

SEI

UD

UEA

UAB

RIVM

SPRU

7

41

13

6

3

12

Overvie w
WP1 is concerne d with the process of ISA develop men t within MATISSE. This has two
aspects. First, there is a need to develop an ambitious vision of ISA as a key process in
sustainable developm e nt and transition. Realising this vision will depen d upon
extending the use of assess me n t to new functions, domains and contexts and upon
broadeni ng its scope to cover all dimension s of sustainability. This emphasises a
harmo nise d approach to ISA developm e n t and use which, in turn, suggests design and
use criteria that should be integrated into ISA- tools and met ho d developm e n t. Second,
the develop me n t of ISA- tools and method s is concept ualised within MATISSE as a social
learning and capacity - building process. Thus, WP1 will orchestrat e an intensive,
interactive and iterative social learning process among consortiu m participant s that will
continue throughou t the project, but will be especially intensive in the first phase.
Through consortia - wide workshop s, WP1 will establish a shared overarching paradig m
for ISA developme n t within MATISSE. It will also establish procedures for continuo u s
self- evaluation of progress toward project objectives.
Objectives
The overall objective of WP1 is to define the overarching concept ual, theoretical, and
analytical paradigm to be used in MATISSE for the developm e n t of ISA and thereby
provide focus and secure consistency within the consortiu m and contribute to guiding
the science and practice of ISA more generally. Specific objectives are to:
• Establish shared definitions, concept s, principles, language and reference points for
the work of MATISSE, including visions and mental models of the role and potential
of ISA.
• Review the state - of- the- art of ISA, its relation with other forms of sustainability
assess me n t and impact assessm e n t, its develop me n t to date and the challenges and
opport u nities ahead.
• Set out meta - level research questions and hypotheses for the consortiu m to explore
in order to advance the science and practice of ISA.
• Context ualise the work of MATISSE in relation to the broader context of progress
toward sustainable developme n t and current debates about the role of science and
policy in society.
• Establish processes for continuou s self- evaluation within the MATISSE process and
for final evaluation of how the project has contribut ed to linking knowledge to
actions for transitions to sustainability.
Description of work
MATISSE will need to depart from a set of goals, concept s, working definitions,
assu m p ti on s and hypotheses, which will be revised and refined during the four - year life
of the project through an intensive, iterative, consortiu m - wide social learning process.
An adaptive manage me n t approach with inbuilt learning processes will be achieved
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through a set of consortia - wide worksho p s. The workshop s will be informe d by state of- the - art reviews and by experience within the project (i.e., combining normative deductive and empirical - inductive approaches). Methods used will include: reviews of
the relevant literatures, theoretically- based dialogues within the scientific and user
comm u ni ties about sustainability, sustainability- science and ISA, state - of- the - art
reviews of available theories, concept s tools and metho ds that could contribute to ISA,
role/ n ee d / g a p analyses, concept u al modelling of importa n t causal relationshi ps and
impact pathways that will need to be reflected in the architect ure of an ISA, and the
develop me n t of reference principles and criteria for ISA develop me n t, implemen t ation
and evaluation. The process of self- conscious evaluation is considered an essential step
(van Eijndhoven et al 2001).
T1.1 Continuing discourse and systemic synthesis on sustaina bility (Leader SEI/UD)
The objective is to concept ualise sustainability and explore its implications for the
purpo ses of integrated sustainability assess me n t within MATISSE. The approach
involves an operational and theoretical discourse and systemic synthesis on
sustainability, and its critical subsyste m s, compone nt s and interrelations hi p s in relation
to sustainability assess me n t of policies, program m e s and other drivers of (un)
sustainable developme n t s. (This task will receive input from and provide input to all
other WPs).
Main deliverable(s) from T1.1 : A systemic analysis of sustainability and policy- relevant
operational vision of sustainability in relation to integrated assessment.
T1.2
Review of sustaina bility - assessme nt state - of- the - art (Leader - UEA)
Objectives are to help define ISA and to distinguish it from other sustainability - related
assess me n t method ologies, to develop a first typology of ISA- and ISA- related tools,
metho ds and approaches, to review its status, and to develop concept s and
bench m arking criteria useful for ISA analysis and develop me n t. The work involves a
state - of- the - art review of sustainability assess me n t tools, metho ds and approaches
covering concepts and theory, drivers, domains of application, functions and roles. (This
task will provide input to WP2).
Main deliverable(s) from T1.2 : A state - of- the - art review of the current status of
sustainability assessment.
T1.3 Establish a vision for ISA and explore its scope and potential (Leader - UAB)
The objective is to develop an ambitious vision of ISA and explore its functions, roles
and potentials in the broader context of progress toward SD in the ERA. The work will
consider the functions that ISA could serve in different policy- and decision - making
domains and in relation to pragmatic and strategic questions. It will develop concept ual
models of causal relationshi ps and impact pathways in the context of SD both as a
means of informing the architect ure of ISA and to identify possible interaction effects
across policy making domains that would suggest the need for ISA. (This task will
provide input to WP3, ISA- tools developme n t, case studies and dissemination).
Main deliverable(s) from T1.3 : A norm ative vision on the potential of ISA, its function
and roles in different decision making domains and contexts covering the scope for and
potential benefits of wider ISA up - take; conceptual models of illustrative impact
pathwa ys.
T1.4
Synthesis of principles, definitions, require me nt s and criteria for the
develop m e n t, implem en t ation and evaluation of ISA; develop m e nt of meta - level
research questions and hypotheses to advance ISA (Leader - UD)
The objective is to establish analytical and metho dological requiremen t s for ISA
develop me n t in order to fulfil its potential and to specify these in terms of design
criteria for ISA- tools develop m e n t and use. This will be achieved through need and gap
analyses to identify weaknesses in the current portfolio of ISA approaches and throug h
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a deductively - derived synthesis of key challenges for ISA develop me n t and
implement a tion. (Links to all other WPs, but in particular to the case studies and tools
develop me n t)
Main deliverable(s) from T1.4 : A report setting out principles, definitions, requiremen ts
and criteria for ISA develop me nt and meta - level research questions / h y pot heses
T1.5 Integration of these components to produce a conceptual fram e wo r k for ISA
develop m e n t and evaluation (Leader - UD)
The objectives are to establish the overarching paradigm for ISA develop men t within
MATISSE as well as to contextualise the work of MATISSE in sustainability, policy and
scientific debates. The approach will be to through synthesis of the above compone n t s
and by relating ISA develop me n t and use to issues and debates in SD, the role of science
and policy in SD, and the advanceme nt of sustainability science. (This task will provide
input to all other WPs and receive input from all other WPs).

Main deliverable(s) from T1.5 : An overarching concept ual, theoretical,
metho d ological and analytical paradigm / f r a m e w o r k for ISA developm e n t and
evaluation.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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WP 2: Inventory and Institutional analysis of current uses of ISArelated tools in the policy context
Acronym
Personmonth
s

UEA
25

SEI
13

UAB
6

SPRU
11

REC
3

Objectives
The aim of this WP is to provide the MATISSE project with a systematic and struct ure d
overview of current ISA- related tools, and a context specific analysis of how, and to
what effect, they are being used in daily policy making. The precise objectives of this WP
are to:
• Provide a bench m arke d inventory of current tools and their use.
• Underst an d the current pattern of the use of ISA- related tools and its effect on
policy making. The differences uncovered by contrasting the theory - based WP1
and the empirical situation will be identified, analysed and explained.
• Identify examples of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ practice, and explore the conditions under
which they arise, and their transferability.
• Examine existing institutional capacities and needs in the use of ISA- related tools
• Examine the extent to which current tools and procedu res could be integrate d
into ISA procedures at different levels of governance in the EU and in member
states.
Description of work
The approach suggest ed is to evaluate actual assess me n t practice in relation to
theoretically- derived ISA concept s and benchm ark s developed in WP1 in order to
identify where and why there are significant differences between the two, their main
limitations and deficiencies, as well as features such as ‘fitness for purpose’,
transferability and, in particular, their complemen t ari ty. This work will build upon and
interact closely with the emerging outpu t s of the Sustainability A- Test project (through
the involvement of UAB, SEI and the UEA Tyndall Centre) and the IQ Tool project
(through the involvemen t of SPRU).
A set of policy domains, including waste, water, and agriculture, also the domains of
MATISSE case studies, will be examined in order to analyse the emerging patterns of
tool use. The entry point for the bench marking exercise will be the Commission’s
Integrated Assessm e nt regime covering EU institutions and policies, but it will also
capture other dimensions of use, particularly those at national and regional levels of
governance where experience of undert aking ISA- related assessm e n t s are more fully
developed. To this end, empirical studies will also be carried out in Spain, Sweden, the
Czech Republic and the UK, which covers different policy- making contexts and are
represent ative of differential tool uptake. Selection of assess m e n t s will be made through
applying a set of criteria concerning quality (validity) and significance (relevance). The
analysis will catalogue the most significant characteristics of use, notably:
• The govern ance dimension: at which level is the assess me n t carried out, at policy
clusters, policies, progra m m e s or projects, and, at EU, national or sub - national
levels?
• The sectoral dimension: to which particular sectors or policy problems is it
applied?
• The steering dimension: who ‘owns’ the prod uction of the assess me n t (e.g.
environ me n t depart me n t s / a g e n cies, or prime ministers / c a bi net offices)? How
much coordination is there across sectors and between levels of governance?
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•
•
•

The tools dimension: what analytical tools are used? Moreover, what are the
linkages between the assess me n t and establishe d tools such as health - ,
regulatory - and environ me n t al impact assess me n t etc.?
The democratic dimension i.e. what efforts are being made to involve the public
in Integrated Assessm e nt and through what mechanis m s of consultation and
public participation?
The time dimension: at what stage in the policy develop me n t process is the
assess me n t carried out and how does this impact on the function it fulfils.

It will also analyse the effectiven e s s of use, to underst a n d what types of policy learning
take place as a result of ISA- related tool applications, as evidenced in policy
deliberations and choices of policy instru m e n t s, strategies and objectives. The approach
will be inductive, prod uci ng a description of the ‘real world’ use of IA tools, rather than
a simple re- statemen t of textbook account of ‘best practice’. Data will be collected
through d ocumen ta ry analysis of published databases at European and national levels,
and interviews with those producing Integrate d Assessme n t tools documen t a tion; and
with (non /) users of Integrate d Assessme n t to understa n d their motivations and
experiences. Data analysis will be done through applying a typology coupled to
bench m arking criteria developed in WP1 and an evaluation framework and theoretical
concepts developed in this WP.
T2.1 Draw up a bench ma r k e d, inventor y of SIA- related tools relevant (Leader SPRU)
Draw up an inventory of quantitative and semi - quantitative tools used in ISA, which
provides a mapping of these tools on multiple dimension s: focus (economic, physical,
integrated), range of impacts covered, geograp hical scale, time scale etc. The inventory
builds on existing research (especially Sustainability A- Test and IQ Tool) and the
typology of tools developed in WP1.
Main deliverable (s): An bench m ar ke d inventory of ISA- related tools
T2.2 Develop a theoretically guided explanation of patterns of use for ISA (Leader UEA)
Develop a theoretically guided explanation using theories of politics, organi zational
science, public administ ration and EU policy making to explain the pattern of use i.e.
what are the main drivers and the main obstacles to their greater uptake?
Main deliverable (s): Theoretical paper and sets of research questions
T2.3 Develop an evaluation fram e wo r k for the effectiveness of ISA- tools (Leader SEI)
Develop an evaluation framework for ex post analysis of effectiveness of tool use,
uptake and impact.
Main deliverable (s): Evaluation framework and guidelines for empirical analysis
T2.4 An empirical analysis of the overall pattern of use of ISA (Leader - UEA)
An empirical analysis of the overall pattern of use, using the typology above,
pinpointing the main characteristics, identifying sectors / c o u n t ries / l evels of governance
where the use of ISA- related tools is more common and where it is absent, and where it
is effective, as well as to examine existing capacities and needs for Integrated
Assess me n t coupled to the theoretically guided explanation covering the main drivers
and main obstacles
Main deliverable (s): An institutional gap analysis for ISA
T2.5
Recom m e n d a t ions and transferring tools analysis: (Leader – UEA)
For improving current assessm e n t s from the policy making perspective with a sum ma ry
of the main barriers to their wider uptake to be accounte d for in developing or
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modifying tools. What scope is there for transferring examples of ‘best practice’ across
levels of governance, sectors and up / d ow n the policy to project hierarchy? Or can
Integrated Assessme n t only ever thrive in particular institutional - cultural contexts?
Associated deliverables:
Main deliverable (s): Status reports sum m a rising the patterns of use in the policy
domains selected for case studies including the scope for transferring best practices ; as
internal guidance to WP 4- 8; A set of recom m e n d a tions , from a policy perspective as
internal guidance to WP 9- 10.
_________________________________________________________________________________

WP3 Guidelines for Integrated Sustainability Asses s m e nt in the
European Union (“ISA Guidelines”)
Acronym

RIVM

ICIS

UEA

SEI

WI

UD

ISI

SERI

Personmonth
s
Acronym
Personmonth
s

31

6

13

7

2

7

4

4

SEIT
9

REC
19

SPRU
9

Overvie w
The ISA Guidelines are a consisten t and comprehe n sive set of guiding principles and
recomm e n d a ti on s addressing the selection and application of improved ISA metho d s
and tools in the EU across a wide range of contexts. The ISA Guidelines will be used by
policy makers and analysts in the practical application of ISA in policy making and
policy preparation. They synthesise the main insights and experiences gained in
MATISSE and translate them into practical recomm en d a tio n s and information on how
“to do” ISA. The intended user group includes EC policy makers and other actors in the
governance hierarchy as well as policy analysts and ISA practitioners. Particular
attention will be given to supporting the application of ISA in policy making in the new
member states. WP3, therefore, has guidance function, but is not meant to be
prescriptive: the learning element is crucial here, which requires enough flexibility in the
work program of WP3. So guidance means advice to potential ISA- users, based on past
learning experiences. WP3 will draw upon insights from WP1 & 2, and provides input for
the case studies, the results of which will be fed back into WP3. WP3 will also draw upon
the experience from the STREP project I.Q. Tools “Indicators and Quantitative Tools for
Improving the Process of Sustainability Impact Assessme n t”, which aims to report on
best SIA practices in an electronic handbo ok. The handboo k will include a review of
existing Integrated Assess me n t tools, metho ds and practices. It is expected that
preliminary results from I.Q. Tools will be available at the start of MATISSE.
Objectives
The ISA Guidelines serve the following objectives:
• To integrate and synthesise the results and experiences of ISA within MATISSE to
the benefit of current and future ISA practitioners in the EU and its member
states (policy makers and policy analysts).
• To improve the quality and effectiveness of ISA in the EU by providing guidance
to policy makers, policy analysts and ISA- practitioners on the use of the
improved portfolio of ISA- tools to be developed in MATISSE.
• To harmonise the use of metho ds and tools for ISA in the EU with regard to data
use, assum p tio n s, assess me n t criteria and metho d ologies across sector, spatial
and time dimensions, while allowing flexibility to custo m - build an ISA
approp riate for any application and context.
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Description of work
RIVM is coordinator of the work on the ISA Guidelines and the major contribut or to this
activity. Given strong relation with the activities on the concept ual framework and the
inventory and assess me n t of existing ISA policy and practices, the coordinat ors of these
activities will also substantially contribut e to the develop me nt of ISA Guidelines (UEA
and UD, respectively). UEA will particularly address the develop men t of the compo nen t s
1, 2 and 7 of the ISA Guidelines. The partner REC will have a lead responsibility for
assessing the application of the ISA Guidelines in the new EU Member States. The ISA
Guidelines will include the following compone n t s:
1. Design elemen ts for an ISA and framing principles for applying ISA to policy
progra m me s / p a c k ages and / o r policy fields, and where possible to individual
policies;
2. Guidance for selecting metho ds and tools for specific ISAs and guidance and
metho ds for linking models, indicators, scenarios etc in a coherent way;
3. ‘Learning’ database, which contains all previous learning experiences with ISA- tools,
in particular based upon experiences with other EU- project s;
4. Methods and guidance for developing ISAs at different temporal and spatial scale
and for incorporating learning and participat ory processes within the ISA framework;
5. Guidance for combining qualitative approaches with quantitative metho ds;
6. Recomme n d a tio n s for securing consistency and quality of data;
7. Guidance on the scope for transferring examples of ‘best practice’ across levels of
governance, sectors and up / d ow n the policy to project hierarchy;
8. Evaluation framework for the ISA- tools and metho ds.
The work will be structure d around the following tasks:
T3.1.
Develop m e n t and updating of ISA Guidelines
The ISA Guidelines will be iteratively developed over the duration of the project. The
initial Guidelines will be based on basis of input from WP 1 and 2, to be used in the case
studies and in WP12 (first stakehol der consultations). Further updates will be made on
the basis of the first results of the case studies in WP 4- 7. They provide WP3 with
practical experiences with ISA and how to use new and improved tools. WP3 will
synthesi ze this information for all four case studies and translate them into the ISA
Guidelines. Collaboration with WP 10 “Dissemination” provides WP3 with feedback on
draft ISA Guidelines on the basis of stakeholder consultation and other dissemination
activities.
Main deliverable(s) : Annu al draft ISA Guidelines.
T3.2
Evaluating the draft Guidelines in the Case Studies
The case studies in WP 4- 7 provide WP3 with practical experiences with ISA and how to
use new and improved tools. The draft ISA Guidelines will partly guide the set - up of the
case studies. WP3 will synthesise this information for all four case studies and translate
them into the ISA Guidelines.
Main deliverable(s) : Synthesis report case studies.
T3.3
Further specification of the internal guidelines for ISA
The European Commission has published an Internal EU Rules for Integrated
Assess me n t. WP3 will recom me n d on the further developm e n t and specification of these
rules.
Main deliverable(s) : Report on recom m e n d a tions for specification of the Internal EU
Rules for IA.
T3.4
Stakeholder and policy maker’s consultations on the ISE Guidelines
In cooperation with WP 10, draft ISA Guidelines will be subject to stakeholder
consultations. This will provide feedback on the applicability of the Guidelines for
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actual use. Special attention will be paid to the applicability in the new EU member
States.
Main deliverable(s) : Proceedings from consultations.
_________________________________________________________________________________

WP4 Case Study 1 - Agriculture, Forestry, Land Use (AFLU)
Acronym
Personmonth
s

NTU
A
47

RIVM

COE

8

21

SEIT
9

IPTS

AUN

CIRAD

13

9

12

Overvie w
Agriculture and Forestry, which are among the most ancient econo mic activities, have
increasingly become a sustainable develop me n t concern covering a large and increasing
number of issues. As an econo mic sector it is responsible for providing vital necessities
out of seemingly finite resources in a World of ever increasing population. Further mo re
they employ relatively vulnerable sections of the population that are either protecte d at
considerable cost in most developed countries or are subject to considerable risk of
hardshi p in most of the Developing world. Beyond these pressing general consideration s
land use is a considerable economic activity in its own right that impacts on a wide
range of other issues. Notable among these is the issue of climate change where
alternative land uses have differential impacts in contributi ng to greenho use gas
emissions but also offer opport u nities for abateme n t as sinks or by providing
alternative renewable energy sources (bio- mass, bio- liquid fuels etc). Agriculture and
forestry also have a major impact on the natural environme n t by making deman d s on
scarce land and water resources.
Objectives
All these interactions are very complex and their analysis requires input from a wide
range of disciplines and the use of a wide diversity of analytical tools. The objective of
the proposed research is to develop and apply a metho dology for carrying out such
analysis in a quantitative way. It will build projections based both on business as usual
scenarios (unsustai nable) and on clusters of policies that are designed to enhance
sustainability. Its ultimate aim is to enable the performa nce of integrate d policy
assess me n t that while keeping agriculture / f o re st ry / l a n d use as the focal point both in
terms of policies and objectives will also address wider concerns in the fields of the
econo my, the environ me n t, ecosystem s, sustainable energy systems and transpor t etc.
Description of work
The research will proceed in distinct phases linked to each other by the need to ensure
overall consistency and especially by the ultimate goal, which is to perform integrated
policy analysis. Initially a wide set of sustainability indices covering both
agriculture / l a n d use / forest ry policy objectives but also a host of widely disparate
sustainable developm e n t concerns from other domains such as energy, climate change,
ecosystem s, transpo rt and economy / s ociety will be selected. Specific care will be
devoted to metho dological aspect s of measure me n t of the indices retained as well as
their policy relevance both at the regional and global scale.
In parallel policy instru me n t s that can be used to promote sustainability in the target
areas of agriculture / l a n d use /forest ry will be identified. Special care will be devoted to
select a set of instru me n t s that is relevant in the policy context and at the same time are
likely to influence the wider set of sustainable develop me n t indicators for different
domains and introd uce them in different models in a homogeneo us fashion so as to
ensure comparability of results. Having thus identified measura ble targets and
instru me n t s the complete path from instru me n t application to impact on the
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sustainability indicator will have to be identified and guide the specification of the
modelling work to be perform e d in WP 8. Once the models have been adequat ely
equipped they will be used jointly to produce projections and alternative policy
scenarios. The cost of applying policies is importan t both in its own right but also for
integrated policy exploration. A specific task will consist of devising direct and indirect
ways of measuring costs of implemen t ation of sustainable develop me n t policies using
large scale general and partial equilibriu m models.
The Integrated Policy Assessme n t (IPA) metho dology proposed places considerable
stress on uncertainties associated with different policy impacts and their
interconnection. It is propose d to quantify the risks attached to the efficacy of the
application of instru me n t s using purpo se built stochastic models capable of producing
joint distributions of such impacts. Integrated Policy Assessme n t which constitut es the
main objective and point of synthesis of the quantitative work performe d will be carried
out using a decision suppor t tool capable of exploring policy priorities in a quest of
minimising risks, hedging against uncertainty and maximising the economic, social,
environ me n t al, energy, and physical environme n t benefits derived from their
implement a tion. Such a tool will integrate the results of large - scale partial and general
equilibrium models through reduced - form relationship s that will approxi mately
represent the reaction of the models regarding the returns and other impacts resulting
from sustainability promoting policies. It will also incorporate the risk information as
elaborated using the stochastic models. Policy exploration using the tool will require
approp riate interfaces and metho d s to involve real decision makers by revealing their
preferences via the analyst and the tool. Such interfaces would consist in pay - offs
between different objectives together with a whole suite of tools and metho ds derived
from multi - criteria analysis.
Apart from the integrated policy analysis the research will produce a coherent
integrated baseline covering AFLU but also all the other domains included (the economy
and other sustainable developme n t domains) together with a number of policy scenarios
providing insights on the impact of policies on the same wide range of concerns.
Work will be arranged around the following task set:
T4.1 Identification of relevant measura ble SD target indicators in all domains
analysed .
These will include AFLU objectives as well as objectives from the other domains:
econo my, exclusion, environ men t, climate change, ecosyste m s, transport. The work will
involve expertise from partners in their respective domains and input from WP3.
Main deliverable(s): A state - of- the- art review of sustainability concerns in the AFLU
area and a set of measurable sustainability indicators to serve as objectives
T4.2 Definition of AFLU policy instru men t s
The task will mostly involve partners in the AFLU modelling area. Measures will be
selected that also have potential impacts on the other targets at the same time in order
to make integrated policy integration meaningful.
Main deliverable(s): An analysis of current policies in the domain of AFLU and the
identification of policy instru m e nts designed to improve sustainability.
T4.3
Construction of integrat ed baseline
The construction of integrated baselines will take places using extended AFLU models as
well as the other modified models (see WP8). This will involve harmonisation of
common assu m p ti on s and will provide a coherent outlook covering all the domains.
Main deliverable(s): A report on an integrated baseline scenario involving the use of the
whole suite of models (AFLU and other produced under harmonised assu mptions and
providing a coherent outlook covering all the domains (AFLU, Economy, Energy,
Environ me n t ).
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T4.4
Risk assess me nt associated with baseline.
The stochastic model developed in WP8 will be calibrated to reprod uce expected values
consistent with the integrated baseline and used to carry out probabilistic assess men t
on key variables (or combination of variables) from the AFLU domain as well as the
other concerns.
Main deliverable(s): A report on risk assessment associated with the baseline and a data
set with appropriate software enabling a la carte risk analysis.
T4.5 Policy scenario analysis
Policy scenario analysis will be carried out using the different models and taking the
baseline as a reference. The scenarios will be defined in terms of their policy relevance
and their scope in affecting the diverse domains considered. It is expected that apart
from their intrinsic value in providing policy insights, these scenarios will provide a vital
test of the adequacy of the model develop me n t s, the data and methodology employed
before engaging in integrated policy assess me n t which is highly sensitive to the
robust nes s of model simulation properties.
Main deliverable(s) : Report on policy analysis scenarios emphasising sustainability
impacts and costs.

T4.6

Integrate d policy assessme nt
Using the IPA tool as developed in WP8. This task apart from the analysts will involve
the participation of stakeholders from the European Commission or other bodies
practising sustainable develop men t policy exploration particularly in the AFLU area. The
mode of the exploration will depen d to a large extent on responses from such
stakeholders.
Main deliverable(s): Report on integrated policy exploration with emphasis on pay - offs
between objectives and associated policy mixes.
_________________________________________________________________________________

WP5: Case study 2 - Resource use, waste and dematerialization
Acronym
Personmonth
s

WI
39

IFF
40

SEI
7

CUEC
17

ISI
8

Overvie w
Using natural resources in a sustainable way - - by decou pling economic growth from
the environme n t al impacts of resource use - - means both ensuring the availability of
supplies and managing the environme n t al impact of their use. In order to be able to
achieve this, we need a better underst an di ng of resource scarcity, a better
underst a n di ng of the impact of resource use on environ me n t al media, biodiversity and
the relation to socio - economic develop me n t, and a better underst an di ng of how
resource use can be forecasted and influenced by policies. This case study will provide
metho ds, indicators, data and scenarios for ISA to assist the Commission and member
states in developing and implemen ting policies for sustainable resource manageme n t,
minimization of waste, and IPP in a cross - sectoral and cross regional approach.
Objectives
Provide specific thematic and metho d ological knowledge and various consistent data
sets on syste mic features, driving forces, technological and institutional options for
policy and stakeholders concerning resource use, waste and dematerialization
potentials in order to test the strengt h s and weaknesses of ISA- tools and method s, and
to support case - specific sustainability assess me n t s useful to policy makers and
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stakeholders. Elaborate scenarios on the future deman d for material resources and
associated wastes.
Approach
Materials will be selected for relevance to sustainability and data bases will be set up
applying established material flow analysis (MFA) and life cycle analysis (LCA) type
metho ds. The study will mainly deal with the European Union (EU15 + AC10). The
definite decision on the scope (geographic, time and considered resources) and
struct ure of the databases will be made at the beginning of the project. The preliminary
data sets will provide the empirical basis for applying a variety of ISA tools developed in
WP 8 and WP 9. The results of these applications will contribute to improving and
finalizing the databases. Scenarios (applying input - output analysis and econo met ric
tools) will deliver various options for future resource use and waste generation in
connection to economic (trade, value added macro - economic struct ural change),
institutional and social aspects to be discusse d and tested for their potential to be
implement e d together with expert groups and stakeholders.
To achieve this, the work package will follow two compleme n t ary but highly interlinked
tracks. One track will focus on ISA of policies targeted to influence modes of production
and product managem e n t towards increased resource productivity, while minimizing
shift of environme n t al problems (WP 5.1). The second track will focus on resources and
waste generation by economic sectors (economic activities) and inquire into driving
forces, dynamics of change and policy options for dematerialization (WP 5.2).
0.1.

WP 5.1: Increasing res o urce u s e efficienc y w ith out proble m s hifting
(Leader: WI)

WP 5.1 will focus on ISA metho ds and tools that allow detecting and assessing
environ me n t al problem shifting associated with increased materials and
resource productivity. We will analyse the driving forces behind, and the
technological and institutional potentials to further increase resource
efficiency while minimizing problem shifting. For this purpose, a multi - level
framework for analysis and assessm en t of economy - wide material flows and
their environme n t al, economic and social implications will be elaborated,
with a focus on indicators and quantitative targets applicable at the EU- 25,
member states down to the company and product level. Reference for
scenarios on future resource use and waste generation has recently been
provided by coupling MFA data with the PRIMES model. Further detailed
analysis of driving forces for decoupling of resource use, environ me n t al
impacts and socio - economic developme n t, focusing on associated problem
shifting (between regions and environ me n t al pressures) will use economy wide
material flows, multiple correlation, economet ric analysis,
decom p osition and IO analysis (monetary and physical data), combination of
product - chain related coefficients with macro - meso level MFA modules and
hot - spot analysis. Modelling the technological potentials (through recycling,
materials substit ution, and changes in product manageme n t) for minimizing
resource use and waste generation will be exemplified for German
automotive industry, based on a system dynamics model, and macro econo mic models e.g. ISIS. Integration of findings will be worked out to
support further developme n t of models and ISA metho d s.
0.2.

WP 5.2: Res ource u s e and w a ste g en eration b y e c o n o mic s e ctors: opti on s
for d e materialization (leader: IFF)

WP 5.2.will focus on resources and waste generation by economic sectors (economic
activities) and inquire into driving forces, dynamics of change and policy
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options for dematerialization. Two metho dologies will be applied: on the one
hand, an LCA- type data base for selected materials will be generat ed, with a
particular focus on construction materials and non - metallic minerals for
conversion into inorganic chemicals. Some other materials, depending on
decisions in WP5, will also be considered. On the other hand, a data base for
material input data structure d by economic (NACE) sectors will be
developed. A linkage of IO type and LCA type models will make use of these
data bases and provide a metho dologically most advanced backgroun d for
applying a whole variety of ISA tools (Interaction with WP 8 and WP 9). The
analysis will relate resource use and waste generation by economic sectors to
social and economic drivers and various sustainability indicators
(demograp hy, employmen t, trade, value added, macroecono mic struct ural
change, consu m p ti on patterns and life styles). This ultimat ely will provide
tools for forecasting material and waste flows in relation to econo mic
develop me n t s and lifestyle change.
Work will be organised around the following common task - set
WP.5.1. (leader WI)
WP 5.2. (leader IFF)
T.1
Multi- level framework for analysis
Selection of categories of materials and
and assess me n t of economy - wide
of geograp hical and time scope of the
material flows
data bases
T.2
Analysis of driving forces of problem Construction of data base and scenario
shifting
analysis
T.3.
Designing and performing stakeholder and participatory processes
a) exchange on goals / t a rget s and
a) creating narratives about future
trade - offs of resource
options of dematerialization
efficiency
b) focus group lifestyles
b) focus group industry
c) stakehol der process: macro
c) stakeholder involvement in
economic and technology focused
accordance with DG- Env
T.4
Modelling technological and
Second iteration of scenario analysis
institutional potentials for
using inputs from Task 3, WP 8 and WP
minimizing resource use and waste
9.
generation (iterative implemen t atio n
with WP8 and WP9).
T.5
Evaluation of metho d ological requiremen t s for further developme nt of ISA
metho ds and tools. Wrap up of experiences with ISA and exchange with WP 3
Main deliverables from Work Package 5
WP.1. (leader WI)
D.1. Report(s) on metho dological
D.2.
D.3.
D.4.
D.5.

require m en t s, indicators and targets to
be considered by ISA
Report(s) on driving forces of resource
use / efficiency / p r o ble m shifting and
param et ers to be considered by ISA
meetings with relevant stakeholders, in
accor dance with WP5.2 and WP10, and
targeted to support DG- Env.
Report(s) on how technological and
institutional potenti als can be
considered in ISA
Report (s) Combining the findings of the
tasks in exchange with WP 5.2, and WP8
and WP10

WP 5.2. (leader IFF)
Detailed specification of the struct ure and
scope of data bases
Two data bases (incl. description, technical
report on scenario results.
report on stakeholder process in
collaboration with WP10,
revised data base
technical report on re- iterated scenario
results, scenario narratives
Final report on experiences with ISA
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_________________________________________________________________________________

WP 6: Case Study 3 - Water
Acronym

ICIS

UEA

Personmonth
s

6

6

LUN
D
37

UAB

SERI

IIASA

ISD

42

4

12

8

Overvie w
Several ongoing processes are causing sharp competition for access to water. Water
issues are linked to a wide range of other issues and are likely to be affected by many
other policy areas (such as transpor t, agricult ure, climate change), ISA- tools to support
policy decisions are thus needed in order to adequately handle the full range of
interlinked domains. A wide flora of water related assessm e n t tools are already
available. There are currently several import an t European and national projects
addressing water issues (such as the Harmoni - CA and CatchMod cluster, and FIRMA and
GOUVERNE) stressing various aspects of water analysis, modelling and planning.
However, and in order to avoid a proliferation of incompa ti ble tools and metho ds,
MATISSE will focus on a small selection of case studies and tools to integrate such
knowledge. Such tools need to be combined with spatially distributed hydrological
modelling tools. The case study will be conducted at several nested scales *; A) single
river (sub - ) basin level; B) aggregated river basins; C) at the EU- level. Stakeholders at
each of the levels will be identified and actively involved in the research work. This
strategy builds upon the results of the EU- FIRMA project in which IA- modelling
prototypes have been developed that integrate hydrological, social and economic
aspects of water resource manageme n t through the represen ta tion of stakehol der
decision - making (Gilbert, 2003). This will result in agent - based ISA- models and
scenarios that contain two interlinked parts: a physical model represen ting the
hydrological and land - use part, and an agent model, representi ng the behaviour of
stakeholders and decision - makers, scaling from individual, cognitive decision - makers
to institutions representing more aggregate behaviour.
Objectives
The overall objective of WP6 is to conduct a state - of- the - art ISA fro selected aspects of
water - use within Europe. The specific objectives are:
• To identify and analyse the key current metho ds and tools relevant for integrated
sustainability water assess me n t;
• Apply, using guidance from WP3 (ISA guidelines), the relevant ISA- tools &
metho ds;
• To identify gaps in ISA- tools & metho ds as well as in knowledge for ISA related
to water;
• To develop ISA- water models and scenarios that integrate both hydrological and
land - use processes and social - cultural and institutional processes, focusing on
the behaviour of stakeholders and decision - makers.
• Feed back information and knowledge necessary for: revised ISA guidelines
(WP3), inter - linkages of tools (WP8) and need for new tools (WP9)
Description of work
*

Suggestions: the Ebro river basin,N. Spain (rapid industrial growth, Barcelona urban sprawl accelerating, Mediterranean
agriculture, viniculture, small environmental debts so far, water resources limited and partly depleted aquifers) and
Vistula , Poland (rapid industrial restructuring from old heavy industry towards consumer products, Warsaw urban sprawl,
Central European old style agriculture, large environmental debts, Vistula is one of Europe's most polluted rivers from
urban, agricultural and industrial pollution, polluted aquifers )
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A combination of top - down (i.e. local impacts of implemen t ation of EU policies) and
botto m - up (i.e. regional and eventually EU impacts of local processes) approaches will
be applied in the use of quantitative tools and qualitative procedures for knowledge
integration. Particular attention will be given to the problem of scaling up / d ow n, hence
the selection of nested scales. The tasks follow the comm on principles (as set out in the
overall description of the MATISSE activities):
T6.1
Develop a framing for the case study (Leader LUND)
Jointly with other case studies identify issues of common core questions and contrasts
in metho d s and approaches (such as data, scenarios, linkages)
Main deliverable(s): Com mo n framing of case studies.
T6.2
Proble m definition and identification of stakeholders (Leader UAB)
Acquire relevant knowledge and data for the regional examples, identify and liase with
most importa nt stakeholders at the three levels and the two selected cases.
Main deliverable(s): Stakeholder analysis for the three levels and two cases.
T6.3: Carry - out a scoping study for selected aspects of water domain (Leader LUND)
Define / fo r m ul at e the case study as a system using common generic principles (CLD),
with emphasis in the characterisation of both flows and stocks of water resources,
energy use and pollution shaped by the particular institutional setting of each case
study and determi ne the most appropriate metho dology (portfolio of ISA tools) for
assessing the system.
Main deliverable(s): Completed scoping study for water case study
T6.4:
Carry - out an ISA for water domain (Leader LUND)
Apply that metho dology, considering multiple driving forces including the role of
policies, in arriving at the unsustainable syste m’s situation, and to assess the role of
policies in reaching a more sustainable situation The ISAs will be based on the
develop me n t and use of ISA- water models and scenarios that integrate physical,
hydrological aspect s and social - cultural and institutional aspects.
Main deliverable(s): Comprehensive analysis using the com mo n generic principles of the
water systems with all main linkages spelled out as well as a review of available methods
and tools .
T6.5: Analysis of the drivers of un- sustaina bility (Leader LUND)
Develop a coheren t, informatio n - rich, and self- consisten t narrative about the un sustainability for that domain; explore alternative, new /i nn ovative policies for achieving
a more sustainable situation; check for validity and social robust nes s of the new tools
and its associated narratives and evaluate which new tools and metho ds need to be
developed. This will provide feed back to WP2 (systematic inventory), WP3 (ISA
guidelines), WP8 (interlinking existing tools) and WP9 (new tools).
Main deliverable(s): Analysis of the un /sustainability of each system with drivers of
un / sustainability (including policies) highlighted.
T6.6: Synthesis of results (Leader LUND)
Synthesis of results and present ation of main findings in each case study location in the
respective case study locations.
Main deliverable(s): Synthesis report.
_________________________________________________________________________________

WP7: Case Study 4 - Sustainable Environmental Technology
Developme nt
Acronym

ISI

CE

SERI

REC

SEI

UEA

37

Person
months

26

26

4

7

5

17

Overvie w
In March 2002, the European Commission issued a Commu nication on "Environme n t al
Technology for Sustainable Developmen t" which argued that new, environ men t al
technology could contribu te to SD by promoting both economic growth and
environ me n t al protection. Mean while, several EU activities are on the way (e.g.:
develop me n t of an Environme n t al Technology Action Plan (ETAP), establishm en t of
Technology Platform s, research and developme n t on specific technologies, E- Europe
Action Plan). R&D and fast market diffusion can be considered as the “engine” on the
way towards SD. However, R&D policies on new technologies are facing two major
challenges: (1) technology - or sector - specific market barriers preventing realisation of
the full potential of the new envisaged sustainable technologies or useful drivers and
given boundary conditions and advantages of a Member State may have to be
considered even in the research stage; (2) co- benefits, re- investmen t cycles, and cost
reduction potentials as well as indirect impacts on branches, foreign trade, employment,
and the qualifications of labour may be of importance when a choice has to be made on
R&D for technical alternatives given small R&D budgets. Therefore, successful R&D
policy and market diffusion of environ me n t al technologies depen d s on anticipating
specific barriers and on exploiting identified drivers and entreprene u rial solutions. This
case study will analyse the use and suitability of different method s, tools, and indicators
for ISA of public R&D policies through several examples drawn from different fields of
environ me n t al technology arena.
Objectives
•

To identify the strengt h s and weaknesses of tools currently available to
undert ake prospective sustainability assess m e n t s of public R&D policies and
industrial R&D planning associated with environ me n t al technologies and so
contribute to the developme n t of improved ISA- tools.

•

To demo nst ra te the use of the analytical and assess m e n t tools and the
integrating approach by applying them to three evolving technologies (at
different stages of innovation).

Description of work
This WP will provide a testing groun d for the application of existing tools and new tools,
and their subsequen t enhancem e nt s, to the evaluation of R&D policy for environ me n t al
technologies on sustainability, with particular focus on the use of model - based tools
and R&D assess me n t metho ds.
The scope of environ me nt al technologies is vast.
Therefore we will consider three separate, and varied, examples, the experience from
which can be used to inform future assess m e n t of other policies in these generic areas:
(1) hydrogen cars with focus on the enormo u s thrust in innovation and Europe’s
international competitiveness (2) information and commu nication techniques with their
particular role in dematerialization of society, and (3) the use of biotechnology in
specific applications (e.g. for separation and synthesis processes). The analysis in each
study will consider the impact of the transition of Europe towards more knowledge based econo mies and the impact that technology transfer could have on Accession
countries. The expansion of the EU to include the Accession countries within the EU can
be expected to result in technology transfer that could lead to a catching up in
technological / s t r uc t u r al terms with the advanced EU countries, which could bring with
it significant economic and social pressures.
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This WP will use the theoretical guidelines and metho d s overview developed within WPs
1 and 2, with a focus initially on the use of existing model - based tools, primarily the
macroecono mic impact model (E3ME). Other tools will include R&D assess me n t
metho dologies (e.g. patent analysis and SWOT analysis). The design of the case study
will be developed with consultation with policy makers who will, or do, undert ake this
task in the future and the results of the case studies will be discussed in worksho p s
with relevant stakehol ders. The use of additional method s and tools in the second and
third phases will be made possible by develop me n t s in WP8 and WP9.
T7.1: Reviews underlying impacts, innovation theory and actual theory (Leader ISI)
The task will review the following three areas: (i) the theoretical understa n di ng of the
underlying impact of environm e n t al technologies on sustainability, (ii) the underlying
innovation theory and, (iii) actual theory of R&D influence on innovation.
Main deliverable(s) : State- of- the- art report on relevant theories and relevant drivers.
T7.2:
Review of existing policy environ me nt (Leader CE)
To define in detail the selected environme n t al technology examples (hydrogen cars, ICT,
biotechnology), application fields and country selection (with a stakeholder
involvement).
Main deliverable(s) : Design of the case study
T7.3:
Deter mination of methodolog y (Leader ISI)
Determine most approp riate metho dology (portfolio of ISA- tools) for assessing the
selected policies given the determi ned scope of study and critically evaluate the existing
tools for the purpose and providing feedback to WP8 and WP9.
Main deliverable(s):: Selection of used tools and methods
T7.4:
Application and evaluation of chosen methodology (Leader CE)
The task will apply and evaluate the chosen metho dology, developing a coherent and
self- consistent narrative about the sustainability implications of the existing policy and
exploring alternative policies for addressing the outcome where appropriat e. Discussion
of results with stakeholders. (Hydrogen cars: Lead ISI, ICT, Lead C.ECON, Biotechnology).
Main deliverable(s):: Initial report on the design and results of the case studies.
Require me nts for tool and method develop me n t (feedback to WP8 and WP9)
T7.5:
Evaluation and synthesis of results (Leader CE)
Revaluate the case study metho dologies in light of the new tools and method s that have
been developed.
Main deliverable(s):: Updated report on the design and results of the case studies.
_________________________________________________________________________________

WP 8: Interlinking and improving existing tools for Integrated
Sustainability Asses s m e nt
Acronym

RIVM

Personmonth
s
Acronym
Personmonth
s

13

NTU
A
79

AUN
11

IPTS
23

COE

SEI

IFF

CE

PIK

SMASH

CIRAD

36

5

24

27

32

12

45

Overvie w
This WP will explore the possibilities of interlinking existing tools and metho d s for ISA.
The crucial point in this research track is that existing tools and instru me n t s of
established credibility in their respective commu nities - - but that have not been
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interlinked - - will be used and applied in a combined fashion, and demons t ra te d
through the case - studies. The focus will be on quantitative Integrated Assessme n t
Models (IAMs), extended to include specialized models of relevant sectors, and their
interrelations with scenarios, indicators, and participatory metho ds. Different
combination s of linked IAMs, indicators, scenarios and participatory method s will be
selected (based on the output s of, and interactions with, WPs 1 & 2) and probed for their
performa nce.
Objectives
The overall objective of this WP is to develop improved and inter - inked quantitative ISA
modelling tools that can be applied and evaluated in the case studies and then (by the
end of the project) provide a major contribution to the improveme n t of the available
tools portfolio for conducting ISAs in the European context.
Description of work
Currently available modelling tools will be interlinked to produce expande d numerical
frameworks for exploring ISA on the basis of existing but hithert o still separate tools. To
this end, available tools will be selected, adapted, and interlinked through coupling
modules or data interfaces, and evaluated as joint modelling system s. The emerging
new ISA- tools will be demons t ra te d in the case studies and their potential for ISA
docu me n t e d.
The models used for integrate d assessme n t s so far (IAMs) are generally not currently
fully adequate for use in Integrated Sustainability Assess me n t s, neither are models
developed for simulating the dynamics of particular subsyste ms, for example the
natural or the agricultural systems. The capacity of IAMs should be improved both
substan tially, by interlinkage with other models and modules, and formally, by
improving their flexibility and performa n ce.
The design of this WP has been based upon a selection of a small set of modelling
projects according to the following criteria: (1) that they constitut e improvemen t s on
models accessible to the consortiu m; (2) that these improveme nt s provide a gain in
performa nce relevant for one or more of the selected case studies; (3) that the level of
ambition is such that fully operational prototypes can be developed within the first 18
month s of the project; (4) that they provide a promising solution to one or more of the
following shortcomings of current models: a better linkage with social and economic
dimensions of sustainability, use modeling strategies that are not bound to structu ral
conservation (such as general equilibrium assu m p tio ns); widen the perspective on social
systems dynamics beyond economic and demogra p hic variables; allow for coupling with
actor’s based models (participatory processes); facilitate comm u nication with non experts (simplicity, comprehe n sibility); allow for “soft coupling” of various modules
from different domains.
Model extensions and interlinkages will be probed for their improved ability to provide
hindsight (verification of model relationships using historical data), foresight
(extrapolations based on past trend s) and insight (identification of ‘missing links’ where
existing models are apparen tly inadequat e to explain or illuminat e current problems).
The challenges that have to be met are centred around four different themes: scaling,
uncertainty, stakeholder involvement and modular develop me n t. There will be several
strand s of work to meet those challenges, building on different coalitions of existing
tools and focusing on different strategies and interlinkages, and there will be iterations
in the application to case studies (as described in the overview of the implemen t ation
plan). Such a setting should allow for the evolution of a substantially improved portfolio
of quantitative tools for conducting ISAs.
0.3.

Syno p sis of Mo deling A p p r o a ches
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The models to be interlinked span the range from economic and policy evaluation
models to process - based models from the natural sciences on carbon
(biomass), water and nutrient fluxes. A commo n link between these are
material flows between terrest rial land surfaces (natural or artificial
ecosystem s) on the one hand, and human societies on the other. Questions
to be pursue d concern (1) the impact of human economy on natural and
agricultural system s and the potential for their sustainable use, (2) pattern s
of flows and their potential transform ations through the economic system
and (3) impacts and options of policies relevant to sustainability. Interfaces
occur in the areas of land use in agriculture and forestry, with respect to
import - export patterns of material goods (including external economic
relations of Europe), and with respect to the dynamics of production consu m p tio n and waste patterns.
Models that will be interlinked range from full biogeoche mical models of natural and
agricultural terrestrial systems (LPJ- DGVM), integrate d system models
including natural processes (IMAGE), and models specifically targeted at
particular sectors, most notably agriculture (AGRIPOL, MATA EUROPE),
forestry (EFISCEN), and water cycles, to economic models with a focus on
sectors relevant to the case studies. These include econometric models
(E3ME), general global trade (GTM, GTM- E3 World) and input - outpu t models
(ISIS), and particular models for the economy of the EU (NEMESIS) as well as
of specific relevant sectors such as energy (POLES Energy and GHG) or waste
systems. Tools for policy exploration range from land use optimization
models (MAgPIE), and stochastic risk simulation (PROB- AFLU) and integrate d
policy exploration tools (IPA- AFLU), to a dynamic material flow decision
support tool (MEM), linked with a multi - criteria decision support tool
(MCDM). Close links to data are given at all bases, particularly through
econo met rics and material and energy flow accounti ng (MEFA).
Between these models available to the consortiu m, some of which will require enhanced
develop me n t of particular aspects, in a few cases also considerable
expansions, specific interlinkages will be defined that are focusse d on
generating tools for ISA and serving the case studies. Several clusters are
envisaged, for example a link between LPJ- DGVM, MAgPIE and GTM to
explore material flow implications of linking economic with natural systems
dynamics, an analysis line linking European and global economic models in
combination with policy and risk evaluation tools to sectoral process models
in the agriculture, forestry and energy sectors (a line that includes many of
the models mentioned), and a modelling line for the analysis of material
flows (MEM, MCDM, and ISIS).
Achieving a successful interchange of information between these models is far from
trivial and, where successful, a substan tial achievement in itself that
generates, by enabling ISA, considerable added - value for all models
involved. Common technical and concept ual solutions to model coupling will
be discusse d between the modeling groups and lines of coupled models in
order to ensure that more general conclusions about the interlinked use of
existing tools can be drawn than from the more specific objective of
application to the case studies, which will be a main driver of the work that
will be performe d.
This design philosop hy has resulted in a set of six sub - workpackages being defined.
These will follow a generic pattern of work tasks:
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1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

Agreemen t on major framework conditions concerning spatial and temporal
coverage, spatial and temporal resolution, basic scenario assum p tion s, and case
study application.
Develop and apply proposed (set of) interlinked tools to one or more case studies.
Specify stakeholders and design a participatory process in collaboration with Case
Studies.
Apply revised (set of) interlinked tools to one or more case studies (second iteration
in month s 18- 36, third iteration in mont hs 36- 48).
Evaluating the results of case - studies and conseq ue nces for further developme n t of
ISA- tools, i.e. applicability and limits for interlinked tools (forming a contribution to
WP 3)

0.4.
WP8.1
Intern ali zin g extern alities using E3ME (lea d e r: C - ECON)
Damaging externalities have to be assessed, measure d, managed and controlled if
econo mic developme n t is to be sustainable. ExternE projects, continuing
under FP6, have identified externalities and provided valuations of damages.
These will be incorporat e d into large - scale simulation models to model the
wider effects of policy.
Application to case studies : WP 5 and 7
Models and tools used : E3ME, large - scale, annual, economet ric, E3 simulation model
0.5.
0.6.

WP8.2 Sust ain a ble foo d a n d bio m a ss s yst e m s – Modeling t he d y n a mics of
m a t e ri al flo w p a t t erns (lea d e r: PIK)
Spatial patterns and the magnit ude of material flows until 2050 in food and biomass
energy systems are explored under multiple constraint s from societal and
econo mic paramet ers, dietary lifestyles, Europe’s embedding in globalized
production pattern s, ecosyste mic potentials and limitations, and climate
change, by linking an established fully mechani stic biogeoche mical model of
vegetation - soil dynamics (LPJ- DGVM), a land use model (MAgPIE), and an
econo mic trade model (GTM).
Application to case study : WP4 (land use pattern s, climate change) and WP5
(sustainable biomass harvest).
Models and tools used :
• LPJ- DGVM, a biogeoche mical carbon - water model of global vegetation / c ro p s and
soil;
• MAgPIE, a land use manageme n t decision module linking econo mic parameters to
spatial patterns;
• GTM, an I/O- based global economic model with a focus on agriculture and market forces;
• MEFA, account s of material / energy flows and land use- related indicators in national
econo mies;
Climate change scenarios from at least different 5 climate models.
0.7.
0.8.
WP8.3 IMAGE linkin g wit h w a t e r a n d nutrient flo w m o d els (lea d e r: RIVM)
The Integrated Model to Assess the Global Environmen t IMAGE is developed at RIVM to
explore the long - term dynamics of global environme n t al change. From the
main driving forces population and economy growth, the IMAGE model
calculates the conseque nces for the energy and land - use system. The
following extensions of the IMAGE assessm en t are planned in MATISSE:
Linking of global change scenarios with water supply and water deman d
models; Modeling of the nutrient balance using a global nutrient model;
Extension with a detailed climate model and a crop model to be able to
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assess consequences of climate extremes and variability importan t
adapt ation in land use and land degradation.
Application to case study : WP 4, Agriculture, Forestry, Land use; WP5, Water.
Models and tools used : IMAGE

for

0.9.
0.1 0.

WP8.4 Subst anti v e extensions to existing m o d els a n d d e v elo p m en t of ne w
tools to en a ble inte g r a t e d p olic y a ssess m e n t in the field of a g riculture
forest r y a n d lan d use. (lea d e r: ICCS / NTUA)
This sub - work package extend s and develops the quantitative tools that are used for
producing the integrate d baseline and policy scenarios for the case study in
WP4. It extends econo mic, land use, energy and global ecosyste m models for
Europe and the World to provide detailed and full descriptions of the whole
chain from policy instru me n t s to SD indicators. It develops a stochastic
model to assess the risks associated with this chain and finally uses all the
models to build a quantitative integrated policy assess me n t tool to be used
for policy exploration.
Application to case study : WP 4, Agriculture, Forestry, Land use.
Models and tools to be extended and developed:
• NEMESIS – Economic with botto m - up modules for explicit micro - represen ta tion (EU)
• GEM- E3 World - Economic (emphasis on non - EU regions)
• AGRIPOL World Agriculture sector
• MATA EUROPE Detailed Crop and Land use for Europe
EFI- GTM Forest sector World
CEN forest resource assessm e nt model for Europe
S Energy and GHG (World)
lobal Change
Stochastic (simulating risks involved on all the main results)
rated policy exploration tool.
0.1 1.

•

WP8.5 Efficienc y a n d ro b ustness of w a s t e m a n a g e m e n t re g ul ation m o d e s
(lea d e r: SMASH)
SMASH will investigate empirically the financial, energy and material sustainability of
househol d waste manageme n t regimes in France, Denmark and Greece by
linking a simulation model with an imprecise - probability based scenario
generator and the project defined sustainability indicators.
Application to case study : WP 5, de- materialization
Models and tools used:
• The simulation model is described in Alexandra Togia (2003) Efficiency and
incentives in the regulatory regimes based on financial mechanism s – Physical and
financial modelling of househol d waste manageme n t in France, Denmark and Greece.
Ph.D. dissertation, EHESS, France.
The imprecise probability scenario methodology is described in Minh Ha- Duong (2002)
Uncertainty theory and complex system scenario analysis. Proceedings of the
Comput ational and Mathematical Organization Theory Conference - CASOS 2002,
Pittsburgh, PA.
0.1 2.

WP8.6
D y n a mic m a t e ri al flo w d ecision su p p o rt tool, m ulti - criteri a
d ecision su p p o rt tool, IO - m o d el (lea d e r: ISI)
For an impact analysis of policy measures - like new material process, material
substit ution, recycling and re- use - the existing material flow analysis have
to be extende d to a fully interlinked, dynamic system approach including
feedback loops. Therefore an existing material flow model on the basis of
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the system dynamics theory will be modified by integration of sustainable
indicators and linked with a multi - criteria decision support tool.
Application to case study : WP 5, de- materialization
Models and tools used : Dynamic material flow decision support tool (MEM, owner ISI),
linked with multi - criteria decision support tool (using a stand ard
Multicriteria Decison Making (MCDM) tool) and linked with an Input / O u t p u t model (ISIS, owner ISI)
_________________________________________________________________________________

WP9: Developing new tools for Integrated Sustainability
Asses s m e nt
Acronym

ICIS

UEA

SEI

Person
months

57

57

5

LUN
D
16

Overvie w
This WP will work on the next generation of ISA- tools and method s - based on analysis
of the critical gaps in the current ISA- tool kit (WP2) and the Best Practice Guidelines
(WP3), the possibilities for developing new tools and method s for ISA will be explored.
Because developing new ISA- tools is quite deman di ng and time - consu mi ng only pieces
or modules of these new ISA- tools can be developed within MATISSE. The focus of this
work packa g e will be on quantitative ISA- models in relation to ISA- participator y
methods . The new generation of IA- models, here referred to as ISA- models, marks the
evolution of these models over the past decades. This evolution is marked by a shift (i)
from supply - to deman d - driven, in the sense that stakeholders are involved in a certain
stage of model develop me n t; (ii) from a partial systems approach to socio - econo mic ecological systems to an integrated systems approach, which capture non - linear
transition patterns of socio - economic systems in a more advanced way; (iii) from
technocratic and deterministic to heuristic and stochastic, accepting the fact that next
to objective knowledge also subjective knowledge exists in ISA- models; (iv) from
predictive tools to explorative tools, indicating the increased awareness among builders
of the complexity and uncertainty surroun di ng ISA- models; (v) from monolithic tools
developed by individual researchers to modular - based tools developed by networks of
research institutes, where the complexity of ISA- models require a collaborative effort
rather than isolated individual attem p t s.
Objectives
The overall objective is to develop building blocks for the new generation of ISAmodelling tools. The intention is to build “Triple - I models”: Innovative, Integrated and
Interactive :
• Innovative because the paradigmatic basis of these models will be different:
following an evolutionary paradig m (involving adaptation and learning processes,
self- organizing behaviour, chaotic behaviour and emergent processes), and more
oriented towards the dynamic behaviour of actors, both individual and collective
actors, explicitly incorporate d into ISA- models.
• Integrated because of the integration of different strand s of knowledge at
different spatial and functional scale levels, and because of the integration of
socio - economic and ecological knowledge.
• Interactive, because the influence and role of stakeholders become more and
more importan t. This influence manifest s itself in both the concept u al and
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implement a tion phase of an ISA- model, but also in the usage of the model,
realising that multiple stakehol ders perceive a problem from different
perspectives, and therefore act differently, which should be reflected in an ISAmodel.
Description of work
The develop men t of “Triple - I models” will be focused on five central themes of ISA:
transitions, social - cultural dimension, scaling, uncert ainty and stakeholder involvement.
These have been arranged as five highly inter - linked tasks that together will provide a
coordinated modelling input to the case studies:
T9.1
Developing ISA- models (Leader UEA- Tyndall)
The first challenge is to represen t transitional patterns in socio - economic system s in a
more adequate manner in ISA- models. Advances in complexity science have pointed
towards the need of developing models of the socio - econo mic system that better
capture the non - linear dynamics and adaptive behaviour of this system. Over the last
decade advances have been made in IA- modelling of technological change (Barker,
Edenhofer et al, 2002), the cultural dimension (Rotmans and de Vries, 1997) and
demograp hic - migration patterns (Hilderink, 2000). A full represent a tio n of social cultural - econo mic - technological - environm e n t al systems is still impossible. The
challenge is that such systems are hugely complex and therefore on the one hand are
difficult to make tractable to a manageable IA- modelling activity, while on the other
hand advances in participatory method s are clearly highlighting the value of simple
models that are readily underst an d a bl e to trained policy analysts. In this way the next
generation of ISA- models become social learning tools rather than the present highly
complex forecasting IA- models. Transition patterns are simple represent a tions of highly
complex societal patterns, and could therefore serve as a useful concept to strive for a
balance between simplicity and complexity. It is proposed to develop relatively simple
ISA- models (prototypes) that are able to describe transition patterns. This research task
will interact with research initiatives that are currently underway (at ICIS, MERIT, PIK,
Tyndall) that attem p t to produce generic descriptions of transition pattern s. The
application areas that will be addresse d here will be linked to the four MATISSE case
studies: transition patterns in rural areas (case study WP4); transition pattern s in the
de- materialization of Europe’s economic syste m (case study WP5); water transition

manage me n t (case study WP6); and technological transition patterns (case study
WP7).
Main deliverables: ISA- models that capture transition patterns representing the complex
interactions between socio- economic and environ m e nt al systems in several MATISSE case
studies.
T9.2 Developing ISA- models for quantitativel y assessing socio - cultural change
(Leader UEA- Tyndall)
The second challenge concerns the incorporation of social and cultural change into ISAmodels. Previous efforts in ISA- modelling have tended to collapse culture and society
into economy. In particular the socio - economic system has been represent e d using a
rational actor paradigm and standar d equilibrium approximations to describe the
interaction of institutional and individual actors. One of the few exceptions has been the
TARGETS model (Rotmans and de Vries, 1997) where a bold attem p t was made to
interpret cultural theory in the context of an integrated modular framework. In the next
generation of ISA- models cultural and social forces will play a vital role. The propose d
research approach will be built upon pioneering work undertake n at some places in
Europe (Tyndall Centre, ICIS) to review qualitative theories from the social sciences
including: discourse coalition theory and cultural theory. These theoretical frameworks
will then be interprete d with a reflexive systems analytical framework to provide a
simulation - module capable of addressing how cultural and social patterns change in the
context of other change agents (driving forces) in the context of a sustainability
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transition. Possible application examples include: cultural responses to changes in
transpo rt policy (e.g. fuel tax escalator in the UK), responses to loss of social capital in
rural areas (case study WP4), respon ses to changes in information flows through ICT
(case study WP7), responses to major changes in waste managem e n t policy (e.g.
comparative study of change process with respect to public perception of recycling in
UK versus Germany). Final selection of application examples will be based upon
identification of tractable applications within selected MATISSE case studies.
Main deliverables: ISA- models for quantitatively assessing socio- cultural change
processes within several MATISSE case studies.
T9.3
Developing multiple scale ISA- models (Leader ICIS)
With regard to scaling, the attem p t is to develop ISA- models at two different scales,
using a combination of existing scaling method s. The idea is to use grid - cell model
approaches, cellular auto ma t a models, and multiple scaling regression models in
common. These scaling approaches could be compleme n t ary to each other, and can
outweigh each other’s weaknesses. In grid - cell models there is hardly any dynamic
interaction between the grid - cells in the model, cellular autom at a models are more
suitable at the micro - level for the short - term rather than at the longer - term macro level, where multiple scale regression modelling is based on correlation patterns rather
than on causal patterns. So the quasi - static approach of multiple scale regression can
be supple me n t e d by the dynamic approach of cellular autom a ta, and causally - based
grid - cell models could be suppleme n t e d by a correlative multiple scale approach. Thus
these models will combine the existing scaling metho ds of grid - cell models, cellular
automat a models and multiple scaling regression models.
Main deliverables: ISA- models that combine the existing scaling methods of grid- cell
models, cellular auto mat a models and multiple scaling regression models.
T9.4
Relating a typolog y of uncertaint y to ISA- models (Leader ICIS)
As regards uncertainties the propose d approach is to use a typology of uncertainties,
based on the distinction between two sources of uncertainty: uncertainty as a result of
variability and due to lack of knowledge. The first category can be subdivided into
various sources of variability: diversity in values, human behaviour, rando m n es s in
nature and technological surprises. The second category can be subdivided into
inexactness, lack of measure me n t s, conflicting evidence, indeter minacy and irreducible
ignorance. In this typology uncertainty has both an ontological dimension (variability:
concerns the general properties of objects) and an epistemological dimension (concerns
the human ability to learn). We can use this typology in ISA- models to relate the various
sources of uncertainty to the various types of uncertainty that occur in ISA- models.
This results in a distinction between technical uncertainties such as uncertainties in
input paramet ers of an ISA- model, methodological uncertainties about the uncertainties
in the ISA- model struct ure, and epistemological uncertainties about the completenes s of
the ISA- model. In this way the different types of uncertainties in an ISA- model can be
made explicit, and be coupled to the different sources of uncertainty. Struct ural (non reducible) uncertainties may then be distinguishe d from the reducible uncertainties. The
struct ural uncertainties might be addresse d from various perspectives as represent e d
by various stakehol ders. This implies a pluralistic approach for treating uncertainties in
ISA- models. This task thus aims to relate a typology of uncertainty to ISA models in
order to make the different sources and types of uncertainty explicit and to develop
manageme n t strategies on how to handle these uncertainties.
Main deliverables: Stakeholder - oriented ISA- models, in particular with stakeholders as
users and actors (agent - based models) in several MATISSE case studies.
T9.5 Developing different kinds of stakeholder - oriented ISA- models (Leader ICIS)
A final challenge forms the involvement of stakeholders in the process of model
develop me n t and model usage. In this process of interaction we can distinguish three
types of stakehol ders: (i) stakehol ders as advisor , using the knowledge and expertise of
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stakeholders as well as possible, both ex ante and ex post, but in both cases the
stakeholders directly influence the modelling process; (ii) stakeholders as user . There
may be strategic reasons, political reasons, but also educational or moral reasons for
using ISA- models. Preferably the potential user is already involved at the concept u al
stage in the design of the ISA- model; (iii) stakeholder as actor , where an attemp t is
made to incorporate the dynamic behaviour of stakehol ders in the model. We then
speak of agent - based models, simulating the dynamic, cognitive behaviour of both
individual and collective (institutions and organizations) actors. We propose to develop
examples of each of the three stakeholder - oriented ISA- models. In particular
experiment s will be done with agent - based models, also profiting from previous
attem p t s to model agents, such as the EU- FIRMA project. In the case of agent - based
models the rationale is to represen t the dyna mic behaviour of agents by a set of rules
on the one hand (rational behaviour) and by the interaction with other agents (emergent
behaviour). Prototypes have been developed which contain agents that can take
autono mo u s decisions, and are equipped with goals, beliefs and social norms. The
physical part of an ISA- model can be combined with the actor - part, where there is
mut ual interaction between the two subsyste m s. The latter, most active involvement of
stakeholders in ISA- models is interesting, because stakeholders can recognise their
behaviour, which is represent e d in a simplified manner in ISA- models, and can reflect
upon this recognition. Thus this task focuses in particular on developing different kinds
of stakeholder - oriented ISA with stakeholders as users and actors.
Main deliverables: ISA- models with explicit articulation of types and sources of
uncertainty in relation to strategies how to mana ge m e n t these uncertainties.
_________________________________________________________________________________

WP 10 Stakeholder involve m e nt, diss emination and capacity
building
Acronym

ICIS

UEA

RIVM

SEI

COE

WI

UD

1

NTU
A
3

Person
months
Acronym
Person
months

12

3

7

1

2

3

UAB
3

SERI
37

IIASA
6

REC
43

IREAS
12

LUN
D
3

IFF
3

Overvie w
This WP will ensure that MATISSE fulfils its full potential to promot e the developme n t of
ISA within the EU. It ensures: (i) inclusion of stakeholder perspectives in the research; (ii)
capacity building among potential ISA users, and; (iii) dissemi nation of deliverables from
all parts of the MATISSE project to the public in printed and multimedia format. It will
interact closely with all WPs to ensure stakehol der participation from the beginning and
to disseminate results.
Objectives
To advance the quality of use of ISA met ho dologies within Europe through the codevelop me n t of tools and method s, with selected users, ISA practitioners and
stakeholders (carried out in the MATISSE project as a whole) combined with a program
of dissemination to the wider user - base.
•

To identify (in the first 6 mont hs of the project) a wider ISA- user and stakeholder
group, establish contact with them, and carry- out a needs analysis for ISA tools
and metho ds
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•

To develop and implemen t a dissemina tion plan for MATISSE the knowledge
created in the project among part ners;

•

To develop training materials and eLearning opport u nities; to conduct training on
the use of ISA- tools and method s for young scholars, educators, and for
colleagues in EU Accession Count ries; to disseminate project results to identified
target groups (including research comm u nity, ISA practitioners, potential users
and other stakeholders).

•

To provide a range of support roles to MATISSE (including maintenance of a web site and ISA help - desk).

Description of work
The MATISSE consortiu m has committe d itself to the goal of involving relevant users
and stakeholders in througho u t the project and this WP will therefore be fully
integrated into all other WPs. This will be achieved through further develop me n t of
techniques that were central to other EU projects, such as focus group activities (e.g.
Kasemir et al., 2003), Expert - User Roundtables (e.g. Tuinstra et al., 2003) and
Workshop s (e.g. ISTS/Bonn, 2002). The approach will be to first conduct an ISA- user and
stakeholder survey and needs analysis during the first six mont h s of this project (in
close cooperation with WP2). In parallel a detailed strategy for dissemination will be
developed in collaboration with the coordinator and manage me n t team. This will be
implement e d from month six onwards. Training activities, especially in the EU accession
countries, will be an importan t part of MATISSE, detailed plans for these activities will
be developed during the first 18 mont hs of the project in close collaboration with
MATISSE part ners in the accession countries.
MATISSE will use the World Wide Web, both as a place for posting documen t s and
informatio n and as a place for electronic conferences and web- based teleconferences.
Short information documen t s or fact sheets in language tailored to particular user and
stakeholder comm u nities will also enhance the dissemination of information througho u t
and at the end of the project.
A Societal Advisory Board will be establishe d for maintaining the focus on the
interconnecte d n e s s between technological and social trends and consists of
internationally recognised experts in this field. Experts will also be invited from the
policy sector, from a trade federation, relevant NGOs and other represen t atives of civil
society and from the business and industry sector. The board will be completely set up
at the beginning of the project and in coordination with the European Commission .
T10.1
Identification of stakeholders and users (task leader SERI)
To be carried out in first 6 mont h s of the project, and to include identification of
members for the Societal Advisory Board for the MATISSE project
Main deliverable: An analysis of ISA- users and stakeholders, including a database of

contacted external stakeholders
interaction with the project.

interested

in MATISSE results

and

further

T10.2 Develop m e n t and imple ment ation of a dissemin ation strateg y for the MATISSE
project (Leader SERI)
To be developed during first six mont hs of the project by partners SERI, ICIS, TYNDALL,
REC, UD. Implemen t ation will then begin from mont h 6. Dissemination activities will
include e.g. Participation of stakeholders and users in the co- developme n t s of ISA tools
and metho d s , and workshop s to disseminate results to wider audience (jointly with WP
2, 3, and case studies). The dissemination plan will guide a continuou s flow of report s
(printed, web - based and presente d at relevant conferences) on progress and results of
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the project . This task will also establish and service the Social Advisory Board and
Scientific Advisory Boards.
Main deliverable : A comprehensive dissemination strategy (by mont h 6) to be
implemented throughout the rest of the project.
T10.3 Training progra m m e s on ISA for ISA- users and potential users (Leader SERI)
A detailed plan for training activities will be developed during first 18 mont hs of the
project. The emphasi s will be on young scholars (in particular from the Accession
Countries) and private sector users. Workshops will also be held with ISA users (actual
and potential) within the EU and Accession Countries (in collaboration with other WPs).
A further elaboration of the intended training activities in MATISSE is provided in
section B4.3 of this proposal.
Main deliverable: delivery of a set of training activities aimed at increasing the uptake of
ISA methods in Europe.
T10.4 Develop m e n t of a MATISSE ISA web - site, ISA help - desk and web - based portal
(Leader SERI)
Commu nication flows between MATISSE and external audiences will be facilitated by an
Internet project manageme n t tool (used by the WP- leader in earlier projects) that
provides: the possibility to discuss topics and decision proced ures; a docu me n t
exchange; handling of meeting preparations and other project tasks. An ISA help - desk
and web- based portal will be established to disseminate the ISA Operational Guidelines,
improved tools portfolio and case studies, and provide a contact service for ISA
practitioners and stakeholders. The ISA Guidelines developed in WP3 will be used in
helping users to find appro priat e SIA/ISA- tools for their own purpo ses.
Main deliverables: ISA help - desk and web - based portal
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

Plan for disseminating knowledge beyond the consortium
This will be handled by WP10 as described above, and a comprehe n sive disseminations
strategy will be developed by mont h 6 of the project. In this section we provide further
elaboration of the compone n t s of that dissemination strategy.
The MATISSE dissemination strategy answers the following questions:
What are the relevant audiences for effective dissemination?
What are the informa tion needs of the defined stakeholders?
User Require me nts & Involve m en t of Stakeholders
One of the first major tasks is the identification of relevant ISA experts, users and
stakeholders for optimal involvement of these in the project work flow, as well as to
guarant ee an effective dissemination of the project results. As the main group of users
will be located outside the consortiu m, mainly in the European Commission, national
govern me n t s, business and NGOs, it is absolutely necessary to cooperat e with these
stakeholders during the complete time span of the project. All partners will participate
in identifying users and stakehol ders, especially in their countries, as well as providing
input on a European level and beyond.
The results of a small commu nication s audit among the stakeholders and key audiences
will allow a more in- dept h analysis of the information flows between the various
audiences and will enable the consortiu m to fine- tune and outline the precise plan. An
online database will be established as part of the MATISSE web - site (by mont h 6 of the
project).
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A Societal Advisory Board will be established, in particular, for maintaining the focus
on the interconnected n e s s between technological and social trends and will consist of
internationally recognised experts in this field, from the policy sector, a trade federation
and the business sector.

Suggested members for the Societal Advisory Board of MATISSE
Michael Neumann
Chris Anastasi
Willy Buschak

Martin Rocholl
Gerhard Huemer
Sybren de Hoo
Edda Müller

Rosalie Gardiner
Laurence van der Walle
David Gee

Die Zeit, Germany
British Energy, UK
European Foundation for the
Improvemen t of Living and Working
Conditions, Dublin, Ireland
Friends of the Earth Europe
(SMEs) UEAPME, Brussels
Rabobank, Utrecht, NL
Federal Association of German
Consu mer Protection Associations,
Berlin, DE
Stakeholder Forum for Our Common
Future, UK
European Parliament
European Environme nt Agency,
Denmark

Further members will be identified at the consortiu m agreemen t stage including,
importan tly represent atives from Accession Countries. The Board will be set up at the
beginning of the project and in coordination with the European Commission. It will meet
4 times during the course of the project in connection with the assem bly meeting,
participate in project teleconferences at regular intervals, and provide an evaluation of
lessons learned at the end of the project for the benefit of the EU Commission, the other
project participant s and wider dissemina tion
Definition of com mu nication objectives
The key for an effective disse mination plan is to establish clearly defined objectives.
This is the first import ant step before the develop men t of any comm u nication and
dissemination tools.
At the current stage of the project, we understa n d the
comm u nications objectives to be as follows:
o To enhance awareness, visibility and underst a n di ng of the issues that project is
dealing with;
o To establish an active dialogue with key users and stakeholders based on their
specific needs and to ensure their direct suppor t;
o To generate traffic to the website;
o To disseminat e the results of the project.
Stakeholder and audience analysis
The levels of exposure and underst a n di ng of issues related to a knowledge - based
society and sustainability vary greatly between the different stakehol ders and
audiences. For a dissemination and commu nication s progra m m e to have the greatest
effect, it is essential that the information is tailored to the specific groups of
stakeholders and audiences.
Tailoring the messages
In order to reach the target audiences with the right information, a set of main
messages should be developed based on the findings of the project.
For all
comm u nication and dissemination activities, especially with the media, the results and
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findings of the MATISSE project have to be present ed and formulate d in a way that is
useful and appealing for the audience.
Dissemin ation activities
Dissemination activities are often limited to the publication of technical reports and are
subseq ue n tly distribute d with the help of standar dise d mailing lists. To achieve the
desired impact with the stakeholders, the basic rules of commu nications has to be
followed: Reach the right people, at the right time, with the right message using the
right means (commu nication channels). In addition, all material that is being produced
from the web site through to fact sheets, brochures and report covers will be presente d
in a consistent visual style thus linking all commu nications material to the project and
achieving a recognition among the stakeholders and audiences.
Linkage with the Com mission and other projects
The project partners are committed to seek discussion with different actors in society,
with international organi zations, business and particularly with the civil society
represent atives who deal with the information society and sustainable developme n t
issues. All of the project partners are already involved or have been involved in other
EU- project s. Some of which are closely related to the research topic of MATISSE. It will
be importa nt to improve the co- operation with represent atives of the European
Commission. This could be achieved by attending significant Commission events or
inviting EC- officials to the meetings / c o n fere nces organi zed by the MATISSE - part ners.
Additional use of printed material
The results of the project will also be published in printed documen t s. Next to the flyer,
brochures and press releases, this also includes scientific articles and conference
papers. This again means that the project will be present e d at various public events, and
active participation by the project partners in relevant international conferences is
required. At the end of the project, the results will be available both in printed form and
on the Internet. An effective distribution of the research reports requires a
represent ative network of stakeholders and citizens. Sub- contracts to professional
comm u nication, training and publishing companies will be used to bridge gaps between
science and application, especially throug h the involvement of consulting compa nies
likely to provide ISA services in the future.
Develop m e n t of an ISA help - desk and web - based portal
Early in the project, a website will be establishe d. The website will docu men t the project
struct ure and its objectives. All partner organization s will be briefly described with links
to the individual researchers. Intermediate report s by the research groups will be
accessible for all partners. All public deliverables will also be presente d on the website.
The consortiu m will actively use the Internet working space for commu nication (webforum, www- Intranet). This working space will only be accessible to the project
part ners. Single research groups will commu nicate mainly via e- mail. A regular update
of the website is essential for a successful promotion of the project as a whole. The
main objective of the ISA help desk is to disseminate the ISA Operational Guidelines,
improved tools portfolio and case studies, and provide a contact service for ISA
practitioners and stakeholders.

B4.2

Demonstration activities

There are no demons t ra tion activities foreseen in MATISSE.

B4.3

Training activities
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In MATISSE, training activities are part of WP 10 (“Stakeholder involvement,
dissemination and training”). The major part of the training activities program will be
initiated early in Phase Two of the project, allowing a detailed training plan to be
developed during Phase One, and ensuring that the quality of the training progra m is
based upon the coherence of internal expertise developed during Phase One.
The MATISSE training plan answers the following questions:
How can knowledge created in the project be best disseminated among partners?
How can the knowledge created in the project be most effectively transferred to the
next generation of ISA experts and colleagues in the EU accession countries?
What is the optimal mix of eLearning approaches, training institutes,
including“hands - on” training opportunities and ISA man uals, for enhancing
capacity to carry out ISA?
Within the project training will also be necessary, so that the knowledge gained within
individual work packages is exchanged and absorbed through ou t the project. Each of
these training opport u nities will be organized by the core team of MATISSE. This will be
accom plished through project meetings and, where appropriate, through exchange of
experts within the project.
The challenges posed by the interdisciplinary and complex nature of sustainability, as
well as the urgent need for fostering the next generation of scientist s in solution oriented research and developm e n t on sustainable developme n t issues, underlines the
importance of training. In addition, during the prepara tion of this proposal, a clear need
for training in this area in EU accession countries was identified. Possibilities for
meeting these needs include:
1. Advanced Training Institutes of approximately three weeks‘ duration, in which
young scholars and / o r colleagues from EU accession countries participate in a
series of struct ure d lectures and hands - on exercises focused on one or more of
the MATISSE WPs. Experience with such training opport u nities in other EU
projects has demonst ra t e d their value. An upcoming Advanced Training Institute
on Vulnerability (funde d by the Lucille and David Packard Foundation) to be held
in May 2004 at IIASA is a good example of the mix of disciplines that must be
included.
2. Participation in the IIASA Young Scientists Summer Program me, a three mont h
opport u nity to work with a supervisor on a project of mutual interest with the
aim of writing an IIASA Interim Report on topics of relevance to the core interests
of the MATISSE project.
3. Participation in progra m m e s in similar institutional settings.
4. Exchange of post - doctoral fellows and other intereste d key researchers between
and within core and associated projects for periods of 3- 6 mont hs.
5. Guest fellowships from the user comm u ni ty in institutions of the core and
associated project part ners.
6. Develop me n t and use of e- Learning opport u nities.
The ambitious aims of the MATISSE project require an iterative approach of knowledge
creation, which creates a challenge for the necessary training activities. The internal
MATISSE training plan will ensure the necessary flow of knowledge within the project as
a whole. This includes ensuring that case studies use all the available knowledge created
in the met ho dology, tool and guidelines work packages and that the findings of the
work packages are fed back to the further develop me n t of the ISA the metho dology, tool
and guidelines.
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The training plan will identify the requireme n t s for providing an excellent training of
researchers and potential users of the knowledge produced within the project. The
training activities will then contribute to the professional developm e n t of the persons
concerned, leading to a better underst a n di ng of ISA in a broader commu ni ty. The
training activities will also lead to shared personal and professional experiences within
the network and will therefore contribute to a better quality of teamwork and the
network as a whole.
Methods of e- learning, which will be matched to the deman d s and characteristics of a
large international consorti um as in MATISSE and which will recognise the different
scientific and technical requireme n t s of the partners, and meetings will be used for the
training and learning process of the IP team, of young scholars, colleagues from EU
Accession countries and the broader stakeholder / u s e r comm unity This training activity
will, on the basis of an assess me n t of learning needs, establish a virtual learning and
training environ men t for the project.

B4.4

Manageme nt activities

Approach to management
The necessary integration to be achieved in this project has lead to a relatively large
consortiu m. The project managem e nt for MATISSE has, therefore, been designed
according to the following principles:
1. Scientific aspects of the project need to be managed differently to the
organisational and financial aspects. They require both flexibility of open
discourse and participation of external expertise as well as clear decision - making
struct ure
2. The decision - making on scientific issues can only be handled effectively by a
small core group of key partners.
3. The complexity and size of the project requires a strict hierarchical multi - level
struct ure for the organisational and financial manage me n t;
Three manage me n t componen t s can, therefore, be distinguishe d, for which a different
manageme n t approach is adopte d: operational manage me n t; financial managem e n t;
scientific coordination and decision - making.
Operational management
This activity includes the manage me n t of practical implemen t a tion of the projects. This
concerns the organization of events and meetings, internal commu nication, reporting
and publications, reporting to the Commission, external commu nication, project
monitoring and evaluation. At ICIS, a full - time Project Manager will be recruited, who
will responsible for the daily implemen t a tion of MATISSE and who report s to the overall
Project Coordinator, Jan Rotman s. A project secretariat will support the Project
Manager.

Financial management
The financial manage me n t includes the overall budget managem e nt as well as the
internal budget allocation to the individual work packages within the contracted budget
allocation plan. Also, budget monitoring and reporting will need to be addresse d A
part - time Financial Manager will be responsible at ICIS for the financial managem e n t
(part - time, to be recruited). The Work Package Leaders will be respon sible for the
budget controlling of the individual work packages
Scientific coordination and decision - making
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A main challenge in an Integrate d Project is finding the compro mise between scientific
freedom for the individual teams on the one hand and the required scientific
coordination and integration on the other. The individual work packages will have
significant autono my in setting research priorities. In addition, a Scientific Core Group
has been appointe d and will be responsible for those research issues that concern the
whole project. In section B6, the project manageme n t plan will be described in detail. In
section B8, a work package 0 has been defined comprising the manageme n t activities for
the first 18 mont hs. In the Consortiu m Agreement, the manageme n t responsibilities will
be established in more detail on the basis of the principles outlined in this proposal.
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B5. Description of the consortium
ISA is an enormou s challenge, both in terms of science and policy. We have therefore
put together a consortiu m which is highly experienced, balanced in scientific disciplines,
and with a broad range of knowledge and expertise, not only from a disciplinary point
of view, but also based on multiple criteria. The normative nature of SD and thus of ISA
further adds to the deman d you can put on such selection criteria. The MATISSE
consortiu m has been compose d so as to meet the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scientific disciplines: balance between natural and social sciences;
Experience with IA: many partners have extensive experience with IA of climate
change, which provides a basis for ISA, while the remaining partners have
strong interest in ISA;
Methodological balance: balance between quantitative ISA- metho ds as ISAmodels, and qualitative approache s as IA- participatory metho ds;
Outstan di ng expertise: the most experienced and well - known Integrated
Assess me n t and SD- research groups in Europe are brought together in this
consortiu m;
The broad set of ISA- models that the part ners collectively can bring into the
project is a valuable scientific resource to further build upon;
Institutional balance: the consortiu m has a reasonable balance between large
research institutes and smaller ones, and between public institutes, private
institutes and NGOs;
Societal role: targeted and general research organization, universities connected
to education, Governme n t research establish me n t connected to policy domains;
Geograp hic distribution: reasonable balance between North - and South - Europe,
between Eastern and Western Europe, and between EU15- and accession
countries.

Not only is the multiplicity of the consortiu m importan t for the actual research, it is also
essential for the acceptance of the deliverables and adoption of the tools and metho d s
developed. To fulfil the ambitious objectives defined above and to tackle the subject by
using a holistic approach a multidisciplinary team was assem bled. Their expertise lies on
the one side within traditional fields of sustainability assess m e n t such as economics,
informatio n
and
commu nication
technologies,
business
and
institutional
comm u nication as well as socio- economics and governance. And on the other side there
are partners whose expertise lies in various aspects of SD such as ecological economics,
integrated assess m e n t, social sustainability, multi - criteria decision - making, sustainable
production and resource use and policy develop me n t for SD. It is this combination of
skills will ensure a successful project.
Apart from the expertise listed above, most partners have extensive previous experience
with EU research projects. In addition the participating researchers are aware of the
principles that science for sustainability should follow within the research design, the
metho ds and tools used and the evaluation of solutions. Many partners in the MATISSE
consortiu m have already worked together in other European projects, for instance in
EFIEA (the European Forum on Integrated Environ me nt al Assess men t), VISIONS and
ULYSSES on IAMs and participatory metho ds, COOL on climate options for the long
term, GECS on emission reduction strategies, SAPIENT on energy systems analysis,
ANSEA on analytical strategic environme n t al assess m en t s, ExternE on externalities of
energy, MOSUS on modelling restruct uri ng towards sustainability, SUSTOOLS on tools
for sustainability, ConAccount on material flow accounting, HARMONICOP and FIRMA
on integrated fresh water resources manage men t, MEPI on measuring environ men t al
performa nce, IMPOL on impleme n ti ng environme n t al policies and TRANSUST on
modelling the transition to sustainable economic struct ures. Since many of the
participant s know each other from the above projects, a fast project start will be
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possible. This mutual understa n ding across the disciplines will minimize start up
difficulties and aid the integration of the research approaches adopted in the various
work packages.
The consortiu m is made up by relevant institutions and scientists who decided to join
forces for this major effort. On the one hand, participating institutions realize that
individually their capacities are too small for such a comprehen sive research effort. On
the other hand, partners seek compleme n t a rity of expertise which is scattered across
sustainability research in Europe. The explicit focus is on all three dimensions of
sustainable develop men t: economic, social and environ men t al. The project will show
that various tools for improving social, econo mic and ecological dimensions are
compleme n t ary and mutually suppor tive when used in an integrative manner. An
objective is to show how these approaches relate to each other and build on each other
when used for planning for sustainability.

Summary of MATISSE partners
NR Acrony m
1

ICIS

2

UEA

3

RIVM

4

NTUA

5

SEI

6

COE

7

WI

8

UD

9

Lund

10
11

IFF
UAB

12

SERI

13

CE

14

PIK

15

IIASA

16

SMASH

17

SEI- T

18
19

REC
CUEC

CORE PARTNERS
International Centre for Integrative Studies,
Maastricht University (ICIS)
Tyndall Centre & CSERGE, University of East
Anglia, Norwich, (UEA)
Netherland s Environme n t al Assessm e n t
Agency (RIVM)
National Technical University of Athens
(NTUA)
Stockhol m Environme nt Institute (SEI),
Stockhol m
Centre d'Observation Economique of
Chambre de Commerce et d'Indust rie de Paris
Wuppertal Institute for Climate, Environme n t
and Energy, Wuppertal
Depart m en t of Geography, University of
Durha m
Centre for Environmen t al Studies (MICLU),
Lund University
IFF- Social Ecology, Vienna, (IFF)
Inst. of Environme n t al Science and Technology,
A. University of Barcelona
SME CORE PARTNERS
Sustainable Europe Research Institut e (SERI),
Vienna
Cambridge Econometrics, Cambridge
FULL PARTNERS (TO BE FUNDED)
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research
(PIK), Potsdam
International Institute for Applied Systems
Analysis (IIASA)
Société de Mathématiques Appliquées et de
Science Humaines (SMASHCIRED)
Stockhol m Environme nt Institute Talinn Centre
(SEI- Talinn), Talinn
Regional Environm en t al Center for CEE (REC)
Charles University Environment al Center,
Prague

Representatives
J. Rotmans
A. Haxeltine;
A. Jordan
B. Metz
P. Capros; N. Kouvaritakis
Mans Nilsson;
R.Kasperso n
P. Zagame; A.
Fougeyrollas
S. Bringezu; S. Moll
P. M. Weaver
L. Olsson
M. Fischer - Kowalski
D. Tàbara

F. Hinterberger; J. Jaeger
T. Barker
W. Cramer; W. Lucht
L. Hordijk; J. Bayer
J.C. Hourcade
K. Peterson
J. Dusik
B. Moldan
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20

ISI

21

SPRU

22
23

ISD
IPTS

24

AUN

25

CIRAD

26

IREAS

Fraunhofer Institute Systems and Innovation
Research (FhG- ISI)
SPRU- Science and Technology Policy
Research, University of Sussex, Brighton
Institute for Sustainable Developmen t, Warsaw
Institute for Prospective Technological Studies
(IPTS)
Depart m en t of Forest Sciences, Agricultural
University of Norway
Centre de Cooperation Internationale en
Recherche Agronomiq ue pour le
Developpe m e n t (CIRAD)
Institute for Struct ural Policy

E. Jochem
F. Berkhout
A. Kassenberg
A. Soria
B. Solberg
B. Barbier

Tatiana Kluvánková Oravská

Partner 1 - International Centre for Integrative Studies, Maastricht University (ICIS)
is an international research centre for Integrate d Assess me nt. ICIS has been established
in 1998, and is part of the Faculty of General Sciences at Maastricht University. ICIS
addresses the increasing need for integrated analyses of environme n t s (such as cities
and regions) and complex issues (e.g. sustainable develop me n t, human health and
global change, tourism, water and biodiversity). Such integrative studies involve analysis
of the causes, effects and the mutual interlinkages between econo mic, environ men t al,
institutional and socio- cultural processes associated with a specific environ m e nt or
complex issue. These interdisciplinary analyses complemen t e d with participatory
processes involving stakeholders usually form the basis for the develop me n t of visions
and long - term strategies. ICIS can be characteri zed as a research institute for Integrated
Assess me n t. The mission of ICIS is to suppo rt consciousness - raising processes with
regard to integrative thinking and acting in policy circles, the business com mu ni ty and
society at large. ICIS is thus both research - oriented and client - oriented.
Partner 2 - University of East Anglia Norwich. Opened in 2003, the Zuckerma n
Institute for Connective Environme n t al Research (ZICER) is based within UEA's
internationally - acclaimed School of Environmen t al Sciences. It aims to identify and
exploit more effective connections with business, policy makers and wider society in the
sustainability transition. ZICER is able to draw upon on the considerable expertise and
reputation of two well established environme n t al research institutes in Europe: the
Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research and CSERGE (the Centre for Social and
Economic Research on the Global Environmen t). The Tyndall Centre draws together a
substan tial body of climate change research expertise residen t in the UK's
environ me n t al, engineering and social science commu ni ties to research solutions to
climate change. Headquart ere d in the School of Environm en t al Sciences at the University
of East Anglia, the Centre is a consortiu m of nine UK research insitutions. The Tyndall
Centre is the UK's leading scientific research centre for undertaking integrat ed research
that contributes to the develop me n t, evaluation and promotion of sustainable options
for respon di ng effectively to climate change. To accomplish these aims it recognises
the importa nce of working across a range of scales in space and time, from household
to global and from the present through to the distant future. CSERGE is the UK ESRC’s
designated research centre addressing environ me n t al issues. Created in 1991, CSERGE
is dedicated to undertaking and commu nicating original, policy- relevant research on a
range of issues, using an approach that integrat es the natural and social sciences.
CSERGE is currently (2001 - 6) running the ESRC’s £2.2 million Program m e on
Environmen t al Decision Making (PEDM), which looks at many of the same issues
addresse d by MATISSE, namely environm e n t al governance in the EU, environm e n t al
policy integration, justice and social inclusion.
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Partner 3 - Netherlands Environmental Assess m en t Agency (RIVM) is a supporting
scientific organization for the ministries in The Netherland s who deal with environ me n t,
nature, and public health. Since the late 1980s, a core task of RIVM has been to perform
integrated assess me n t s in environ men t and public health, on the basis of extensive
monitoring, modelling, scenario analysis, and an active dialogue with the scientific
comm u ni ty and the users the assess m e n t results in policy making. The RIVM is
particulary well placed to lead the work package to produce ISA guidelines. It pioneered
integrated environ me n t assess me n t since the late 1980s, reaping synergies from
monitoring and modelling. Not confining itself to a particular approach, it has produced
or played a leading role in many broad - based assess me n t s at national, European and
global scales. Increasingly, these assess m e n t s are addressing issues of sustainable
develop me n t as well as multiple perspectives on the subject matter.
Partner 4 – Institute of Communication and Computer System s of National Technical
University of Athens (ICCS/NTUA) is in charge of developing a specific method ology
for Integrated Policy Assess men t in pursuit of Sustainable Developmen t objectives. This
metho dology will be tested in a case study for agriculture, forestry, land use and
ICCS/NTUA will coordinate the modeling activities as well as the applications within the
Case Study. In addition ICCS/NTUA will participate in the modeling efforts with regard
to world economy / AFLU models, stochastic modeling and the construction of integrate d
policy assess me n t tools (WP8). It will also assu me overall responsibility for the
deliverables (projections, policy scenarios and policy exploration) within WP4.
Partner 5 - Stockholm Environment Institute (SEI) is a policy research institute that
develops and applies met hod s and approaches to incorporate sustainable develop me n t
considerations into policies, decision - making processes and institutions at national,
regional, and international levels. Particular attention is paid to the interface between
science and policy. Recent efforts linked to MATISSE include work on policy aspects of
risk and vulnerability issues, impact assess me n t s and policy processes, and
environ me n t al policy integration in the EU context.
Partner 6 - The Centre d’Observation Economique of the Chambre de Commerce et
d’Industrie de Paris (COE/CCIP) is one of the leading centres in France for economic
analysis and forecasts at both the national and international level. Staffed by qualified
econo mist s and statisticians who are in constan t contact with outside specialists and
with research institutes in the private and state sectors, the COE strives to enrich the
public flow of economic knowledge and to contribute to debate on econo mic and
financial issues. Its analyses and forecast s appear regularly in the press, thereby
reaching a wider public. To reinforce its expertise in the international field, the COE has
for many years fostered a co- operation with other research institutes at home and
abroad. In this context, the COE has co- operated with the European Commission on the
building of the Hermès and NEMESIS models of the European econo my. In return, the
close links of the CCIP with industries and business organi zations allows a feed back on
the results of the model and gives the opport u nity to transfer back to the model the
"dire d'experts" (expert opinion). Thus, integration of scientific work and firms valuation
is possible. This step is crucial and the CCIP, and the COE specifically, has proved its
capacity to attract both business managers and research economist s.
Partner 7 - Wuppertal Institute (WI) explores and develops models, strategies and
instru me n t s to support a sustainable developme n t at local, national and international
levels. Sustainability research at the WI focuses on ecology and its relation to econo m y
and societ y . Research analyses and initiates technological and social innovations that
decouple resource use from wealth. The Research Group on Material Flows and Resource
Managemen t is conducting integrated analysis and assess me n t of the indust rial / s ocietal
metabolism and land use, develops scenarios for future sustainable resource use,
provides policy relevant information on indicators and targets, and contributes to
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formulation and evaluation of resource policies. The institute will provide its expertise
on applied sustainability science, esp. with regard to concepts, met hod s and
instru me n t s to support sustainable develop men t of the physical basis of economy. It
has developed metho d s for analysis and assess me n t of the indust rial / s ocietal
metabolism, with a focus on options to increase resource efficiency (factor 4- 10),
considering systems wide transbo u n d a ry resource requirem en t s of at different levels
(EU, national, sectoral, firm, product).
Partner 8 - University of Durham, UK. The participation of UD is secured through the
interdisciplinary Wolfson Institute, a research facility for integrated economy environ me n t - social studies. The principal DU investigator is Dr. Paul Weaver. UD brings
experience and expertise in the theory, practice and evaluation of science in relation to
complex decision making and sustainable developme n t processes, including the
definition, design, application and evaluation of assessm e n t tools and metho ds in
different decision contexts and domains and the impacts of using these. UD recently
developed a consistent metho dology for evaluating science in support of sustainable
develop me n t and applied this across the European research area. Within MATISSE, UD is
respo nsible for leading WP1, which will develop the concept ual, theoretical and
metho dological paradigm for ISA develop me n t.
Partner 9 - University of Lund (Lund). Lund University, with seven faculties and a
many specialized research centres, is the largest unit for research and higher education
in Sweden. MICLU is a cross - faculty umbrella organization creating research coalitions
with depart m e n t s on a project by project basis. In MATISSE, the MICLU team coordinat es
the case study on water and plays an importa nt role in the develop me n t of new tools.
Group modelling (participatory research tool pioneered at Lund) and general systems
analysis are import ant tools.
Partner 10 - IFF- Social Ecology, Vienna, (IFF) is a member of the core group of the
Integrated Project. Its role will be to lead WP8 and to co- lead WP5. IFF Social Ecology
has international reputation for its contribution to the develop me n t of concept s and
indicators for biophysical aspects of socio - economic systems. It has been involved in
Material and Energy Flow Accounting (MEFA) since the early nineties and contribut ed to
generating comm on metho dological standar d s for OECD and EUROSTAT. It has gained
experience in coordinating a number of EU funded and other international research
projects. For this project modelling expertise of lead industrial ecologists has been
included.
Partner 11 - Institute of Environmental Sciences and Technolog y (IEST) of the
Autonomou s University of Barcelona (IEST- AUB) is an advanced interdisciplinary
research centre which brings together aroun d 35 faculty members from 20 depart me n t s
of the Autonomo u s University of Barcelona working on a variety of environm e nt al
disciplines. Dr. David Tàbara, a social researcher with a large experience in
environ me n t al and interdisciplinary European projects, particularly in the fields of
sustainability method ology develop me n t and participat ory knowledge integration, will
lead the involvement of IEST within the Matisse consortiu m. IEST efforts will focus on
SIA tools theory develop me n t and on inventory, as well as on two case studies and the
dissemination work packages.
Partner 12 - Sustainable Europe Research Institute (SERI) iinvestigates environ me n t al,
econo mic, social and institutional conditions for sustainable develop me n t . It develops
scientifically accurate and practical policy solutions, which allow sustainable
develop me n t to become a reality in Europe (and beyond) and dissemi nat es information
and makes possible steps towards sustainability apparent. In MATISSE, SERI is mainly
respo nsible for internal as well as external commu nication, i.e. dissemination and
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training. It also contribu tes to method ological foundations and participates in various
case studies.
Partner 13 - Cambridge Econometrics (C- ECON) specialises in the application of
econo mic modelling and data analysis techniques, particularly energy - economy environ me n t analysis. Its role in the project is in the evaluation of existing tools for
sustainability assess me n t s, the developme n t of one tool (E3ME) to better fit the purpose,
focusing particularly on internalizing externalities, and then applying the model in case
studies relating to technology policies
Partner 14 - Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK). PIK’s mission is to
study, model and underst an d earth system dynamics from an integrated perspective,
particularly the interaction between human activities and the coupled evolution of
atmosp h ere, oceans and the biosphere. PIK’s role in the MATISSE consortiu m is to
contribute simulation modules required for ISA of biogeochemical budget s of terrest rial
ecosystem s, agriculture and forestry, expertise in model coupling for integrated
assess me n t, and an integrated view of nature - society relations.
Partner 15 - International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA/RMS). IIASA
has contribute d significantly to model - based participatory science. In the Tisza river
basin, IIASA collaborate d with the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in leading a
stakeholder driven process that employed stochastic simulation flood models for the
sustainable manage me n t of the basin. Similar work in Central America addressing
financial vulnerability to extreme events has established IIASA as a partner with the
World Bank, the IDB and major re- insurance companies. IIASA has also developed a
stakeholder - driven process for reservoir manageme n t and biodiversity conservation for
the Narew river basin in Poland.
Partner 16 - Sociétés de Mathématiques Appliquées et de Sciences Humaines
(SMASH). At SMASH, the Centre International de Recherche sur l'Environne me n t et le
Développe m e n t (CIRED) will conduct research on the sustainability of household waste
manageme n t in Europe. It will build upon previously funded European projects INASUD
on integrated assess me n t modeling and SUSTAINWASTE on waste policy.
Partner 17 Stockholm Environment Institute – Talinn . MATISSE will be undert ake n by
the Sustainability Measures Program m e of SEIT who are expert s in Sustainability
indicators, metho ds and analyses, Strategic Environme n t al Assessme n t, Developm en t
and analyses of integrate d environ men t al policy, and Nature protection policy and
manageme n t, Sustainable urban land use and transport policies. SEI- T are thus wellpositioned to fulfill their role in WP3 on guidelines and WP4 on the agricultural and land
use case study.
Partner 18 - The Regional Environmental Center for Central and Eastern Europe
(REC) is a non - partisan, non - advocacy, not - for- profit international organiza tion with a
mission to assist in solving environme n t al problem s in Central and Eastern Europe
(CEE). The center fulfils this mission by promoting cooperation among non govern me n t al organization s, govern me n t s, businesses and other environ me n t al
stakeholders, and by supporting the free exchange of information and public
participation in environme n t al decision - making. Since 1997, the REC also support s
reforms of environ me n t al assess me n t systems in CEE. The REC will support MATISSE by
organizing multi - stakeholder reviews and channeling relevant information from new EU
member states to WP2, WP3, WP7 and WP10.
Partner 19 - Charles University Environment Center expertise is in the develop me n t
and testing of sustainability indicators as tools for decision - making. This work is above
all focused on the social - economic metabolism issue, particularly econo my - wide
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material flow analysis and indicators. This is the reason why this institution contributes
to WP3 (ISA Guidelines) and WP5 (Case study 2 - Resource use, waste and
dematerialization).
Partner 20 - Fraunhofer - Gesellschaft zur Foerderung der angewandten Forschung
e.V. (FhG), Institut Systemtechnik und Innovationsforschung (ISI). The Fraunhofer
Institute for Systems and Innovation Research is part of the Fraunhofer Society for
Applied Research in Germany, a non - profit corporation, which prom otes applied
research and assures the link between funda me n t al and indust rial research. The
Fraunhofer Society is mostly financed through contract work for public bodies at
European, national and regional level as well as for industrial companies. The research
society has about 55 research institutes all over Germany. The Fraunhofer ISI
compleme n t s the scientific and technological spectru m of the Fraunhofer Institutes
through interdisciplinary research on the interde pen d e n ce between technology,
econo my and society. The FGH/ISI will co- ordinate together with CE a case study (WP 7)
and participate in a second case study (WP5) and the interlining and improving of
metho ds and tools (WP8).
Partner 21 - SPRU (Science & Technolog y Policy Research), University of Sussex is
one of the world leaders in policy research on science, technology and innovation (STI)
and its wider economic, social and environm e n t al implications. SPRU has a team of 40
researchers from a variety of disciplinary backgrou n d s in the social and natural sciences
and engineering.
Partner 22 - The Institute for Sustainable Develop ment . The ISD has an experience in
strategic environme n t al assess me n t ( base on the concept of sustainability) for whole
econo my as well as for different sectors including: transp ort and agriculture. The main
processes which are going on in the Poland has been assess by the Institute specially:
privatization and foreign investme n t flow. In the project the ISD will be involved in the
case study of implemen t ation of
Water Framework Directive in the context of
sustainability impact.]
Partner 23 – IPTS Institute for Prospective Technological Studies), JRC, EC, Seville.
The bulk of the IPTS Energy and Climate Change group activities focus on the
develop me n t of scenarios for energy supply and deman d utilizing the appropriate
modeling and forecasting tools, mainly the POLES model. The energy group of IPTS is
currently starting to work with comput a ble general equilibrium (CGE) models, in order
to comple me n t the analyses provided by the other quantitative tools.
Partner 24 - Agricultural University of Norway, Department of Forest Sciences (AUN)
has been providing teaching and research at the university level within various
disciplines related to forestry for more than 100 years. The depart m e n t covers most of
the spectru m of forest related problems, with an emphasis on economics modeling, in
particular forest sector modeling and interdisciplinary research. Currently, the activity is
related to the project “Impacts on the Norwegian forest sector of changes in key frame
conditions”, and to participation as leader of the develop men t of the global forest sector
model EFI- GTM at the European Forest Institute (EFI), which is intended to be used
extensively in MATISSE in cooperation with EFI. The depart m e n t has been doing research
related to forestry, the carbon cycle and global climatic change since the late 1980’s,
and has been active regarding operationalizing criteria and indicators for sustainable
forest manage me n t.
Partner 25 - Center for International Cooperation for Research on Agriculture for
Develop ment (CIRAD) has a long and proved experience on agricultural research and
socio economic analysis of agricult ural markets. With aroun d 100 social scientist s
CIRAD has become a strong contribut or economic modeling and market analysis.
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Research topics in social sciences are focused on sustainable develop me n t and its
corollaries.
Partner 26 - Institute for Structural Policies (IREA) is non profit organization, formed
as the project based platform of academic and policy experts from Central and Eastern
Europe established with major objective to organize and co- ordinate interdisciplinary
co- operation and knowledge exchange among researchers from various academic
organizations in Central and Eastern European region in the area of education and
academic training, research orientation and policy relevant activities in structural
policies and EU enlargeme nt. Main concern of IREAS is to promo te integration of
sustainable developme n t principles into the policy and decision making, particularly
regional, economic, environ m e nt al, agrarian, and social policies. Other activities consist
of organization of academic and policy trainings, conferences, workshop s, and courses.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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1.

B6. Description of project manage ment

Organizational structure

The schematic shows the manage m e n t and decision - making structur e of MATISSE,
and the various entities and responsibilities are described below.
Scientific
Advisory Board
External experts

Project Coordinator
Jan Rotmans, ICIS

Consortium Assembly
Project Coordinator (Chair)
All Consortium Partners

Project Manager

Project Secretariat

Organisational
And Financial
Management

Financial Manager

Scientific Core Group
Project Coordinator (Chair)
Project Manager and
Selected core partners
Scientific issues

WP Leaders 1 to 10

Societal
Advisory Board
External experts

Contributing Partners
Work Packages 1 to 10

A. Project Coordinator. Overall co- ordination of the project is the responsibility of the
International Centre for Integrative Studies at Maastricht University (ICIS). The
Project Coordinator, Prof. Jan Rotmans, has the following responsibilities: 1) Overall
project supervision and monitoring, including the budget; 2) Reporting to the EC,
both content and financial; 3) Chairman of the Scientific Core Group and
Consortiu m Assembly; 4) Overall quality control and monitoring of the project; 5)
Evaluations of the scientific progress with input from an indepen d en t panel of
external experts. Operational manageme n t is delegated to the Project Manager.
B. Project Manager (full - ti me, t o be recr uite d): d ay - t o - d ay p roject m a n age m e n t;
s u p ervision of t h e work p ackages; p r e p ar a tio n of t h e Scien tific Core Gro u p a n d t h e
Con so rtiu m Asse m bly m e eti ngs; extern al co m m u nication; a p p r oval of p ay m e n t s a n d
b u d get allocation s; p re p a ra tion of p r oject evalua tion. The Project Manager re p o r t s
t o t he Project Coor di nat o r.
C. Financial Manager (part - ti me) b u d ge t m o nit oring; eval uatio n of cost s s t a te m e n t s;
p re p ara tio n of p ay me n t s; p re p a ratio n of fina ncial re p o r ti ng t o t h e EC. The Fina ncial
Manager re p or t s t o t h e Project Manager.
D. Project Secretariat. Sup p o rt s t h e Project Manager a n d t h e Project Coor di na t o r.
E. Scientific Core Group. The Project Coor din at o r, Project Manager, a n d five WP Leaders
will for m t h e Scientific Core Grou p. Regular m ee ti ngs will be h el d t o eval uat e t he
scien tific p rogres s a n d d ecide o n t h e scien tific s t ra tegy or re solve scien tific
dis p u t e s. The Core Grou p m e e t s every 6 m o n t h s (8 ti m es in t o t al).
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F. Cons ortium As s e m bl y. Every co n sor ti u m p a r t n er is re prese n t e d in t he Con sorti u m
Asse m bly. The Asse m bly will m e e t yearly. The Asse m bly a dvises t he Project
Coor di nat or o n orga nisa tio nal a n d fina ncial iss ue s, a n d t h e Scientific Core Grou p o n
scien tific iss ues. The Asse m bly m e e t s a n n u ally (4 ti me s in t o t al)
G. Work Package Leaders. The WP lea de rs are re s p o n sible for coor di natio n of t h e work
wit hin t h e in divid ual work p ackages a n d for t h e coo pera tion wit h t h e o t h er work
p ackages. The WP Leader s re p or t t o t h e Project Manager a n d t o t he Scientific Core
Grou p.
H. External Scientific Panel. Members of the panel are external experts. They will provide
input to the evaluation of scientific progress every 6 mont hs. The panel is
indepen d e n t from the project manageme n t. Its members will be selected in the
proposal phase.
Decision - making mechanism s
Due to the size of the consortiu m, the approach chosen for effective manageme n t of
MATISSE is a hierarchical struct ure. Three managem e n t componen t s can be
distinguished: Operational manage me n t, financial manage me n t, scientific discourse
and decision - making.
Operational Managem ent
The Project Coordinator has final decision authority througho u t the entire project in all
matters concerning project managem e nt and financial managem e n t / c o n t r ol. The
operational manageme n t is delegated by the Project Coordinator to the Project
Manager (full- time position). The Work Package Leaders are responsible for the
operation manageme n t of the work in the work package. They report to the Project
Manager. Within a work package, for each task, a person is nominate d as the
respo nsible person (see WP descriptions) who reports to the Work Package Leader.
This part ner will have respo nsibility for the content and timely delivery of materials
or for comm u nicating any problem, such as delays, in case of a scientific issues, to
the Work Package Leader, or directly to the Scientific Core Group and Project
Manager.
Financial management
The Project Coordinator has final decision authority througho u t the entire project in all
financial matters. The Project Coordinat or report s to the European Commission. He
delegates the financial managem e n t to the Project Manager, who is support ed by a
part - time Financial Manager. The Work Package Leaders have a responsibility of
monitoring the budget of the individual work packages and advise the Project
Manager. In the Consortiu m Agreement, financial responsibilities and mandat es will
be described in detail.
Scientific discourse and decision - making
The responsibilities for scientific managem e n t will be explicitly delegated to the members
of the Scientific Core Group. The members are Alex Haxeltine /UEA, Friedrich
Hinterberger /SERI (comm u nication tools and dissemination), Bert Metz /RIVM (ISA
tools and metho ds), Paul Weaver/ DUR (metho dology) and Lennart Olson /Lun d
(coordination case studies), complem e nt e d with the Project Coordinator and Project
Manager. The Core Group meets half - yearly on a regular basis. Additional Core
Group meetings can be called if necessary.
It will be their task to autono m o u sly coordinate the work packages and they will be
respo nsible to the project coordinat or for the results created. For scientific issues,
the final decisions are made upon majority vote in the scientific board with the PM
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having a deciding vote. Nonetheless, for all major decisions, the opinion of all
members of the consortiu m will be solicited and a consens u s or majority decision
sought whenever possible. The coordinat or will be assisted in final decision - making
by the manage me n t and science board.
Project meetings and workshop s
Four annual Consortiu m Assembly meetings and 8 half - year Scientific Core Group
meetings are scheduled during the project. The Consortiu m Assembly meetings
consist of a half - day official manageme n t related meeting and a 2 days progra m m e
of worksho p s on substance. The objective of the workshop is to synthesize the
results and to coordinate and discuss next year’s research. Progress reports and
deliverables will be presente d and evaluated at the workshop s and discusse d. At the
workshop s there will also be room for plenary meetings of the project, in which the
general state of the project will be reviewed. Semi - public meetings (including
stakeholder’s participation will be held in parallel or back - to- back with the
Assem bly workshop s.
At the Core Group meetings, the scientific progress of the project will be evaluated by
comparison with the research plan. If necessary, the plan will be revised and
amend me n t s to the plan will be made.
The meetings and worksho p s of the work package teams are not listed here (see the
descriptions of the work packages). The external stakeholder meetings are
discussed under WP10.
Quality assurance and control
Quality of the deliverables will be assured by the partner leading the work package. All
deliverables have to be presente d to the project coordinator who will check the
results with the stated objectives for the specific work package and will review the
work present ed. Internal and external measures will be used to ensure high quality
stand ard s of MATISSE processes and outco mes.
External monitoring progress: The advisory boards
The proposal goals require a strict interaction between the scientific comm u ni ty, the
govern me n t al decision - makers and other potential stakeholders. In addition to the
end - users and other stakeholders in the Societal advisory board (see above), a
Scientific Advisory Board will be involved continually during the course of the
project. The Advisory Board, whose members are listed below, will be invited to act
as a consultation group for the project. The Board will be invited to attend the
general and work package meetings, and will be invited to provide inputs regularly
to the different phases of the project.
The Scientific Advisory Board will consist of a set of internationally recognized experts in
the relevant fields related to ISA. A set of senior figures have been approache d
already on an interest only basis. The final composition of this board will be agreed
at the consortiu m agreeme nt stage and in negotiation with the European
Commission. It will be especially import ant to ensure represen t ation from key
accession countries senior scientist s.
Management of knowledge and intellectual property
All knowledge developed within MATISSE will be public with the exception of the following:
1) If the Commission wishes information to remain (temporarily) confidential; 2) The
tools and models that are brought into the project by the part ners will remain the
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intellectual property of these partners. The Consortiu m Agreemen t will further
specify the manage me n t of intellectual property.
With regard to the manageme n t of knowledge, each partner of the consortiu m will
designate one person as the main contact person. They will liase with the
coordinator and with the responsible person in respect of each work - package. The
workshop s constitute the major forum for discussion and information exchange at
the junctions between particular phases of activity. Minutes of the worksho ps and
board meetings will be taken by the coordinator and distributed to all members of
the consortiu m, so that everyone is informed of decisions, especially regarding the
work plan and any changes to it.
Electronic networking, including on - line email, web- foru ms and extensive use of WWW
Intranet and database resource facilities, will be used as the prime mechanism and
medium of com mu nication flow to allow the international team to work together
effectively. The develop me n t of project internal on- line and commu nication skills
will be a priority in this context (see description WP10).
Over the entire project duration comm u nication flow between the members of the
consortiu m and other invited audiences will be guaranteed by a new version of an
Internet project manageme n t tool, developed by partner 2 for earlier projects. This
tool will provide the possibility to discuss topics, decision procedures, exchange
docu me n t s and handle time tables for upcoming meetings, events and milestones.
This platform will also host the videos of worksho p s and be the starting point for
Internet commu nication (e.g. video conferences using Microsoft NetMeeting), which
will be used in addition to telepho ne and email comm u nication. The online platfor m
will be password protected. All participating partners in the project will have access
to this platform. Further mo re interested external audience can be invited and
provided with a password to join the discussion.
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B.7 Project resources
B7.1 Project effort form (full duration)

IP Project Effort Form
Full duration of project
(insert person - month s for activities in which partner s are involved)
Project acronym -

I
C
I
S

U
E
A

R
I
V
M

N
T
U
A

S
E
I

C
O
E

RTD/Inn ovation activities
WP 1 Conceptual, theoretical and methodological framew ork
T1.1 Discourse and
3
5
syste mic synthesis on
sustainability
T1.2 Review of
2
3
1
sustainability - assess me n t
state - of- the - art
T1.3 Vision for ISA and
explore its scope and
poten tial
T1.4 Synthesis of results
2
5
1
T1.5 Integration into a ISA
3
3
1
concep tu al framew o rk
WP 2 Inventory and Institutional analysis

W
I

U
D

4

L
U
N
D

I
F
F

U
A
B

1

4

4

2

9
20

2

S
E
R
I

C
E

P
I
K

I
I
A
S
A

S
M
A
S
H

S
E
I
_
T

R
E
C

C
U
E
C

I
S
I

S
P
R
U

I
S
D

I
P
T
S

A
U
N

C
I
R
A
D

I
R
E
A
S

T
O
T
A
L
P
A
R
T
N
E
R
S

1

14

3

13

12

18

17
28

T2.1 bench ma r ke d,
inventory of SIA- related
tools
T2.2 Theoretically guided
explana tio n of pattern s of
use for ISA
T2.3 Evaluatio n framewo r k
for the effectiveness
T2.4 Empirical analysis of
the overall patter n of use
T2.5 Recomme n d a tio n s
and transferring tools
analysis
WP 3 ISA Guidelines
T3.1 Develop me n t and
upd ating of ISA Guidelines
T3.2 Evaluating the draft
Guidelines in the Case
Studies
T3.3 Further specification
of the intern al guidelines
for ISA

3
3

5

1

5

3

5

1

5

4

5

3

6

6

3

2

3

16

1

3

10

3

12

3

14

3

41

3

13

2

3

6

2

3

6

T3.4 Stakehold er and
6
5
3
policy maker’s
consultation s
WP4 Case Study 1 - Agriculture, Forestry, Land Use
T4.1 Identification of
1
1
1
relevant measu r a ble SD
target indicators
T4.2 Definition of AFLU
1
1
policy instru m e n t s
T4.3 Constru ction of
3
13
8
integrate d baseline
T4.4 Risk asses sme n t
9
1
associated with baseline
T4.5 Policy scenario
4
11
7
analysis
T4.6 Integrated policy
11
2
assess me n t
WP 5 Case study 2 - Resource use, waste and dematerialization
wp 5.1 Increasing resource use efficiency without proble m shifting

2

3

5

2
2

2

19

3

7

3

21

3

7

4

29

5

4

6

7

1

1

6

1

1

4

3

3

41

1

1

12

4

5

43
13

68

T5.1.1 Multi- level
2
7
framew o rk on econo my wide material flows
T5.1.2 Analysis of driving
13
forces of proble m shifting
T5.1.3 Designing and
2
perfor ming stakehold er
and participato ry processe s
T5.1.4 Modeling
2
14
technological and
institution al poten tials
T5.1.5 Evaluation of
3
metho d ological
require m e n t s
WP 5.2 Resource use and waste genera tion by econo mic sectors: dem ate rializ ation
T5.2.1 Categories of
3
materials and of
geogra p hical and time
scope
T5.2.2 Constr uction of data
18
base and scenario analysis
T5.2.3 Designing and
3
5
perfor ming stakehold er
and participato ry processe s
T5.2.4 Second iteration of
11
scenario analysis
T5.2.5 Evaluation of
4
metho d ological
require m e n t s
WP 6 Case Study 3 – Water
T6.1 Develop a framing for 1
1
1
1
the case study
T6.2 Problem definition
4
6
and identification of
stakeh olde rs
T6.3 Scoping study for
1
1
7
8
selected aspects of water
domain
T6.4 Carry - out an ISA for
2
2
11
8
water domain
T6.5 Analysis of the drivers
2
2
8
8
of un - sustainability
T6.6 Synthesis of results
7
8
WP 7 Case Study 4 - Sustainable Environm ental Technolog y Developm e nt

9

7

20
2

8

24

3

1

2

3

6

4

1

4

5

22

1

9

2

13

1

5

1

9

1

11

1

28

2

25

1

26

1

16

T7.1 Reviews underlying
impacts, innovation theory
and actual theory
T7.2 Review of existing
policy environ m e n t
T7.3 Determin a tion of
3
1
metho d ology
T7.4 Application and
10
1
evaluation of chosen
metho d ology
T7.5 Evaluatio n and
4
3
synthesis of results
WP 8 Interlinking and improving existing tools for ISA
T8.1 Internalizing
5
extern alities using E3ME
T8.2 Modeling the
dynamics of material flow
patter n s
T8.3 IMAGE linking with
13
water and nutrien t flow
models
T8.4 Extensio ns to existing
79
36
models and develop me n t
of new tools
T8.5 Efficiency and
robust n e s s of waste
manage m e n t regulation
modes
WP 9 Developing new tools for ISA
T9.1 Developing ISA19
19
8
models
T9.2 Developing ISA19
19
8
models for quantita tively
assessing socio - cultural
change
T9.3 Developing multiple
6
6
scale ISA- models
T9.4 Relating a typology of
6
6
uncertain ty to ISA- models
T9.5 Developing different
6
6
5
kinds of stakeh old e r oriente d ISA- models
WP 10 Stakeholder involv e m e nt, disse mination and capacity building
T10.1 Identification of
3
stakeh olde rs and users

4

6

9

6

4

9

1

3

1

3

12

3

12

3

11

40

2

2

2

14

27
24

32
32

56

13

23

11

45

194

12

12

46
46

13
13
18

6

12

20

70

T10.2 Dissemin atio n
strategy for the MATISSE
project
T10.4 Develop m e n t of ISA
web - site, help - desk and
web - based portal
Total Research /Inno vation

6

3

1

3

1

1

2

3

3

3

3

12

1

13

54

8

83

13
4

56

12
8

53

58

44

50

56

67

56

40

8

52

32

14

12

19

53

17

37

32

8

36

20

57

121
3

Demon st ra tio n activities
Not applicable
Total demo n st r a tio n
Training activities
WP10 Stakeholder involv e m e nt, disse mination and capacity building
T10.3 Training
6
3
progra m m e s on ISA for
ISA- users and poten tial
user s
Total training
6
3
Manageme n t activities
MATISSE coordin ation and
manage m e n t
Total managem e nt
TOTAL ACTIVITIES

12

4

19

12

55

12

4

19

12

55

39

3

2

3

3

3

7

58

39

3

2

3

3

3

7

58

12
7

13
6

58

52

58

69

12
8

56

58

44

56

59

52

32

18

12

19

72

17

37

32

8

36

20

57

12

132
7

B7.1 IP managem ent level justification of resources and budget
Breakdown total IP budget and requested EC funding
The MATISSE- workload is organize d in 11 work packages, which are furt her organised
in tasks and in the case of WPs 5 and 8 into work packages. The work effort includes
research activities, manage me n t activities and training. The project activities and work
packages are outlined in B.4 and B.8 of this proposal. The foreseen activities in MATISSE
require in total 1,326 person mont hs of work.
The total budget has been calculated based on the basis of the specific tasks within each
work package. The budget for coordination and manage me nt are specified below. The
budgets for the project coordination and for each of the 11 work packages, as well as
the total budget for the MATISSE project and the total budget requeste d from the EU,
are summa rise d below:
Planned budget for Workpackages (in Euro)
No

Work Package

0
1

Project Coordination
Concept ual framework for ISA
Inventory and institutional analysis of ISAtools
ISA Guidelines
CS: Agriculture & Land- use
CS: Dematerialisation
CS: Water
CS: Environmen t al Technologies
Interlinking & improving existing tools
Developing new tools
Dissemination and capacity building

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Total budget within MATISSE project
Total budget request ed from EU

Total
Budget
630,000
763,000
535,000

%
5.1
6.2
4.4

1,115,000
1,115,000
930,000
840,000
1,010,000
3,000,000
1,100,000
1,200,000

9.1
9.1
7.6
6.9
8.3
24.5
9.0
9.8

12,238,000
9,218,000

100
75

The consortiu m suggests a total budget of 12,238,000 Euros. The funding requested
from the EU as a “grant to the overall budget” for a period of four years (2005 - 2008)
amoun t s to 9,218,000 Euros. This correspo n d s to 75% of the total budget.
The distribution of the total budget over the various workpackages is based on a sound
rationale. Apart from the already mentioned coordination and dissemination
workpackages, the case studies play an import ant role for various reasons. As testing
ground s for current and new ISA- tools, as empirical basis for producing innovative
sustainability assess m en t s, and as feedback mechanism s for improving existing tools
and developing new tools. Therefore, a substantial amount of money goes into the case
studies (WP4- 7, approx. 31.5% of the total budget). In general terms, two case studies
(on agriculture & land - use and on environ m e n t al technologies) are broad in scope,
context and ISA- tools used, and thus involve somewhat more money than the other two
on dematerialisation and water & natural resources. The interlinkage and improveme n t
of existing ISA- tools (WP8) as well as the develop men t of new ISA- tools (WP9) form a
pivotal part of the project, and includes approx. 32% of the total budget. Within that
budget there is a strong focus on existing ISA- tools (2/3 of the budget) compared with
new ISA- tools (1/3 of the total budget). WPs 1,2,3 form the concept ual heart of the

proposal and involve approx. 20% of the total budget. WP2 is relatively small because it
builds upon the work of the Sustainability A- Test STREP- proposal that will start by
2004. Substantial resources go into the WPs1 and 3, which provide an importa nt
concept ual framework and context for both the ISA- tools and the case studies.

Budget allocation to SME partners and partners from new EU member states
Of the total budget, 12% is allocated to SME core partners SERI and CE and 5 % to
part ners from the new EU member states (SEI- T, REC, CUEC, ISD, IREAS). In terms of the
person mont h budget, this correspo n d s to 10% for partners from the new member
states.
It would be possible to adopt additional partners during the project, however, these
costs have not been taken into account here.
Coordination and management costs
The estimated costs for managem e n t and coordination of the Integrated Project as a
whole are calculated as 630,000 Euros (5% of the total budget or just less than 7% of the
overall contribution requested of the EC). The coordination activities include the project
secretariat and financial manage me n t, as well as the coordination activities foreseen by
the scientific core group. The resources for coordination activities will be divided
between the coordinator (approx. 50%) and the supporting core partners. Members of
the Scientific Core Group have been assigned a small budget to enable them play a
significant role in advising and supporting the coordinat or in the overall manageme n t
and guidance of the project (approx 12 person - days per year per partner plus travel
costs). In addition SERI has been assigned approximately 7 person month s to assist with
coordination and project manageme n t activities.
Audit costs
An estimate of the cost of annual audits by each partner was made as 2,000 Euros for
the first year and 1,000 Euros per year there after (except where part ners were already
able to budget for the exact costs of audits) – thus a figure of 5,000 Euros has been
included for each partner under the coordination budget line.
Calculation of non - salary related costs in WPs1- 10
• Travel costs for all tasks within the work - packages 2- 9 have been estimated as
7% of personal costs. This budget - line is designed to cover all travel costs
incurred in attending internal worksho p s and meetings including: all inter - and
intra - WP meeting, the kick- off meeting, travel of MATISSE project staff to
MATISSE training and dissemination activities. This reflects the fact that most
meetings will be held at partner institutes where cost - effective accomm o d a tion
and meeting facilities can be arranged. Maximum use will also be made of the
MATISSE Assemblies (where all partners will attend) to carry out working
meetings of the various sub - teams.
• An additional sum of 90,000 Euros has been assigned to coordinat or (under tasks
10.2 and 10.3) for non - salary related costs encountere d in training and
dissemination activities. This fund will also cover travel costs for members of the
Scientific and Societal Advisory Boards.
• Finally, SERI as the lead partner for the dissemination activities has 23% of the
budget in this WP assigned to non - salary related costs. These funds will also be
assigned to support dissemination and training activities, including funding
travel costs of external stakeholders to a very limited extent.
An Integrated
Project like MATISSE requires particular attention of both
virtual / electronic and personal commu nication flows (meetings, visits, etc.) within the
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MATISSE- consortiu m so that we dedicated a share of the budget for coordination
activities to support the coordinator in facilitating comm u nication, in particular between
case studies and general work packages but also among thematic work packages.
A substan tial amoun t of the budget (approx. 10%) is planned for dissemination, capacity
building and training. Training activities make up 520,000 Euros, or approx. 43% of this
budget and 4.3% of the total budget. This includes some 15,000 Euros for printing
material. The approach of co- develop me n t of the research deliverables adopte d in
MATISSE means that the delineation between research and training activities is non trivial. Thus while the primary budget for dissemination and training is anchored in
work package 10, the activities of work package 10 are designed to be fully integrat ed
with all aspects of the research in the other work packages.
While physical meetings (4
visits) are importan t for
continuo u sly improved)
comm u nication will reduce

general project assemblies, workshop s, training courses and
a successful project developme n t, an up - to- date (and
use of electronic means for internal and external
non - salary - related costs to a minim u m.

B.8 Detailed implementation plan – first 18 months
Structure of the 18 - month detailed implem en t a tion plan
MATISSE aims to achieve a step - wise advance in the science and application of
Integrated Sustainability Assessmen t (ISA) of EU policies. In order to reach this objective
the core activity of the MATISSE project is to improve the tool kit available for
conducting Integrate d Sustainability Assessme n t s . This core activity contains four main
project activities which have been elaborate d in chapter B.4. Here a detailed description
is given of the workload of these four activities during the first 18 mont hs.
The four clusters of activities are highly interlinked and are organize d as a social
learning process where stakeholders learn from ISA- analysts, where ISA- modellers
learn from ISA- users, where policy makers learn from ISA- analysts, etc. MATISSE is set
up in a way that these different actors can learn from each other in an optimal way. This
is done by providing the following social learning incentives:
a) The MATISSE- process is set up in a cyclical and iterative manner, in which
learning, interaction and feedback are crucial elements. Past learning experiences
form the basis for the guidelines and best practice rules for ISA. Results from the
case studies form the input for the further developm e n t of existing and new ISAtools, and further sharpen s the guidelines and best practice rules. These are then
used in the case studies, which in their turn feed back into the developm e nt of
ISA- tools and metho ds, etc.
b) The involvemen t of stakeholders is sought in an early stage and in a structure d
manner. This is primarily done by organizing participatory ISA- worksho p s which
have proven to be successful in earlier EU- projects by members of the
consortiu m, such as VISIONS and ULYSSES. The stakeholders will not only be
involved in the case studies (them atic involve me nt ), but also in the improvemen t
and develop men t of ISA- tools (methodological involveme nt) , as well as in the ISA
guidelines and framework activities (contextual involve me nt ).
c) A clear - cut dissemination and capacity building strategy, which is designed
around a paradigm of co- develop me n t with the user comm u nity. The user
comm u ni ty involves a broad group, from ISA- commissioners, policy analysts,
practitioners and information users. Through training, regular personal
interaction and intense electronic commu nication between consortiu m members
and relevant ISA- users, a process of reflexive mut ual learning will lead to the
building of a comm u nity of experienced ISA- practitioners capable of
implementing ISA in accordance with the ambitious vision for ISA set out earlier.

Activity I: Improving the tool - kit for Integrated Sustainability Assess m e nt
This involves a two- track approach:
Track I: interlinking and improving existing ISA- tools . This involves the use of a
portfolio of existing ISA- models and other tools like indicators and scenarios in a more
creative and coherent manner, while also adjusting and improving them. In making
these improvem e n t s, this activity will be guided by the set of principles, priorities and
needs as identified in activity 2. The results of this activity will also feedback into the
co- develop me n t of the concept ual framework for ISA.
Track II: developing new ISA- tools . This involves the develop me n t of new concept ual
models and modules which are based on a new paradigm that is rooted in complex
systems theory, evolutionary economics, multi - level governance and multi - agent
modelling. The aim is to develop co- evolutionary, stakehol der - oriented, explorative,
and more integrated ISA- tools for the next generation. In doing this, past and current
experiences as identified in activity 2, serve as import ant guidance.
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Practical activities and outco mes
•

A selection of ISA- models will be made, in particular those which turned out to
be most successful, e.g. in terms of usage in the policy arena, based on WP1, 2
and 3.

•

A commo n framework will be developed, which gives the conditions and
requireme n t s (in terms of spatial and temporal coverage and resolution, scenario
assu m p ti on s, etc.) for interlinking the selected ISA- models / t o ols, and using them
in the case studies.

•

First implemen t ation of sets of interlinked ISA- tools to be used in case studies.

•

First implemen t ation of improveme n t s of existing ISA- tools. For instance, with
regard to uncertainties, the different sources and types of uncertainties are
implement e d in various ISA- models, as part of a participatory discourse. Also
two - level scale models are implement e d.

•

Prototyping versions of ISA- modules that describe transition patterns for new
environ me n t al technologies, for agriculture / l a n d use, dematerialization and
water.

•

Prototyping versions of agent - based ISA- modules for represen ting dynamic
stakeholder behaviour in the fields of water manage me n t, land use changes and
environ me n t al technologies.

Activity II: ISA Methods and the contextual framing for ISA
This activity defines the context within which ISA- tools must be used, explores the
deman d and supply side of ISA, and gives guidelines for best practice of ISA. This
includes the develop me n t of a set of commo n principles, definitions and concept s for
performing ISAs, underst an di ng of the complex policy processes in which ISAs are used,
and a set of design principles and guidance how to best use ISA- tools. So, overall, an
empirically groun ded analysis of the needs, potentials and constraint s for ISA- tools will
be conducte d, which is pivotal in the whole project. In particular against the backgroun d
of quite a few Directives being developed within the European Union that are of
relevance for MATISSE. Within these Directives there is an obvious need for a better
underst a n di ng of ISA- tools in order to suppor t the developme n t of integrated
sustainability policies at the strategic Directive level.
Practical activities and outco mes
•

Develop me n t
approaches.

•

Identification of the functional and contextual scope for extende d ISA use, both
in term s of opport u nities and barriers.

•

First set of principles, requiremen t s and criteria for ISA develop me n t,
implement a tion and evaluation, including procedu res for self- evaluation of the
MATISSE process.

•

Identification of ‘best’ and ‘worst’ practice, and exploration of the conditions
under which they arise, and their transferability.

of

a typology

of

ISA and

ISA- related

tools,

method s

and

•

Examination of existing institutional capacities and needs in the use of ISArelated tools, and of the extent to which current ISA- tools could be used at
different levels of governance in the EU and in member states.

•

First evaluation and update of ISA Guidelines, including internal evaluation on
basis of case study material and external evaluation on basis of stakeholder &
policy maker input.

Activity III: Case studies to implement, evaluate and improve the ISA tool - kit
Four case studies have been selected: agriculture, forestry & land - use, resources use,
waste and dematerialization, water and sustainable environ me n t al technology
develop me n t. The case studies were selected a priori, but on the basis of carefully
determine d criteria, such as policy relevance within FP6, scope and context for
application of ISA- tools, nature of sustainability problem, and diverging stakeholder
requireme n t s resulting from the decision - making context.
The case studies will be performed according to a common format, including the
following aspects:
(i) what is the deeper - lying problem atique in terms of unsustainability?; (ii) what are the
underlying driving forces and potential impacts?; (iii) which visions, solutions, outco mes
have been produce d by others in the past? And in terms of metho dological aspects the
format addresses: (iv) what kind of ISA will be performe d in the case study?; (v) which
ISA- tools can be used in the case study?; (vi) what is the role of the various stakehol ders
in the case - study?; (vii) what are base line assu m p ti on s and commo n metho ds to be
used in the case study?.
The ISA- tools developed in activity 1 will be applied and tested in the case studies.
However, the case studies will provide not only a testing ground for the new and
improved tools, but will also provide both substan tive results of value to stakeholders
and a body of best practice examples. Together with method ological and analytical
lessons learned, these examples will form an importa nt input, through their
contribution to the guidelines.
Practical activities and outco mes
•

Common case study format as support for the performa nce of case studies.

•

Selection of relevant stakeholders in case studies.

•

Preliminary ISA for case studies in terms of joint problem perception, deeper lying
causes and driving forces, and diverging solutions.

•

Base line scenarios for future projections in all case studies.

•

First ISA- tool based projections for the case studies

•

First synthesis of ISA- experiences from all case studies, based upon concept u al
framework and ISA guidelines.

•

Feedback of first case study results to WP1,2, 3, 8 and 9.

Activity IV: Dissemination and Capacity Building within a co- develop me nt
paradigm
This activity secures the involvement and engagemen t of stakeholders and users
througho u t all activities of the project. So this is a cross - cutting capacity building,
comm u nications and outreach activity. The dissemination and capacity building activity
is focusing on three aspects: (i) training young ISA- scientist and practitioners and
colleagues in EU- Accession countries; (ii) participatory ISA- workshop s
with
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stakeholders to ensure that they are committed, not only to the process (context ual
involvement), but also to the substance (thematic involvement), and to the design and
use of ISA- tools (metho dological involvement); (iii) frequent personal interaction and
electronic commu nication between MATISSE- members and relevant ISA- users., varying
from ISA- commissioners and policy analysts to inform ation users. Social learning is the
pivotal elemen t in here, and forms the lubricant of these three aspect s of dissemi nation
and capacity building.
Practical activities and outco mes
•

Dissemination of all knowledge created in MATISSE among all partners, stakeholders,
at case study locations and at the Commission level.

•

Project website.

•

Selection of relevant target groups

•

Dissemination of first project results to identified target groups
comm u ni ty, ISA- practitioners, potential users and other stakeholders).

•

First version of online database on ISA- practitioners, users and stakeholders.

•

Conducting training courses on the use of ISA- tools and method s
scholars, educators and for colleagues in EU- Accession count ries.

•

Training program m e for young ISA- scholars.

•

Web- portal and help - desk for users of ISA- tools and other practitioners in Europe.

(research

for young
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18 - month project effort and budget

In t h e t a bles below t h e p r oj ect effort in p e r so n m o n t h s is in dicate d for t h e first 1 8

m o n t h s as well as t he b u d get for t he p e rio d.

IP Project Effort Form
18 months of project
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for the effectiveness
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4
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the overall patter n of use
T2.5 Recomme n d a tio n s
4
3
and transferring tools
analysis
WP 3 ISA Guidelines
T3.1 Develop me n t and
1
1
4
1
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upd ating of ISA Guidelines
T3.2 Evaluating the draft
1
2
1
1
1
Guidelines in the Case
Studies
T3.3 Further specification
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of the intern al guidelines
for ISA
T3.4 Stakehold er and
1
2
1
policy maker’s
consultation s
WP4 Case Study 1 - Agriculture, Forestry, Land Use
T4.1 Identification of
1
1
1
relevant measu r a ble SD
target indicators
T4.2 Definition of AFLU
1
1
policy instru m e n t s
T4.3 Constru ction of
2
4
1
integrate d baseline
T4.4 Risk asses sme n t
associated with baseline
T4.5 Policy scenario
analysis
T4.6 Integrated policy
assess me n t
WP 5 Case study 2 - Resource use, waste and dematerialization
wp 5.1 Increasing resource use efficiency without proble m shifting
T5.1.1 Multi- level
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framew o rk on econo my wide material flows
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T5.1.2 Analysis of driving
4
forces of proble m shifting
T5.1.3 Designing and
1
perfor ming stakehold er
and participato ry processe s
T5.1.4 Modeling
1
4
technological and
institution al poten tials
T5.1.5 Evaluation of
metho d ological
require m e n t s
WP 5.2 Resource use and waste genera tion by econo mic sectors: dem ate rializ ation
T5.2.1 Categories of
3
materials and of
geogra p hical and time
scope
T5.2.2 Constr uction of data
1
base and scenario analysis
3
T5.2.3 Designing and
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T5.2.4 Second iteration of
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WP 6 Case Study 3 – Water
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3
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T6.5 Analysis of the drivers
3
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of un - sustainability
T6.6 Synthesis of results
WP 7 Case Study 4 - Sustainable Environm ental Technolog y Developm e nt
T7.1 Reviews underlying
impacts, innovation theory
and actual theory
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Work package list (18 month plan)
Workpackage
No 1

Work package title

Lead
contract
or
No 2

Person
month
s3

Start
month 4

ICIS (1)

21.9

Month
1

18 (48)

UD (8)

63.6

Month
1

18 (48)

Inventory and institutional
analysis of current uses of
ISA- related tools in the
policy context
Guidelines for Integrated
Sustainability Asses s m e n t in
the European Union (“ISA
Guidelines”)

UEA (2)

45.5

Month
1

18 (48)

RIVM (3)

37.6

Month
7

18 (48)

4

Case Study 1 - Agriculture,
Forestry, Land Use (AFLU)

NTUA (4)

21.8

Month
1

18 (48)

5

Case study 2 - Resource use,
waste and dematerialization

WI (7)

42.0

Month
1

18 (48)

6

Case study 3 - Water

LUND (9)

38.3

Month
1

18 (48)

7

Case study 4 Environmental Technolog y
and ICT

CE (13)

31.3

Month
1

18 (48)

8

Interlinking existing tools for
Integrated Sustainability
Asses s m e n t

IFF (10)

157.6

Month
1

18 (48)

9

Developing
ISA

ICIS (1)

59.6
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1

18 (48)

10

Stakeholder involvem e nt,
dissemination and capacity
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SERI (12)
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1

18 (48)
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A conceptual, theoretical and
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for ISA
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2

3
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project, and all other start dates being relative to this start date.
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Relative end date, mont h 0 marking the start of the project, and all ends dates being relative to
this start date.
6 Deliverable num ber: Number for the deliverable(s)/ re s ul t(s) mentioned in the work package: D1
- Dn.
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Full evaluation report on MATISSE, including
the evaluation of the operational
manage me n t, the financial reporting, and the
scientific progress.
A report and systemic synthesis on
sustainability, its critical subsyste m s and
interrelationshi ps to ISA.
A state - of- the - art review of the current
status of sustainability assess me n t.
A first synthesis report on overarching
concept u al, theoretical, metho dological and
analytical paradigm for ISA develop men t
within MATISSE.
Inventory of ISA- related tools and their use.
Evaluation framework and guidelines for
empirical analysis
Institutional gap analysis for ISA - including
recom m e n d a ti on s for MATISSE.
First - order version of ISA Guidelines.
Report on recom m e n d a ti on s for specification
of the Internal EU Rules for IA.
Second - order updated and evaluated version
of ISA Guidelines.
A state - of- the - art review of sustainability
concerns in the AFLU area and a set of
measurable sustainability indicators to serve
as objectives; and, an analysis of current
policies in the domain of AFLU and the
identification of policy instru me n t s designed
to improve sustainability.
Progress report of formulation of full case
study.

10

18

R

PU

12

R

PU

12

R

PU

18

R

PU

06

R

12

R

18

R

6

R

PP

18

R

PU

18

R

PU

6

R

PP

12

R

PP

RE
RE
RE

7

Deliverable numbers in order of delivery dates: D1 – Dn
Month in which the deliverables will be available. Month 0 marking the start of the project, and
all delivery dates being relative to this start date.
9 Please
indicate the nature of the deliverable using one of the following codes:
R = Report
P = Prototype
D = Demonst ra t o r
O = Other
10 Please indicate the dissemination level using one of the following codes:
PU = Public
PP = Restricted to other progra m m e participant s (including the Commis sion Services).
RE = Restricted to a group specified by the consortiu m (including the Commission
Services).
CO = Confidenti al, only for member s of the consortiu m (including the Com mis sion
Services).
8
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D4.3
D5.1
D5.2

D5.3

D6.1
D6.2

D6.3

D7.1

D7.2

D7.3

D 8.1:

D8.2 .1

D8.2.1

D8.3.1

Scoping report for case study 4 – AFLU

18

R

RE

Progress reports on initial framing analysis.

6

R

PP

Progress report on: 5.2) the detailed
specification of the struct ure and scope of
data bases; and, 5.1) the framework for
multi - level analysis and assess me n t.
Completion of joint scoping reports for
tracks 5.1 and 5.2, including: 5.2) a report on
to the two data bases; and 5.1) details of
driving forces analysis and first modelling of
technological potentials.
Stakeholder analysis for the three scale levels
and two sample regions.
Comprehen sive analysis using the common
generic principles of the water systems with
all main linkages spelled out as well as a
review of available metho ds and tools.
Completion of the scoping report, including
un / s u s t ai nability analysis, and report on
current ISA- related tools use for water
manage me n t.
Status report: Review on (i) the theoretical
underst an di ng of the underlying impact of
environ men t al technologies on sustainability,
(ii) the underlying innovation theory and, (iii)
actual theory of R&D influence on innovation.
Design of the case study (for selected
environ men t al
technology
examples
hydrogen
cars, ICT and biotechnology:
application fields, country selection, time
scale)

12

R

PP

18

R

RE

6

R

PP

12

R

RE

18

R

RE

6

R

12

R

Scoping
report
setting
out
the
most
approp riate method ology (portfolio of ISAtools) for assessing the selected policies,
together with an evaluation of existing tools
for the purpose.

18

R

A collated series of reports (one from each
modelling team) presenting metho d ological
aspects, model design and specifications.
Progress Report from track 2 of WP8 on:
modelling of externalities; description of
physical damage estimates, with valuations
associated with reference case; description of
policy scenario illustrating the internalisation
of externalities
Progress Report and Prototype on: LPJMAgPIE- GTM coupling impleme nt a tion and
initial scenarios; reporting on the results of
first scenario analysis.
Progress Report and Prototype on:
preliminary version of operational model
coupling with IMAGE.

6

R

16

P

16

16

RE

RE

RE

RE

PP

P

PP

P

PP

D8.4.1
D8.5.1

D8.6.1

D8.2

D9.1.1

D9.2.1

D9.3.1

D9.4.1

D9.5.1

D10.2.1

D10.3.1

D10.4.1

Progress Report and Prototype on:
Preliminary version of operational models.
Progress Report and Prototype on: "Efficiency
and robust ne ss of waste manage me n t
regulation modes in Europe - analysis using a
sustainability assess me n t model"
Progress Report and Prototype on: Linked
model family for the analysis of material
flows.
A collated set of reports (one from each
modelling team) describing the modelling
work and reporting on a joint analysis of
applicability and necessary amend m e n t s of
interlinked tools.
Prototype versions of ISA- modules that
contain transition pattern s and could be
taken up in a modular ISA- framework to be
tested in several MATISSE case studies.
Prototype versions of ISA- modules for
quantitatively assessing social - cultural
changes to be tested in several MATISSE case
studies.
Prototypes of multiple scale ISA- modules
that could be tested at different scale levels
in several MATISSE case studies (e.g. at the
national and regional scale level).
ISA- modules that incorporate an explicit
articulation of various types and sources of
uncertainty and rules how to manage these
uncertainties.
Stakeholder - oriented prototypes of ISAmodules in which stakeholders are passively
or actively represen t ed and could be tested in
MATISSE case studies.
Project website (including an online database
on ISA practitioners and stakeholders)
A compreh en sive dissemination strategy for
the MATISSE project.
Report on initial implemen t a tion of a training
program m e for young ISA scholars and
practitioners.

16
16

P

PP

P

PP

PP

16

P

18

R

PP

P

PP

P

PP

P

PP

P

PP

P

PP

3

O

PU

6

O

PU

18

R

PU

18

18

18

18

18
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Work package descriptions (18 month plan)
Work Package 0: Coordination
Work package
0
number
ICIS
Participant id
Person - months per participant1 5

Start date or starting event:
UEA
1

RIVM
1

UD
1

LUND
1

Month 1
IFF
1

SERI
3

Objective s
• Secure the effective and efficient operational, financial and scientific manage men t of
the project
• Facilitate the project internal commu nication to insure integration of work packages,
theoretical and empirical work, diverging approaches and the necessary iterations
identified in the impleme nt ation plan.
• Assure quality within MATISSE by securing internal consistency within the project,
and by monitoring the effectiveness and impact of MATISSE in relation to its goals

Description of work
This work package will establish and implemen t the operational, financial and scientific
manage men t struct ure of MATISSE. A Scientific Core Group will be set up. Additional
manage men t staff (Project Manager, Financial Manager and project secretariat) will be
recruited. Two full consortiu m Assembly meetings and 3 Scientific Core Group Meeting
will be organized. Internal com mu nication struct ures and information flows will be
established. Project progress will be monitored and evaluated.

Deliverables (18 months)
• D0.1 (Month 18): Evaluation

report MATISSE, including the evaluation
operational manageme n t, the financial reporting, and the scientific progress.

of the

Milestones and expected result
• Month 1. First full consortiu m Assembly kick- off meeting. This will result a further
specification of the project work plan and its scientific program m e (reported in the
Proceedings).

• Month 3: Managemen t staff recruited (Project Manager, Financial Manager, Project
Secretariat); managem e n t struct ures of MATISSE will be fully staffed and operational.

• Month 12. Second full consortiu m Assembly meeting. This will result a further
specification of the project work plan and its scientific program m e (reported in the
Proceedings).

• Month 18: Evaluation of MATISSE progress. This could lead to changes in the
manageme n t and scientific approach to the project.
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WP 1: A conceptual, theoretical and methodological frame work for
ISA
Work package
1
number
ICIS
Participant id
Person - months per participant 4

Start date or starting event:
SERI

4

SEI

7

UD

27

Month 1

UEA

UAB

RIVM

8

6

2

SPRU

7

Objective s
• To initiate an adaptive social - learning process within MATISSE aimed at establishing
shared goals, definitions, concept s, principles, reference points and language.
• To review the scientific and impleme nt a tion status of ISA and related assess m en t
method ologies.
• To develop a first typology of ISA and ISA- related tools, method s and approaches.
• To identify the scope for extended ISA use, the opport u nities and the barriers.
• To develop a first synthesis of principles, requiremen t s and criteria for ISA
develop m en t, implemen t ation and evaluation, including procedu res for selfevaluation of the MATISSE process

Description of work
There will be a first full iteration of all constitue nt WP1 tasks within the first 18 mont h s.
Consortiu m - wide MATISSE Assemblies will be held (months 1 and 12) that will initiate an
adaptive social - learning process within MATISSE. The second Assembly will be backed by
the develop m en t of a systemic analysis of sustainability in relation to integrated
assess me n t, a state - of- the - art review of assess me n t, and need / s co p e analyses and
concept u al modelling work that will set out an ambitious vision of ISA and its potential
role in SD. A preliminary ISA review will produce a first typology of ISA and ISA- related
tools as input to WP2 by mont h 3. Gap and need analyses will be used to develop
principles, requireme n t s and criteria for ISA develop me n t, impleme nt a tion and
evaluation.

Deliverables (18 months)
• D.1.1.1 (Month 06): A first report and systemic synthesi s on sustainability , its
critical subsyste m s and interrelationshi ps in relation to sustainability assess m e n t of
policies progra m me s and other drivers of (un)sustainable developme n t (providing
input to all other WPs).
• D.1.2.1 (Month 06): A state - of- the - art review of the current status of sustainability
assess m e nt , including a definition and role assessm e n t of ISA and other
sustainability - related assessme n t metho dologies, inventories / t y p ologies of tools,
metho ds, approaches, roles and contexts, theoretically - derived bench marking criteria
for ISA evaluation (providing input to WP2).
• D.1.5.1 (Month 18): 1st iteration of the conceptual framework . A first synthesis
report setting out an overarching concept ual, metho dological and analytical paradig m
for ISA develop men t within the MATISSE consortiu m, which establishes key
definitions, principles and guidelines for ISA develop men t, present s an ambitious
vision on the roles and potentials of ISA in SD, and contextualizes the work of
MATISSE in relevant debates on SD.
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Milestones and expected result
• Month 12: Consortiu m - wide Assembly will review and revise the paradigmatic
framework, and provide input to develop me n t of 1 st iteration of concept ual
framework in mont hs 12- 18.
• Month 18: Completion of a first full iteration of all tasks in WP1.
By the end of mont h 18, WP1 will have established a first - stage consortiu m - wide
paradigma tic framework for ISA develop m en t, impleme nt a tion and evaluation, based
upon: refining consortiu m - wide goals; providing relevant operational definitions of SD;
setting out clear definitions of ISA; evaluating the state - of- the - art; articulating an
ambitious vision of the role for ISA in SD; and specifying principles, requiremen t s and
criteria that will need to be met throug h the work of the MATISSE consortiu m in its
second phase.

WP 2: Inventory and institutional analysis of current uses of ISArelated tools
Work package
2
Start date or starting
number
event:
Participant id
UEA SEI
UAB
SPRU
Person - months per participant
19
11
6
7

Month 1
REC
4

Objective s
• Provide a benchm arke d inventory of currently used SIA- related tools.
• Underst an d the current pattern of ISA- related use and its effect on policy making differences uncovered by contrasti ng the theory - based WP1 and the empirical
situation will be identified and analysed.
• Identify examples of ‘best’ and ‘worst’ practice, and explore the conditions under
which they arise, and their transferability.
• Examine existing institutional capacities and needs in the use of ISA- related tools
• Examine the extent to which current tools and procedu res could be integrated into ISA
procedu res at different levels of governance in the EU and in member states.

Description of work
The objectives of the first 18 mont h s are to complete a full iteration of tasks 2.1- 2.5. The
empirical data collection will be largely finalised and the inventory will have been
developed. In the first six mont hs WP 2 will aim to synthesise the existing inventory from
A- TEST, hold a joint worksho p with WP1 to develop the analytical framework and
provide a refined of typology of tools and characteristics of IA use. In that time we
propose to develop an empirical bench marking protocol for assess me n t uses in the
policy context and to initiate a literature survey of current tools in use, and IA prod uced.
Between 6 and 12 mont hs WP2 will hold an internal meeting where main interviewees are
identified and complete the literat ure survey of relevant theories of instru me n t selection
and utilisation. In mont h 12 to 18 we propose to undertake data collection and carry - out
the empirical analysis. In addition completion of interviews with users of IA and other
stakeholders will take place.
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Deliverables (18 month s)
• D.2.1.1 (Month 06): Inventory of ISA- related tools, and working paper on empirical
metho dology.
• D.2.3.1 (Month 12): Evaluation framework and guidelines for empirical analysis.
• D.2.3.1 (Month 18): First iteration of an institutional gap analysis for ISA - including
recom me n d a ti ons for where MATISSE may best contribute to improving the current
state - of- the - art.

Milestone s and expected result
• Month 06: Complete working paper on empirical metho dology, data collection may
begin from mont h 6
• Month 12: Completed data collection, data analysis may begin from mont h 12.
• Month 18: Completion of first iteration of all tasks in WP2.
By the end of mont h 18 WP2 will have provided the MATISSE project with an empirical
analysis of the inventory and institutional use pattern s of ISA- related tools and method s.
This will be used to ensure the continued relevance and applicability of the work of the
MATISSE project after 18 month s.
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WP 3: Guidelines for Integrated Sustainability Asses s m e nt in the
European Union
Work package
3
number
RIVM
Participant id
11
Person - months per participant
SEI- T
Participant id
4
Person - months per participant

Start date or starting event:

Month 7

ICIS

UEA

SEI

WI

UD

ISI

SERI

3

3

2

1

3

2

2

REC

SPRU

6

4

Objective s
• Synthesise the initial results and experiences of ISA within MATISSE to the benefit of
current and future ISA practitioners in the EU (policy makers and policy analysts)
• (with WP10) Establish the bilateral commu nication process with the ISA practitioners
on ISA Guidelines.

Description of work
The tasks in this work package for the first 18 month s are:
• Develop initial ISA Guidelines based on basis of collaboration with from WP 1 and 2 in
the early stage s of the project (month 1- 6) and existing available material.
• This first iteration of the guidelines will then be supplied to all other parts of the
project, and will be used and evaluated in designing the case studies, and in
modulating the direction of the ongoing model developme n t work in WPs 8 and 9.
• At the same time the first stakeholder consultations will be held, stakehol ders will be
asked to evaluate the usefulness and approp riatenes s of the first iteration of the
guidelines.
• At the 12- mont h MATISSE Assembly there will be a major activity to review the first
iteration of the guidelines and production of the basic outline of a second iteration,
which will be completed by mont h 18 (and then be suitable for external, and use in
training activities, from mont h 18).
• Monitor the case studies from the viewpoint of the ISA guidelines. Engage in continual
dialogue with the develop me nt of the case studies; and formally synthesize the ISAexperiences of case studies (during mont hs 12- 18); Develop a ‘learning’ database
which contains learning experiences with ISA- tools & method s ; adjust the guidelines
based on ISA- learning experiences during the first 18 month s.
• Present a first update of the ISA Guidelines on the basis of stakeholder participation
and consultation of policy makers (with WP 12) (by mont h 18).
• Produce recom m e n d a ti on s on the further specification of internal guidelines for IA of
the EC (month 18).

Deliverables
D 3.1.1 (Month 6): Initial “zero - order” version of the ISA guidelines.
D 3.1.2 (Month 18): First evaluation and update of ISA Guidelines, including internal
evaluation on basis of case study and external evaluation on basis of stakehol der and
policy maker input; including a first version of ‘learning’ database with ISA- learning
experiences so far.
D 3.3.1 (Month 18): Recommen d a tio ns for specification of EU Internal Rules on IA.
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Milestones and expected result
• Month 12 : Completion of first cycle of stakeholder input to the guidelines will identify
if they are likely to be useful to the target or audience or if radical changes are
necessary.
• Month 18: Evaluation of the approach of using the ISA Guidelines to synthesise the
MATISSE results and make them accessible for ISA practitioners. In mont h 18, interim
results of the case studies will be used to update the ISA Guidelines. At the same time,
the approach will be evaluated and adapte d.
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WP 4: Case Study 1 - Agriculture, Forestry, Land Use (AFLU)
Work package number
4
NTUA
Participant id
Person - months per participant
6

Start date or starting event:

Month 1

RIVM

COE

SEI- T

IPTS

AUN

CIRAD

3

3

1

1

3

4

Objective s
The objective of the proposed research is to develop and apply a methodology for
carrying out integrated analysis of AFLU in a quantitative way. It will build projections
based both on business as usual scenarios (unsustainable) and on clusters of policies that
are designed to enhance sustainability. Its ultimate aim is to enable the perform ance of
integrate d policy assessme n t, that while keeping AFLU as the focal point (both in terms
of policies and objectives) will also address wider concerns in the fields of the economy,
the environ me nt, ecosyste m s, sustainable energy systems and transp ort etc.

Description of work
The main tasks envisaged in WP4, are depen de n t on the availability of the extended
models and new tools developed in WPs8- 9 specifically for addressing the needs of the
AFLU case study. Such modelling work is not expected to be finished before the end of
the first 18- mont h period. Consequen tly within this earlier period only T4.1 and T4.2 can
be completed. The work undertaken in these tasks will form essential input for the
design and impleme nt ati on of model extensions and new tool develop m en t to be
undertaken in WP4. In addition, work will begin on the integrated baseline scenario by
specifying the assu m p tion s that will be used for its construction.
A thorough review of the meaning and scope of sustainability in the AFLU area will be
undertaken. It is expected to cover diverse areas such as sufficiency of food at the world
level, non - declining forest harvests, biodiversity protection, enhanced water catchmen t,
contributions to climate change, recreation facilities, security of energy supply via the use
of biomass and biofuels, landscape multi - functionality and rural developme nt, income
and employmen t. A special challenge will be to provide meaningful quantification of the
different objectives. (T2.1)
The task will involve a thorough review of current policies in the AFLU area and the scope
for changes and enhance me n t. Indicatively it is expected to consider the Common
Agricultural Policy, WTO rules, EU enlargemen t policy, climate change abatem en t,
subsidies and R&D for bio- energy forms and sequest ratio n method s, rural develop me nt
initiatives, promotion of new agricultural techniques such as no tillage, organic farming
and GMOs. (T2.2)

Deliverables
D 4.1 (Month 6): Progress report: A state - of- the - art review of sustainability concerns in
the AFLU area and a set of measurable sustainability indicators to serve as objectives;
and, an analysis of current policies in the domain of AFLU and the identification of policy
instru m e n t s designed to improve sustainability.
D 4.2 (Month 12): Progress report of formulation of full case study.
D 4.3 (Month 18): Completion of scoping report, including preliminary baseline detailing
assu m p ti ons.
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Milestone s and expected result
Month 2: Meeting of modelling groups to establish a preliminary list of SD objectives
and policies to be considered in order to guide modelling work
Month 6: Meeting to review policies and objectives in the light of deliverables D4.1 and
D4.2
Month 18: Completion of the scoping phase of this case study.

WP 5: Case Study 2 - Resource use, waste and dematerialization
Work package
number
Participant id
Person - months per
participant

5

Start date or starting event:

Month 1

WI

IFF

SEI

CUEC

ISI

14

16

2

8

2

Objective s
WP5.1
• Description of framework for multi - level analysis and assess me n t of economy wide material flows.
• Analysis and assessm en t of driving forces of resource efficiency & environme n t al
problem shifting.
• Preparation of and first model run to simulate technological effects in auto mo tive
industry.
WP5.2
• Selection of sustainability relevant materials according to environme nt al impact
(e.g. metals or non - metallic minerals for conversion into organic chemicals) and
specification of the scope of data basis.
• Construction of an LCA type data base and a data base for material in puts
structu re d by economic activities (NAS) for the materials and scales selected.
• Specification of model definitions.
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Description of work
WP 5.1. Elaboration of the framework for multi - level analysis and assess me n t of material
flows from EU- 25 level, national, sector, down to company and product level. Focus on
indicators and targets approp riate to detect environme n t al problem shifting (esp. across
regions, and environ me n t al media). Application of economy - wide MFA, economet ric
analysis, multiple correlation analysis, decom po sition analysis, combination of monetary
and physical data in IO analysis, hot spot analysis to depict most essential driving forces
for resource use / efficiency and problem shifting. Special attention will be given to
structu ral change in AC due to EU enlargemen t. Review of available data on measuring
technological effects of resource efficiency increase; preparation of first run of systems
dynamic model on auto mo tive industries.
WP.5.2. Specification of the scope of the data bases in terms of material types covered,
time scale, geograp hic area, and data struct ure. Construction, for materials selected for
relevance to sustainability, an LCA- type data base in time series for most or all EU 25
member states, and a data base for material input data struct ure d by economic (NAS)
sectors also for most or all EU 25 member states and in time series. The data bases and
their system characteristics will be presente d to WP 8 and WP 9. Specification of model
definition will be discussed with WP 8 and WP9.
Deliverables (18 month s)
D.5.1 (Month 6): Joint progress report s on initial preliminary analysis.
D.5.2 (Month 12): Joint progress report on: 5.2) the detailed specification of the struct ure
and scope of data bases; and, 5.1) the framework for multi - level analysis and
assess me n t.
D.5.3 (Month 18): Completion of joint scoping reports for tracks 5.1 and 5.2, including:
5.2) a report on to the two data bases; and 5.1) details of driving forces analysis and first
modelling of technological potentials.
Milestones and expected result
• Month 1: Kick- off worksho p for WP5: coordinated work progra m.
• Month 3: Kick- off meeting with DG- Env: goals / s t ake h old er involvement.
• Month 16: Workshop with WP 8 and WP9 (WP 5.1 and WP 5.2): appraisal of
applicability of tools, decision on scenario definitions.

WP 6: Case Study 3 - Water
Work package
6
number
ICIS
Participant id
Person - months per participant 3

Start date or starting event:
UEA

0

LUND

13

Month 1

UAB

SERI

13

1

IIASA

4

ISD

5
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Objective s
• To identify and analyse the key current method s and tools relevant for sustainable
water assessm e n t;
• Apply, using guidance from WP3 (ISA guidelines), these method s and tools;
• To identify gaps in methods and tools as well as in knowledge for ISA related to
water;
• To develop ISA- water models and scenarios that integrate both hydrological and
land - use processes and social - cultural and institutional processes, focusing on the
behaviour of stakehol ders & decision - makers.
• Feed back information and knowledge necessary for: revised ISA guidelines (WP3),
inter - linkages of tools (WP8) and need for new tools (WP9)
Description of work
A combination of top - down (i.e. local impacts of impleme nt ation of EU policies) and
bottom - up (i.e. regional and eventually EU impacts of local processes) approaches will be
applied in the use of quantitative tools and qualitative procedu res for knowledge
integration. Particular attention will be given to the problem of scaling up / d ow n, hence
the selection of nested scales (1/ single river (sub- ) basin level, 2/ aggregate d river
basins, 3/ EU- level). Two regional examples will be used (Ebro in Northern Spain and
Vistula in Poland and the Czech R.).
Tasks to be carried out: 1) Jointly with other case studies identify issues of commo n core
questions and contrast s in method s and approaches (such as data, scenarios, linkages); 2)
Acquire relevant knowledge and data for the regional examples, identify and liaise with
most importan t stakehol ders at the three levels and the two selected cases; 3)
Define / for m ul a te the case study as a system using common generic principles, and
deter mine the most approp riat e metho dology for assessing the system; 4) Apply that
method ology, considering multiple driving forces including the role of policies, in
arriving at the unsust ainable system’s situation, and assess the role of policies in
reaching a more sustainable situation; 5) Develop prototypes of ISA- water models and
scenarios that integrate physical, hydrological aspects and social - cultural and
institutional aspects; 6) Develop a coherent, information - rich, and self- consisten t
narrative about the un- sustainability for that domain; Explore alternative, new/i nn ovative
policies for achieving a more sustainable situation; 7) Evaluate results from first
modelling and scenarios prototypes, and the need for additional tools and metho d s and
provide feed back to guidelines and modelling WPs.
Deliverables (18 month s)
• D6.1 (Month 6): Stakeholder analysis for the three scale levels and two sample regions;
• D6.2 (Month 12): Comprehen sive analysis using the com mo n generic principles of the
water systems with all main linkages spelled out as well as a review of available
metho ds and tools.
• D6.3 (Month 18): Completion of the scoping report, including un / s u s t ai nability
analysis, and first prototypes of ISA- water models and scenarios.
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Milestones and expected result
• Month 1: Joint meeting with other case studies for identification of com mo n
issues.
• Month 3: Meetings with stakeholders of the two examples, decisions on how to
proceed.
• Month 12: Workshop s to present findings from task T6.4 and to initiate the
evaluation of gaps.
• Month 18: Completion of the analysis of gaps, present ation of findings to WPs
2,3,8,9
After 18 mont h s the WP will have achieved a first iteration of a comprehen sive test of ISA
related to water issues at three different levels, with exam ples in two regions.

WP 7: Case study on R&D policies towards sustainable technolog y
develop ment
Work package
7
number
ISI
Participant id
Person - months per participant 9

Start date or starting event:
CE

SERI

10

2

REC

5

SEI

2

Month 1
UEA

4

Objective s
• To identify the strength s and weaknesses of tools currently available to undertake
prospective sustainability assessm en t s of public R&D policies and indust rial R&D
planning associated with environ me n t al technologies and so contribut e to the
develop m en t of improved ISA- tools.

•

To demonst r at e the use of the analytical and assessme n t tools and the integrating
approach by applying them to three evolving technologies (at different stages of
innovation).

Description of work
•

Reviews on (i) the theoretical underst an ding of the underlying impact of
environme n t al technologies on sustainability, (ii) the underlying innovation theory
and, (iii) theory of R&D influence on innovation.

•

Review existing policy environme n t to define the selected environme n t al technology
examples, application fields, country selection and time scale (with a stakehol der
involvement)

•

Determine most approp riate methodology (portfolio of ISA- tools) for assessing the
selected policies given the determine d scope of study and critically evaluate the
existing tools for the purpose and providing feedback to WP8 and WP9

•

First application and evaluation of chosen met ho dology, developing a coherent and
self- consistent narrative about the sustainability implications of the existing policy
and exploring alternative policies for addressing the outcome where appro priate
[Question: Not sure that a first application would / co ul d be done in the first 18
mont h s. The proposed person month s does not really include time for Task 7.4
(application). Indeed, report on initial application is not included in deliverables
below.]
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Deliverables (18 month s)
• D7.1 (Month 6): Status report: Review on (i) the theoretical underst a n di ng of the
underlying impact of environ men t al technologies on sustainability, (ii) the underlying
innovation theory and, (iii) actual theory of R&D influence on innovation.
• D7.2 (Month 12): Design of the case study (for selected environm e n t al technology
examples hydrogen cars, ICT and biotechnology: application fields, country selection,
time scale)
• D7.3 (Month 18): Scoping report setting out the most appropriat e method ology
(portfolio of ISA- tools) for assessing the selected policies, toget her with an evaluation
of existing tools for the purpose.
Milestones and expected result
• Month 2: Kick- off meeting to develop team building, agree common frameworks,
detailed specification of tasks
• Month 7: Coordination meeting to review theoretical linkages between
environ men t al technologies and sustainability; initial debate of scope of each
application
• Month 14: Coordination meeting to agree metho dologies to be applied
After 18 mont h s it is expected that WP7 will have provided of a clear exposition of the
linkages between the three aspects of environ me n t al technology being considered and
sustainability. It will have reviewed the existing tools and method s (with input from WP2)
and developed recom me n d a ti on s for WP 8 and 9 and will have designed robust case
study frameworks that have been tested in consultation with policy makers.

WP 8: Interlinking and improving existing tools for ISA
Work package
8
number
RIVM
Participant id
Person - months per participant 5
SMASH

Person - months per participant 5

Start date or starting event:
NTUA

43
CIRAD

21

COE

20
AUN

7

SEI

3

IFF

16

Month 1
CE

PIK

12

15

IPTS

11

Objective s
To explore the possibilities of interlinking existing ISA- tools according to past and
current experiences, and test the potential of these interlinked tools by using them for
perfor ming sustainability assess me n t s for one or more of the case - studies. – First
iteration .
Description of work
In the first phase the common framework conditions for tool developme n t will be
defined (spatial and temporal coverage, spatial and temporal resolution, scenario
assu m p ti on s). Major work will go into extending and interlinking existing tools to meet
requireme n t s for a first application to the case studies, and an exchange with the case
studies leading to first conclusions about the adequacy of tools and further needs.
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Deliverables (18 month s)
Month 2:
Minutes of the kick- off meeting sum mari zi ng the results about the agreemen t on major
framework conditions (internal deliverable).
Month 6:
S- WP D8.1 : A collated series of reports (one from each modelling team) presenti ng
method ological aspects, model design and specifications (to be collated by WP- leader).
Month 16:
S- WP D8.1.1: Progress Report on: modelling of externalities; description of physical
damage estimates, with valuations associated with reference case; description of policy
scenario illustrating the internalisation of externalities
S- WP D8.2.1 : Progress Report on: LPJ- MAgPIE- GTM coupling implement a tion and initial
scenarios; reporting on the results of first scenario analysis.
S- WP D8.3.1 : Progress Report on: preliminary version of operational model coupling with
IMAGE.
S- WP D8.4.1 : Progress Report on: Preliminary version of operational models.
S- WP D8.5.1 : Progress Report on: "Efficiency and robust n ess of waste manage m en t
regulation modes in Europe - analysis using a sustainability assessm en t model"
S- WP D8.6.1 : Progress Report on: Linked model family for the analysis of material flows.
Month 18:
S- WP D8.2 : A collated set of report s (one from each modelling team) describing the
modelling work and reporting on a joint analysis of applicability and necessary
amend m e n t s of interlinked tools.
Minutes of thematic meetings with case studies (as an internal deliverable).
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Milestones and expected result
Month 2:
Kick- off meeting leading to an agreemen t on major framework conditions: spatial
coverage (World, Europe 15/ 2 5), time coverage (policy/generatio n / civilization),
spatial and time resolution, basic scenario assu m p tion s, case study application
Month 6:
S- WP 8.1: extension of energy and emission data to Accession countries finalized,
collection of extern data finalized
S- WP 8.2: demonst r at e linked LPJ- MAgPIE ability to produce scenario land use decision
pattern s finalized
S- WP 8.4: meeting to discuss the model design and specifications and plan modelling
work to be accomplished within a year
S- WP 8.5: Release of specifications including quantified scenario storylines and a
selection of sustainability indicators
Month 12:
S- WP 8.1: model extension to include transp ort externalities finalized
S- WP 8.2: exchange of scenario data between GTM and LPJ- MAgPIE finalized
S- WP 8.5: Release of functional model compu t er code. Technical Report on the
simulation model and its linking with the scenario generator and the sustainability
indicators, Code available online.
S- WP 8.6: first linked model version finalized
Month 16:
S- WP 8.1: application of model completed, with policy- relevant estimates
S- WP 8.2: demo nst r at e operational readiness for LPJ- MAgPIE- GTM modelling system
S- WP 8.2: complete first scenario runs of coupled biogeoche mical - land use - economy
system
S- WP 8.4: meeting to present modelling results and model tests
S- WP 8.5: Presentation of model results and model tests
Month 16:
Thematic meetings (per case study) to discuss applicability and necessary amend m e n t s
of models and struct ure as well as participatory processes and stakeholder
involvement.
Month 18:
Completion of first phase on applicability and necessary amend m e n t s of interlinkages
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WP 9: Developing new tools for ISA
Work package
9
Start date or starting event:
number
ICIS
UEA
LUND
SEI
Participant id
Person - months per participant
26
26
7
2

1

Objective s
The overall objective is to develop “building blocks” for the new generation of ISAmodelling tools. The new generation of ISA- models is characterize d as “Triple- I” models:
Innovative, Integrated and Interactive.
• Innovative because these ISA- models will be co- evolutionary and adaptive, more
social learning tools than predictive tools.
• Integrated because of the aim to integrate the socio - economic - technological
domain with the ecological domain in a more adequate and balanced manner. And
• Interactive because of the orientation of ISA- models towards stakeholders and
their different roles.
These building blocks will be tested in the case studies, where the learning experiences
within these case studies will be used to further develop these building blocks for the
new generation of ISA- models.
Description of work
The developme nt of “Triple- I models” will be focused on five central themes of ISA:
transitions, social - cultural dimension, scaling, uncertainty and stakeholder involvement:
• The concept of transitions will be used as cross - cutting mechanis m to integrate
socio - economic - technological and ecological dynamics (task 9.1).
• By using discourse coalition theory and cultural theory an attem p t will be made to
incorporate cultural and social pattern s in ISA- modelling frameworks (task 9.2).
• Multiple scaling will be handled through the combined use of the scaling method s
of grid - cell models, cellular auto mat a models and multiple scaling regression
models (task 9.3).
• A typology of sources and types of uncertainties will be used to articulate major
uncertainties in ISA- models and to develop strategies how to manage these
uncertainties (task 9.4)
• Prototypes of ISA- modules will be developed which contain the above aspects of
transitions, social - cultural dimensions, scaling, uncertainty and stakehol der
involvement.
During the first 18 month s work will focus on developing first prototypes for each of the
five tasks defined within this WP. There will be an intense interaction between the
partners directly involved in this WP and a close liaison with each of the case study WPs,
with the objective of having prototype versions of the models ready for (internal) testing
subseq ue nt ly in the MATISSE case studies from mont h 18.
Deliverables
D.10.1.1 - D.10.5 (month 18): A set of (internal) prototype versions of ISA- modules that
will be taken up in a modular ISA- framework to be tested in MATISSE case studies from
mont h 18 .
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Milestone s and expected result
• 12 months Interaction with case study WPs to design use - cases for prototype
models.
• 18 months Initial prototype versions of ISA- modules ready for testing in case
studies
The expected results after 18 month s are tested prototypes of ISA- modules with novel
aspects of transitions, social - cultural dimension, uncertainty, scaling and stakehol der
involvement. During the remain der of the project, modules will evolve into modular
frameworks which are tested and impleme nt e d in the case studies. This will yield better
insights into the best use of ISA- modelling tools in ISA.

WP 10: Stakeholder involve m en t, disse mination and capacity
building
Work package
10
Start date or starting event: 1
number
ICIS
UEA
RIVM
NTUA
SEI
Participant id
6
1
1
1
Person - months per participant
3
LUND
IFF
UAB
SERI
IIASA
Participant id
Person - months per participant
1
1
1
16
2

COE

WI

1

1

UD
1

REC

21

Objective s
To advance the quality of use of ISA method ologies within Europe through the codevelop m en t of tools and method s, with selected users, ISA practitioners and
stakeholders (carried out in the MATISSE project as a whole) combined with a program of
dissemination to the wider user - base.
• To identify (in the first 6 mont h s of the project) a wider ISA- user and stakehol der
group, establish contact with them, and carry - out a needs analysis for ISA tols and
metho d s (task 10.1)
• To develop and impleme nt a dissemination plan for MATISSE the knowledge
created in the project among partners (task 10.2);
• To develop training materials and eLearning opport unities (task 10.3);.
• To provide a range of support roles to MATISSE - including maintena nce of a website and ISA help - desk (task 10.4 ).
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Description of work
The MATISSE consortiu m has committed itself to the goal of involving relevant users and
stakeholders in througho u t the project and this WP will therefore be fully integrated into
all other WPs. The approach will be to first conduct an ISA- user and stakehol der survey
and needs analysis during the first six mont hs of this project (in close cooperation with
WP2). In parallel a detailed strategy for disse mi nation will be developed in collaboration
with the coordinator and manage men t team. This will be implement e d from mont h six
onward s. Training activities, especially in the EU accession countries, will be an importan t
part of MATISSE, detailed plans for these activities will be developed during the first 6
mont h s of the project in close collaboration with MATISSE partners in the accession
countries (forming a part of the dissemination strategy) - and implement e d from month
6. MATISSE will use the World Wide Web, both as a place for posting docume nt s and
information and as a place for electronic conferences and web - based teleconferences. A
Societal Advisory Board will be establishe d for maintaining the focus on the
interconnecte d n e ss between technological and social trend s and consists of
internationally recognised experts in this field. Experts will also be invited from the
policy sector, from a trade federation, relevant NGOs and other represen t atives of civil
society and from the business and industry sector. The board will be completely set up at
the beginning of the project and in coordination with the European Commission.
Deliverables (18 month s)
D.10.4.1 (month 3): Project website (including an online database on ISA practitioners
and stakeholders)
D.10.2.1 (month 6): A comprehen sive dissemination strategy for the MATISSE project.
D.10.3.1 (month 18): Progress report on impleme nt ation of a training program m e for ISA
practitioners.

Milestone s and expected result
M10.1
M10.2
M10.3
overall

Identification if ISA users and stakehol ders for all Work Packages (Month 6)
Implemen t atio n of dissemination strategy (Month 06)
Evaluation and revision of dissemination strategy – forming a compone nt of the
evaluation of MATISSE (D0.1) after 18 mont h s (Month 18)
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B.9 Other issues
Ethical Issu e s
The proposed work raises no sensitive ethical questions. No national or international
regulations have to be taken into consideration. It does not affect huma n health or integrity
of personality. It makes no use of animals or biological samples. It has no relation to
genetic information or reprod uctive medicine. It has no military applications. It does not
make use of radioactive or toxic substances.
Ethical Asp ect s of Imple m e ntation of Project Results
The proposed work does not include the implement ation of project results as policy. It
remains on the level of scientific integrated analysis of policy implications. Therefore there
are no ethical issues related to implemen t ation of project results.
Interaction with Societal Actors and Education
The consortiu m realises that policies in support of sustainability rest on the support of the
inhabitant s of the European Union, and that providing information and opport u nities for
ongoing public discourse of relevant issues is vital. The consortiu m has therefore devoted a
full work package and a sizeable fraction of its budget to the dissemination of results to
interested parties and the wider public. User- friendly versions of best available
comm u nication technology will be used, particularly through the internet. Opport u ni ties
for interaction through worksho p s and conferences, e- Learning and training of young
scholars will be created (see work plan).

B.10 Gender issues
Gend er Issu e s and th e MATISSE Con sortiu m
The consortiu m has based its assess m en t of relevant gender issues upon the findings of
the Gender Impact Assessme n t (GIA) perfor med for specific program m e s of the 5 th
Framework Program m e and published by the European Commission in a Synthesis Report
(Gender Impact Assessme n t of Specific Program me s of the Fifth Framework Program m e, An
Overview (Synthesis Report), DG Research, EUR 20022, 63 pp., 2001). This study follows
action to implemen t policies of gender mainstrea mi ng in the EU. Gender mainst rea mi ng is
defined by a Commu nication from the Commission of 1996 (“Incorporating equal
opport u nities for women and men into all Comm u nity policies and activities”) as “not
restricting efforts to promot e equality to the impleme nt ati on of specific measures to help
women, but mobilising all general policies and measures specifically for the purpose of
achieving equality”. In the EU’s Treaty of Amsterda m of 1997, equal opport u ni ties between
men and women, including measures of positive discrimination, are stated as a objective
for all levels of policy. Currently the European Comm u nity’s gender policies are under the
direction of the Community Framework Strategy on Gender Equality (2001 - 2005).
The consortiu m notes that gender is not equal to biological sex. It relates to social and
cultural practices, both within science and in society in general, which result in unequal
distributions of opport unities, responsibilities, mental and material control of resources.
Gender issues therefore go beyond counting the number of women, they also relate to
research topics and struct ures.
B.10.1 Gender Action plan
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(1) The participating institutions are legally required to adhere to their respective national
policies on equal opport unity employmen t. The consortium will include a commit me n t
to preferential employme nt of women in the consortiu m agreeme nt to be signed by all
part ners.
(2) A share of the work packages is being coordinated by senior female researchers.
(3) The consortiu m will contribute to increasing the participation of women in workshop s,
teaching opport u nities, consortiu m meetings and leadership roles by reserving a
fraction for women participation exceeding the currently achieved fraction.
(4) An ombu ds p er s o n will be named by the consortiu m to ensure, monitor and report on a
pro - active policy of gender equality where opport u nities arise. The ombu ds p e r so n will
actively draw attention to the gender dimension of the research work.
(5) The consortiu m will strive to explicitly address gender dimensions of the research
conducted in its final report, and in the material it provides for public information.
(6) The consortiu m will be open toward value - added research arising that specifically
addresses the gender dimensions of findings by the consortiu m, and be commit ted to
supporti ng such research in an open manner.
B.10.2. Gender Issues
The overriding goal of MATISSE is to achieve a step - wise advance in the science and
application of Integrate d Sustainability Assess me n t. As such it aims to fully emphasize the
engageme nt of users and stakeholders througho ut the develop me nt and application of all
ISA- tools and metho d s to ensure a true co- prod uction of knowledge, build
competence / c a p acities and to secure take - up in the EU- policy process. The gender
relevance of the project relates to the integrated sustainable develop men t objectives of the
project. The possible direct gender relevance of the project outco mes includes the impacts
of the project on different populations or on the daily lives of individuals. It is anticipated
that in the disse mi nation process the project will engage with gender issues.
The Gender Impact Assessme n t of Specific Program m e s of the Fifth Framework Program m e
Synthesis Report notes: “To achieve sustainable science, the studies [made] called for
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research and metho d s aimed at unifying natural,
technological and social sciences. Sustainable science requires recognition of socio econo mic elements to provide entry - points for the identification of gender impacts.” The
MATISSE consorti um is uniquely compose d to provide contributions in this spirit. The very
aim of the consortiu m is to bridge gaps between science and society (by combining
scientific analysis with stakeholder interaction), and between the social and the natural
sciences (by combining analysis tools from the fields of ecology, biogeoche mist ry,
technology, economy and policy). The consortiu m expects that the opport u nities thereby
created to view issues of sustainability from a broad context will provide for numero us
entry - points for investigations of issues affecting preferen tially the lives of either men or
women, and for investigating societal mechanis m s that lead to gendere d divisions of
labour, world views, policy impacts and respon sibilities.
The Synthesis Report states that “ The world cannot be explained exclusively with models
that exclude all social dimensions” and notes an “overwhelming focus on the technical
aspects […], a focus to the near exclusion of the social implications, which impedes the
integration of the gender dimension in research.” It is here that the work proposed by the
MATISSE consortiu m is fully in line with the deman d for more integrated approaches. The
Synthesis Report calls for a combination of two types of studies, those with an “impact
assess me n t oriented profile (for example, environ me n t al impact assessm e n t, risk impact
assess me n t)” and those with a “social issues oriented profile (such as participation, target
groups)”, because in that combination issues of gender seem to me most accessible to
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investigations. MATISSE prototypically spans these two domains. While not itself focused
on explicitly studying gender implications, the research conducted will without question
provide a basis for a much more focused analysis of gender - related interactions in the
debate about sustainability.
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